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T he first part of this ar- developing finished hard-
ticle deals with the ware, and makes plans for

problem of understanding. It deployment of the system on
is late in the first term of a fixed scheduled dates. It all
popular U.S. President's ad- can be done so fast that our
ministration. In the techno- adversaries could not pos-
logical world, concepts and sibly make a counter move.
inventions have intersected We would surely enjoy a
in time and space, spawning military advantage for the
possibilities for software and forseeable future.
machines to accomplish feats
thought impossible and, Then, a lawsuit is filed by
until now, science fiction an obscure lobby organiza-
fantasy. Military leaders tion charging the Defense
recognize possibilities for ap- Department with failure to
plication to our defense program. A way exists to counter conduct an environmental assessment before proceeding into
the most terrible and unstoppable threat our adversaries Milestone I, in violation of the National Environmental
have been able to deploy. It will be expensive beyond corn- Policy Act. A judge agrees. The program stumbles. Opposi-
prehension of the human mind but the facts are there, tion in the Congress has time to coalesce. Political opponents
technology has been tested, components can be manufac- are able to whip up an emotional objection to the huge sums
tured, and we can make it work. of money necessary to fully deploy the system. Scientists

with negative opinions of the technology and citizens

The U.S. President is reelected in a wave of popular sup- philosophically opposed to advances in the art of warfare
port. He fully supports developing a defense system based have opportunities to make their cases to the media. Fund-
on the new technology and orders a program to be initiated ing is delayed. Other programs make a plea for the
at once, while riding the crest of congressional backing. A resources. The program becomes a major political issue, a
high-level program manager (PM) is appointed. The PM can bargaining chip to be traded for parochial projects and
pick the best and brightest program operatives in the coun- regional interests. The entire program is now smoking and
try, military and civilian. The "number crunchers" prepare sputtering as if it were hit with one of its own super-
a budget request that should be approved in record speed. sophisticated, high-tech, high-speed, high-energy
Scientists and technicians are reassigned, priorities shifted, projectile,
and resources are available to the program on a scale un- Names were left off the program described to protect the
precedented in peacetime. The program office begins draft- author, but it is true. Why? How is it that a seemingly in-
ing contract requirements, selecting high-tech industries for significant administrative mistake can totally alter national
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defense strategy and dictate the course
of something so vital to the survival of
this country as weapon system .......

development?

Unfortunately, this is not an isolated
case. In fact, it is often faced in major
acquisition programs. Smaller, less
ambitious programs are more suc-
cessful at evading public interferenct
on environm ental grounds because ...... . .......: ... ..............
they get less publicity and environmen- ............
tal problems generated are small in X
comparison to the billions of dollars X
lost by the Defense Department every . ...
year through failure to comply with
environmental protection laws of the ...........
United States. The waste is criminal.
Literally.

The irony in this massive and
needless squandering of time, effort environmental regulations are accepted in particular, spends most of his career
and money is twofold. First, it violates with the same tacit understanding that in the public fish bowl, and knows that
laws everyone agrees with. The Amer- they are to be disregarded. There is a religion, prejudices, and politics don't
ican public supports environmental widely held belief that there are other, enter the work place. One never gets
protection by an overwhelming ma- higher priorities, and that it is faster- personal finances mixed up with
jority, even to the point of being will- cheaper-better to do the job first and government funds.
ing to pay extra for it. The Coin- worry about the environment later.
mander in Chief has ordered it; the You would expect there would be a who are promoted to positions of
Secretary of Defense has reinforced it; moral conflict between one's desire to responsibility in acquisition programs
and military personnel are, individu- be an environmentally conscious per- are usually dynamic, action-oriented,
ally, one of the most ecologically sen- son and the duty to accomplish a task results-focused leaders who have

sitive groups on earth, efficiently without regard to personal demonstrated they can get things done.

Second, protection of the environ- beliefs. Most military personnel are, The morass of bureaucracy does not
ment is not in conflict with national almost by definition, people who love get in their way. Consequently, en-
defense; in fact, it is complementary, the natural world. They get involved vironmental concern is left at home
increasing our defense posture. The in outdoor activities, support conser- and the directive to comply with en-
word "environment" encompasses vation groups and public improvement vironmental laws is put on a long list
everything around us-land, water, air projects. They are campers, sportsmen of insignificant special-interest items
and, most important, people and is no and athletes. A scout troop near a with neither time nor resources permit-
less than what we are defending in the military establishment often has a ma- ting them to be incorporated into the
first place. jority of its adult leadership compris- program.

ing military personnel, who work with
and teach environmental awareness to

The Order with a Wink the next generation of Americans. If
you imply they are not environmen-

My first assignment in a military tally oriented, military personnel usu-
organization was in the office of a Vice ally take offense.
Admiral. I learned the first day that
two orders are universally A military training must, of neces-
disobeyed-"Don't stand up," and ity, teach Service people to put aside
"Call me Pete." For some reason their beliefs for the greater good.
rooted in American industrial and Government managers learn to put the
military culture, orders to comply with public first. The acquisition manager,
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The Scorched Earth a reader of this journal who doesn't It's Not My Fault

When General William Tecumseh know a better place that money could Fixing responsibility for past
Sherman set out to starve the Con- have been spent. mistakes and for the changeover to a
federacy into submission by laying Cost alone is not the concern here. new way of doing things is not easy.
waste to the land, he didn't start his Weapons in the field would work bet- How does a program manager fit into
famous March to the Sea in Chicago. ter if attention was given early in their the scope of compliance with en-
He had good, sound military reasons developments to the relationship be- vironmental laws?
for starting where he did. To tween hardware and the environment. Responsibility often shares a pro-
paraphrase a quote from General Factories building weapons would be blem with military property regarding
George S. Patton: "You don't win a better prepared for mobilization if they the environment. The military controls
war by destroying your own country, hadn't been contaminated in peact- a Ict of land; the public has a lot of en-
you win it by destroying some other time. Materials needed in an emer- "
poor dumb (expletive deleted) gency would be available if they hadn't dispose of. Yet, thi ad belongste tohe

country." been squandered, and the skilled U.S. Government and, in essence,

It may seem a contradiction to think technicians would be ready to re- everybody, and is an attractive target
of weapon systems as environmentally plenish our supplies if they hadn't been for toxic waste dumping. Responsibil-
sound. Weapons are supposed to be poisoned. Combat and support per- ity delegated to "everybody" is usu-
harmful-at the receiving end. The sonnel could react faster, concentrate ally, in effect, "someone else's."
value of a weapor, system is usually better, and be more effective if they

measured by its destructive potential. didn't worry so much about hazards of The Department of Defense is late in
It is inevitable that the devastatingly transporing, handling, and using their reacting to public demands for better
po ssitlem t be desin ma weapons. environmental awareness. In spite of
powerful systems being designed, man- its stated goals and the directive to per-
ufactured, and deployed today must be The American military establish- sonnel to obey environmental laws,
made from materials that are harmful ment is aware of the trust it holds and DOD has been slow to set up effective
and difficult to deal with. It is a fact its responsibility as keeper of the force communication, execution, and re-
that any manufactured material, or capable of destroying life on earth. We porting channels. The DOD is paying
any act of man that alters the natural are beginning to realize we have a pro- a heavy price in dollars and decreased
world, is potentially harmful and can cess that could have the same result if aaby pri vidars an d Od

have catastrophic effects on the human we do not act quickly to reverse the capability. Individuals within DOD

population. trend; this process is underway and we fines and facing jail sentences.

There is no need for me to repeat have not fired a shot. The initiator was

details of destruction to the eviron- our industry and technology, and the In 1987, a maintenance foreman told

ment caused by past mistakes. The American defense establishment as his crew to dump paint cans in a pond
proponent for a major segment of that on a firing range; he has been con-

mulibillion dollar bill for clean Up industry is accountable for much of the victed on 2 of 37 counts of violating
speaks for itself. There probably isn't problem and must lead in returning to the Clean Water Act and faces up to

a course to keep this planet habitable. 6 years in prison. In 1988, a major
command's research facility had an
altercation with local natural resources
authorities regarding location and
manner of storing chemicals. The com-
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mand's procedures were older than the
law in question but it didn't have a per-
mit; three senior officials were indicted
and face up to 21 years in prison and ,..i,

hundreds of thousands of dollars in
fines. When workers at a naval repair
facility dumped forbidden material laws were developed and passed by the
into a river, the installation corn- Congress in the late 1960s, with
mander was named in a civil suit and loopholes closed and new legislation
held personally liable for damages passed in every congressional session
totalling millions of dollars. In all since. Many people, in industry and
cases, the Judge Advocate General government, have not taken the law
ruled since it is illegal for the govern- seriously. The laws are so new that, as
ment to be on both sides of a case, the a society, we don't have the com-
military service involved could not munications and enforcement structure
provide a defense, even if it supported fully in place. It has been expedient to
the individuals. Personal costs to the ignore the law.
defendants were astronomical in
money and self-esteem. , Environmental protection laws were

thought by many to be a partisan
Major research programs, initiated political issue, instigated by the free-

to develop countermeasures to new spirit movement of the '60s and not
weapons known to be developed and supported by mainstream American
deployed by Warsaw Pact Forces, beliefs. It was a major surprise to some
have been delayed by court order poewhnteRanAmnir-

because of the failure of program people when the Reagan Administra-
mangerase o theofaiurt v a etion, early in its first term, strength-
managers to conduct valid en- ened enforcement authority of the En-
vironmental assessments and file aircraft because we lack specialized vironmental Protection Agency, in-
necessary paperwork before starting facilities to handle one small, but - itteacoprivefrtwhte
new activities. The cases brought so im- itiated a cooperative effort with the

much public opinion to bear that por- portant component of an extremely Department of Justice, and prosecuted
tions of planned research were aban- complex weapon system. violators. Since then, the scientific

community has been gathering and
doned rather than wage a public rela- Anatuihing bdta t athirrefuabl

tions battle that could risk the entire A common denominator in these publishing data that irrefutably

program. Because of an administrative catastrophes is that perpetrators and demonstrates the danger of damaging

oversight, U.S. armed forces may be proponents thought they were doing the environment. Disasters at Bophal,

vulnerable to a genuine enemy their jobs. The alarming part is that Chernobyl, Love Canal and other

threat. these are not isolated or typical ex- places underscore the potential for
amples but represent the way the universal harm, and strengthen public

When todays advanced fighter air- Department of Defense has, and is, support for an effective national policy
craft were being developed in the doing business. In researching this ar- which is strongly enforced. En-
1970s, the prime objective was perfor- ticle, I tried to find a good example vironmental law is here to stay.
mance. "Performance" was defined as where the environment was considered
successful execution of the task at hand from the start of a program, resulting
and became a laboratory definition, in a finished product that was safe,
One of the aircraft's components is an hazard-free and effective. I solicited in-
emergency power supply using hydra- put from offices dealing with en-
zine as oxidizer for the gas generator. vironmental issues at the highest levels
Other materials would work almost as of the Services and DOD and several 1/

well but hydrazine was the best. Now major commands responsible for wea-
we have to deal with a logistical pons systems acquisition. They
nightmare-transporting, handling, couldn't provide one.
and storing a poisonous, eye-burning J
liquid that emits toxic fumes at room The time for change is now. En-
temperature and will eat its way vironmental laws have been on the
through most containers. We are books since the Rivers and Harbors
restricted on locations to deploy these Act of 1899. Modern environmental No one has earned

the badge, Wt...
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Fear of the law, a good reason to in- plex with dozens of technical fields of
tegrate environmental consideration study to be found in environmental
into your program, isn't the best science. Environmental law is just as

he duty reason. All systems, even weapon complex. The Code of Federal Regula-
iL hsystems, operate in an environment. tions volume listing all laws concern-

They are a component part of that en- ing Protection of the Environment,
of the program vironment, even if their functions are CFR 40, compri-es 20 books, 3-feet

to destroy when called upon. How thick. You don't have to know every-
manager is to well that system will work and how ef- thing but you do need to know obliga-fective it will be depend on how well tions, liabilities and resources to assist.

the system functions relative to its The best configuration for the product
develop, acquire and supply line, physical surroundings, your program is charged to develop

and human operators. and deliver will be natural for you;
deploy a system As a manager of a systems acquisi- engineering skill and management ex-

tion program, you can exercise far- pertise are all you need. Once you con-

contributing to the reaching control. You may not have to sider the environment as an integral

face the disposal problem. An installa- part of the design, its value and impor-

best defense of this tion commander "somewhere else" tance become obvious.
may have to dilute resources to Priority One
manage administrative tasks dealing

country. You will with a hazardous material you decided Environmental law hasn't changed
"provides the best performance." If the program manager's mission. It is

lot succeed if you laws, directives and regulations are your duty to develop and produce a
ambiguous regarding the responsibil- component system for the best possi-

do not consider the ity of others dealing with the environ- ble deterrent force in the world. The
ment, they should be clear to you. The environment is a component of that
duty of the program manager is to task, a.id when you make a commit-

relationship of your develop, acquire and deploy a system ment you are on the way to meeting
contributing to the best defense of this legal requirements and are using good

systcm to the en- country. You will not succeed if you engineering judgment.
do not consider the relationship of
your system to the environment within Legal Obligation

vironment within which it will be built and operate. There are two types of environmen-

tal laws. At this writing there are 53
which it wvil be Part II. Compliance: substantive laws, those that specifi-

You Are On Your Own cally forbid certain activities or use of
built and operate. The first thing learned when materials, or limit the amount of pol-

assigned to manage an acquisition pro- lutants that may be discharged into the
gram is that you don't have, and won't air, water or land. There is one pro-
get, enough resources to do the job the cedural law, the National Environmen-
way you choose. Among things you tal Policy Act (NEPA), which the pro-
won't get, and probably can't find, are gram manager, as designated propo-
specialists dealing with environmental nent for new systems, is legally
considerations. The problems are com- obligated to comply with.

The NEPA requirements begin at a
program's earliest planning stages and
obligate the program office to consider

There is a natural bond between those who work to protect our effects of the program on the global en-
environment and those who work to protect our national secur- vironment. This can be a part of the
ity Both believe in the future, both refuse to accept the notion that long-range logistical plan, accounting
decay-either in the quality of our environment or in our national for costs of handling, storing, trans-
defense posture-is inevitable. The same men and women who are porting, and disposing of materials.
'ommitted to protecting American's freedom are also committed However, it should go beyond the

to ensuring that we enijov that freedom in a clean and healthy usual consideration of these factors as
world. part of a military system, and com-

ment on the effect of removing these
-Frank Carlucci materials from their natural confine-

Secretary of Defense ment (like a mine), effects on
geographical areas and people in-
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FIGURE 1. SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL AN4 ..'iES
AND REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION
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Assessment must be Study . Environmental to dInput
(EA) of t Impact S is StatementConsequences

Acquisition Program Life Cycle Milestone 0 Milestone I Milestone I

volved in the manufacturing, and by your staff, an installation en- vironmenta impact statement (EIS), a
utiec e-:, the nvirocit virnental or engineeris g 2Prvices of- complex document with details of the

after materials are disposed of. En- ice, on an interagency agreement by interactions of materials on specific
vironmental aspects of the logistical another Service, or contracted to a locations and communities. The EIS is
planning must be published in asepa- firm specializing in environmental developed during the concept de-
rate document called an environmen- studies. It must be done during the monstration /validation phase and a
tal assessment (EA). concept exploration stage of the pro- draft EIS is submitted as part of

The EA is submeat to eview by gram life cycle and is a requirement for Milestone I requirements. The EIS con-

representatives from affected cor- Milestone O. A good, gly co euund Eidur; alternatives and trade-offs, aed

munities. The best approach is to EA usually takes 2-3 months to comn- except for extreme security risks it is

solicit public review and invite co - plete, in addition to administrative a public document allowing public par-

ments from local governments, en- time associated with contracting out if ticipation in the acquistion process.

vironmental groups and citizen con- you opt for it. Samples of good EAs

mittees. This is not always possible are available at most post or head- Let me stress that public participa-

with military programs. If there are quarters environmental coordinators' tion does not imply public control. The

good, overriding reasons in the inter, I highly recommend EIS may be negative in the results ex-

of national security, review groups can that at least one person of responsibil- pected. It states you have considered

be limited to "cleared" individuals. The ity on the program staff be a graduate all Courses of action and are taking the

necessity to conductal ls an en- of one of the training programs that all best available based on latest scientific

vironmental assessment may add indi- Services offer n evidence. Alternatives may cost too

emption.muc deemnain NEPA a dofilreireddocueatio

viduals with "need-to-know" status. The EA can conclude with a finding bility to threats and, therreo, the
Security does not exempt a program of no significant impact(NSI) in which m uty n iveo tolive ito the pr -from the obligation to comply with case the matter is closed and the pro- gram's environmentally unpleasant re-

NEPA. Executive Order 12088 has gram can proceed. If the finding is con- sults. The EIS alerts the public about
directed all federal programs to com- tested, it can go through a review pro- how you plan to deal with problems,ply with environmental laws and only cess to the Council on Environmental and that you know what the military

the President may grant an ex- Quality a presidentia board, for final ayae.aiuetcopywh

erupiondeteminaion.NEPA 
and file required documentation

The EA is a relatively simple docu- Most EAs will lead to a finding of is an abrogation of your responsibil-

ment of 25-150 pages, depending on some impact sometime in the program ity and gives control to the public,

program complexity. It can be handled life cycle. This necessitates filing an en- perhaps irretrievably.
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Finalization of the EIS may occur
throughout the full-scale development
stage, when scientific research may be
a part of the alternative consideration.
The EIS is finalized and submitted as
part of Milestone II and represents a
legal commitment. The program must
adhere to tenets outlined in the EIS up
to and including disposal, unless an
amendment is filed.

Ethical Obligation

Compliance with NEPA fulfills the
program manager's legal obligations.
Failure to comply can, and will, delay
or stop your program; increase your

- life-cycle cost; and diminish effec-
tiveness of your system. Compliance
with NEPA is a mechanism for meeting
your ethical obligation to produce a
product meeting requirements of sub-
stantive laws. Your product must be
manufactured by people in factories

Toxins, the Real Enemy ...- i vituq responsibilitnfbir past mistakes and fin that are parts of communities. Equip-
the chanuen'r to a nur ' iny, ofdoino thnIs will not be easy. ment must be operated by personnel

you have an obligation to protect, and
deployed by commanders who must
comply with myriad local, State and
federal regulations. Failure to comply
with substantive environmental laws
can bring fines, iail sentences and
ruined careers.

The program manager exercises far-
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY reaching, long-term control and,

FOR PROGRAM MANAGERS possibly, can contribute more to the
quality of life in the military environ-
ment than any other person.

Program Start -Document Environmental Consideration

Milestone 0 - File Environmental Assessment AMr. Williams wtas a Visitinu Research

Milestone I -Draft Environmental Impact Statement Fellow in the 1)epartnwnt of Rescairh and

Milestone II -Environmental Impact Statement Filed lniiarnwitiz at DSMCfrom Ju'-l)ecember
1988 as a portion of a I-year Executive

Milestone III -Amendments to EIS based on Manufacturers Potential Training Prorm. He has

Input retuwned to duties as a Research Chbemist

Milestone IV - Supplement to EIS to Reflect New iwith the Burcau oj'Eti rai and Print-
Technology, New Applications of System i~ug, U.S. Department of the Twasur'.

Milestone V -EIS for New Projects, Changes Generated by
Better Disposal Technology or Mandated by
New Laws or Treaties
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ACQUIRING THE STRATEGIC
DEFENSE SYSTEM ENGINEER

Captain John J. Donegan, Jr., USN
Colonel Nicholas W. Kuzemka, USAF

T he Strategic Defense Planning, acquisition strat-
Initiative (SDI) pro-n, egy, and selecting the system

gram is considered to be one , engineer had to be done
of the most complex man- U thoroughly and in a timely
agement and technological u manner. Business as usual
challenges in history. The - rn was not acceptable and
Apollo moon landing pro- u m many streamlined acquisi-
gram and the Manhattan tion techniques and in-
Atomic project had an une- n N inovative approaches, to
quivocal national mandate, meet legal requirements,
whereas the SDI program N*SW -Y1.,1 

(;&"p.P VAF were applied. Many ap-
has been under extensive scrutiny, especially political, since proaches recommended by high-level acquisition review
the President's speech in March 1983. Significant tech- groups were used. Most importantly, it was a tremendous
nological progress has been made and it is increasingly ap- team effort among the Strategic Defense Initiative Organiza-
parent that our goals vis-a-vis the SDI program may be tion (SDIO), military services, Department of Defense
attainable. (DOD) agencies and industry.

The techniques and procedures used to acquire the The authors, the SDS Phase I program manager and the
Strategic Defense System Engineer provide an excellent case head of SDIO contracts brought the effort together with the
study for program managers. This is especially so when deal- assistance of many capable and dedicated people. For pro-
ing with a complex program involving numerous acquisi- gram managers and others in the acquisition profession,
tion organizations. Thorough planning was essential and ex- there is much to learn and share from this experience.
tensive efforts were taken to use lessons learned from other
programs and then carefully tailor the acquisition approach Introduction
to meet Strategi, Defense needs. Design and integration of the Strategic Defense System

The key is to integrate technology efforts to verify that is a major task impacting organizations conducting Strategic
the Strategic Defense System (SDS) will meet national re- Defense Initiative research, or assigned responsibility for
quirements. This is being done through the SDS Demonstra- research and development of one of the elements to meet
tion 'Validation Program or Phase I DEMVAL program. The system requirements. Requirements for the system engineer-
Strategic Defense System Engineer is critical for this effort. ing and integration (SE&I) or System Engineer effort are
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FIGURE 1. SE&l REQUIREMENT

shown in Figure 1. The role of the
System Engineer and the selection of * Developing the overall integrated Phase I system design
the System Engineer was important to
both government and defense industry 0 Coordinating integration and interface requirements among
organizations. An acquisition strategy - Prime element contractors
was needed to balance requirements - Service element program managers
for engineering and integration with an * Planning and supporting integrated testing
understanding of the concerns of the - Managing test resources
military services and which would set - Evaluating system performance
gi und rules for SDIO contractors.
The acquisition strategy had to pro- 0 Performing SDS system engineering
vide for a changing program, both 0 Establishing effective communication channels
technologically and politically. The ac-qtinocey aned politcaTre Planning and managing program schedules and costquisition process needed to capture

work requirements and conditions cen- 0 Providing engineering guidance to program participants
tral to performing the system engineer- 0 Designing the battle management functions
ing task. This had to be done in a shortSDeingthbalem aeetfucostime, using streamlined acquisition - Evaluating and coordinating ongoing BM experimentstechniques and procedures. Innovative - Designing command and control and integrated EVapproaches and streamlining enabled (industry-coordinated specification)
arobhedone thoroughly and in - Selecting algorithms, network concepts, processors,the job to be dand software
about one-half the time normally re-
quired for such an effort. The schedule I
is shown in Figure 2.

Background FIGURE 2. SE&I 4CQUISITION SCHEDULE
In a speech on March 23, 1983,

President Ronald Reagan challenged
the nation to use technology to achieve
a defensive capability that would erase
the Soviet ballistic missile threat, The
President's speech highlighted the
following: ACQUISITION STRATEGY JULY-AUG. 1987

... I call upon the scientific com-
munity who gavi us nuclear DAB REVIEW 8 JULY 1987
weapons to turn their great
talents to the cause of mankind OCI MEETINGS LATE AUG.-EARLY SEPT.
and world peace: to give us the 1987
means of rendering these nuclear
weapons impotent and ob- SOW PREPARATION AUG.-DEC. (4 SDI-SERVICE
solete...I am directing a com- CONFERENCES)
prehensive and intensive effort to
define a long-term research and RFP PREPARATION NOV.-JAN. 1987
development program to begin DRAFT TO SERVICES & 23 DEC. 1987
to achieve our ultimate goal of INDUSTRY
eliminating the threat posed by
strategic nuclear missiles. .. COMMENTS RECEIVED 11 JAN. 1988

His speech gave impetus to critical
events and activities influencing con- RFP RELEASED 29 JAN. 1988
ditions surrounding the acquisition of
a system engineer in the fall of 1987. BIDDERS CONFERENCE 11 FEB. 1988

President Reagan gave new direction
to the U.S. strategic defense research PROPOSALS RECEIVED 21 MARCH 1988
etfort and provided an environment
for studying and organizing an ap- CONTRACT AWARD 12 MAY 1988
proach which shifted the emphasis
from offense-dominated deterrence to
a strategic equation in which defenses
would play an ever-increasing role.
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President Reagan's directions were From 1984 through the spring of the SCP concept and, subsequentl.,
implemented in National Security 1987, the SDIO conducted many demonstrate feasibility of the SDS.
Study Directive (NSSD) 85, "Elimi- studies of technology, architecture,
nating the Threat from Ballistic and battle management, command, Emphasis of the DAB recommenda-
Missiles," which called for two studies, control and communications. The tion was on developing a systems ap-
These studies, further defined in NSSD SDIO positions on using technologies, proach to SDS and Element DEMVAL
6-83, "Defense Against Ballistic like directed energy and kinetic energy efforts and defining information
Missiles," Apii 1983, established the weapons, shifted as technology necessary to satisfy requirements for
Defense Technologies Study Group, research played an important role in Milestone II. The DEMVAL Program
headed by James Fletcher, to undertake the inclusion, or exclusion, of a par- included developing preliminary
technical evaluation of the feasibility ticular element in the initial architec- system specifications, conducting com-
of defenses and the Future Security ture. By spring 1987, the Secretary of prehensive experiments, exploring
Strategy Study (.S3), headed by Fred Defense concluded that an SDS was technology, transitioning technology
Hoffman, to assess political and probably feasible and that a demon- through DEMVAL, and preparing for
strategic implications. The Fletcher and stration/validation program could be full-scale engineering development.
Hoffman Reports were finished by Oc- structured to support it. This led SDIO In spring 1987, with preparations for
tober 1983. The Fletcher report took to present the program to the Defense the DAB review underway, SDIO was
an optimistic view of new emerging Acquisition Board (DAB) for a Mile- exploring approaches to system

technologies" and reported a "robust stone I decision. The architecture and engineering and integration. The SDIO
multitiered Ballistic Missile Defense system elements-Exoatmospheric Re- researched large system development
(BMD) system can eventually be made entry Vehicle Intercept System (ERIS), programs to determine how they used
to work." The administration's posi- Boost Phase Surveillance and Track- a Systems Engineering and Integration
tion emerged as a recommendation ing System (BSTS), Space-Based Sur- (SE&I) contractor, the acquisition
that the United States embark on early veillance and Tracking System (SSTS), methodology employed, and the cost
demonstrations of BMD technologies. Space Based Interceptors (SBI), relative to overall program cost. When

Ground-Based Surveillance and Track- the approval, in July 1987, of
National Security Decision Directive ing System (GSTS), Battle Manage- Milestone I accelerated efforts to define

119, Jan. 6, 1984, set guidelines for ment/Command, Control and Coin- and select an approach for acquiring
BMD research and established the munications (BM/C3) and Advanced the system engineer, the SDIO was
Strategic Defense Initiative. It em- Launch System (ALS)-became ready to proceed.
braced the concept of phased deploy- institutionalized in the Strategic
ment of an evolutionary Strategic Defense System Concept Paper (SCP) Acquisition Strategy
Defense System, and set goals for tran- Volumes 1, 11, 11; the Test and Evalua- Before Milestone I approval, which
sition from an offensive to defensive tion Master Plan (TEMP), and the Pro- set the stage for finalizing an acquisi-
deterrence, the ultimate elimination of gram Plan. The ALS was later the sub- tion strategy for DEMVAL, the SDIO
ballistic missiles, a hedge against any ject of joint NASA/AF/SDIO manage- had "franchised" individual SDS ele-
near-term expansion of the Soviet ment and a separate DAB. Basic ment acquisitions to the Army and Air
ABM capability, and provided an in- strategy was to provide an evolu- Force. The U.S. Army Strategic
centive to the Soviet Union to agree to tionary flexible approach within which Defense Command and the U.S. Air
deep, equitable and verifiable reduc- technological and budgetary changes Force Systems Command received ac-
tions of nuclear forces. More specifical- could be managed. quisition guidance and funding via
ly, the directive called for "initiation work package directives (WPDs) from
of a focused program to demonstrate Purposes of DAB reviews June 30 w or g diret s) from
the technical feasibility of enhancing and July 8, 1987, were to confirm pro- the SDIO through parent service head-
deterrence and thereby reducing the gram readiness for the demonstra- quarters to establish contracts for these
risk of nuclear war through greater tion/validation phase, connect SDI to elements. These contracts were, in

reliance on defensive strategic the DOD acquisition process, position most cases, competed by the Space

capability." the program to progress in an orderly Division or the Electronic Systems

manner to a timely and informed full Divisions of the Air Force or the

The -'etcher and Hoffman Reports scale development (FSD) decision for Strategic Defense Command of the

and the Eastport Report (completed in the first phase of an evolutionary SDS, Army and were proceeding on

1985) provided key guidance to SDI and optimize contributions of all separate schedules. The military ser-

and led to formalization of the organizations working on the SDI Pro- vices arranged for system engineering

Strategic Defense Initiative in the form gram. As a result of the DAB and and integration within the elements for

of a charter for the Strategic Defense subsequent Secretary of Defense ap- which they had responsibility.

Initiative Organization (SDIO). The proval, a Phase I SDS DEMVAL pro- To provide a "systems approach" to
charter spelled out in DOD Directive gram was initiated with one key DAB development of the elements that corn-
5141.5 on Feb. 21, 1986, described the recommendation being to acquire a prise the SDS, requires a system-level
mission, organization and functions of systems engineering and integration integration contractor. Due to the ad-
SDIO. contractor to develop a design from vanced stage of work underway by
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FIGURE 3. OCI

the military services on some elements,
it was apparent that if system engineer-
ing at the SDIO level was additive to
the Services' Integration efforts, then
the contractor's role could become one
of an "integrator of integrators," * Subcontractors may be restricted
resulting in a layered and inefficient Segregation of work
approach. This approach was rejected Government review/decision
in favor of a single contractor to ac-
complish the SDS system engineering,
and integration at SDIO and Service 0 Offeror's OCI statement should lay out
levels. The SDIO defined the contrac- Possible conflicts
tor's role as ensuring system perfor- Proposed actions to comply with OCl provisions
mance as requited by the Joint Chiefs AnPropsed ains toqcom ith
of Staff (JCS). This entailed providing Anticipated waiver requirements
threat analysis, results convergence,
requirements analysis, interface 0 BM/C3 requires industry coordinated specifications
management (between elements), sys-
tem design and management. The con-
tractor would be required to assist with 0 Evaluation
managing the SDS DEMVAL effort in- Possible conflicts must be resolved to satisfaction of SDIO
cluding secure Management Informa- Proposed resolutions will be evaluated by SDIO General Counsel
tion Systems (MIS), communications
and operations for information storage
and retrieval.

Since each element of the SDS posed
different, but often related, technical for organizational conflict of interest OCI issues involved a widening group
challenges, the single-contractor ap- on issues involving hardware of SDIO, governme, t agencies and
proach develops requirements, estab- preferences, potential contractors . ring June-July
lishes interfaces and relationships 1987, in conjunction , ;th discussing
within an acceptable high-level SDS Organizational Conflict of Interest the system engineer ro,' in the DEM-
architecture. This approach sought to (OCI) and Competition VAL program. Near ti , end of July
influence each element to evolve less Developing a competitive environ- 1987, OCI issues and the system
as a stand-alone capability, and more ment for acquisition of a system engineer role began to cr 'allize. The
as one responsive to needs of the engineer centered on eliminating Commerce Business Dail announce-
United States Space Command and re- organizational conflict of interest while ment and initial "strawr,an" OCI
quirements of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. preserving competition. Since many clause were prepared.
Although user policy was evolving U.S. corporations with large-scale In August 1987, key contractors and
with SDS requirements, the effort to systems engineering expertise were potential offerors were invitea to meet
clarify the threat to a specification had already involved in SDIO contracts, with SDIO to discuss the system
been proceeding with various SDS ar- careful guidelines were required. engineer role, including OCI issues.
chitectures. Initiatives on threat and Primarily, these guidelines were engin le iug OCT Ses.Meetings in late August and September
architectural definitions had been managing the issue, definition of re- 1987 included General Electric, IBM,
undertaken by organizations including quirement, actual conflicts and percep- Science Applications International
federally funded research and develop- tion of conflicts. The process of Corporation, Rockwell International
ment centers (not-for-profit institutes), developing OCI guidelines was key to TRW, Inc., Martin
universities and industries, finalizing acquisition strategy and Marietta, Inc., McDonnell Douglas

Another issue complicating acquisi- every effort was made to consider all Astronautics Company, and General
tion of the system engineer was the approaches. The OCI process began Dynamics Corporation.
decision to task that contractor with early, but a final decision in wording
major battle management /communi- was not ready until 2 weeks before Industry views on OCI were as
cations, command and control release of the Request for Proposal diverse as those of the government.
(BM/C3) design responsibilities. The (RFP). Several favored a restrictive OCI ap-
BM/C3 represented interfaces among proach which excluded prime and ma-
all elements and its development was Meetings initially were with jor subcontractors on all Phase I SDS
considered an integral function of organizations experienced in major elements. Others emphasized per-
system engineering and integration system integration to develop an ceived vs. actual conflicts, exclusion of
(SE&I) responsibilities. This decision, understanding of the system engineer national test bed (NTB) contractor,
on the other hand, increased potential role and OCI issues. Discussions of restrictions to scope of work at high-
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FIGURE 4. OBSCURED RISKS

level, and case-by-case restrictions for
lower-level work.

Inclusions of BM/C3 responsibility Performance
produced many opinions. Some com- Critical
panies favored combining SE and Risk
BM/C3 functions. Others proposed
approaches where the system engineer
contractor covered just system
engineering, expanding the SE and
BM/C3 role to each element. Another ,, 0

suggested a new company to "fence"
the system engineer project. One sug- Contract Pyramid (\
gested an element prime could
"manage" the conflict of interest and
preserve experience continuity within
the program. Several believed a hard-
ware exclusion was inevitable.

During September-October 1987,
OCI options were developed. Follow-
up meetings to discuss options were
held with the military services during
the SDIO Contracting Agents Con- Schedule Cost
ference, and OCI was covered as part Critical Risk Critical
of the acquisition plan briefing. The Risk

OCI position was discussed at a
meeting of field organizations to
prepare the system engineer request for
proposal.

Final version of the OCI clause was
completed in December 1987 and
released in the Commerce Business
Daily on Dec. 23, 1987. Figure 3
highlights select features of the OCI
clause. In summary, the OCI clause ex- Much early success of the SDI Pro- like performance, schedule and cost,
cluded Phase I element prime contrac- gram was attributed to industry in- would allow program management to
tors and the National Test Bed (NTB) novation, and it was essential for this focus on program aspects before they
prime contractor. They could, to continue for the Phase I SE&I Pro- are problems (Figure 4). This is
however, perform as subconLractors gram, becoming a key part of acquisi- especially important for the system
provided they were not in a position tion strategy. There was a priority engineer because many organizations
of making design/development deci- emphasis on promoting small business and elements are involved and open ef-

sions relating to equipment or systems by opening the SDS program to in- fective communications are essential.

they provide. For the Battle Manage- novation from small and small-
ment design, the SE&I contractor was disadvantaged companies. Strategy The objective was to control critical
to develop an industry coordinated had to be designed to avoid develop- system activities, events and items by

specification to provide future full and ment and production problems, treat structuring contract terms and condi-

open competition. The OCI was ap- contract management as playing a tions to achieve necessary visibilities,

proved by the SDIO Director, Lieute- major role in SDI program manage- controlling risk situations as they

nant General James Abrahamson, ment, provide flexibility, and be struc- occurred.

USAF, on Jan. 23, 1988, and presented tured to provide a broad-based effort Management of critical issues would
at the bidders conference Feb. 11, at all levels to achieve objectives and focus risk management on those issues
1988. values. and set priorities. It would be

System program management must characterized by rewarding innovation
Setting Goals for Acquisition consider contract management by and risk-taking, flow-down of incen-
Strategy focusing on prime-contractor results, tives, and positive and visible control

Primary objective of the acquisition issues, and priorities; incentives built of risk. This would keep the bottom-
strategy was to foster innovation by into contract terms; management in- end of the contract pyramid dynamic
setting goals to balance government formation systems; and risk issues, and work in tandem with streamlining
business values and technology values. The risk area, especially obscured risks the reporting process.
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TIGURI 5. SE&I VIANAGEMENT
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A single system integrator was tions. A special termination cost clause tegration were adequately addressed in
needed to operate across all elements was incorporated to provide the con- the final document and included inputs
This would avoid difficulties of in- tractor confidence and incentive to to the Request for Proposal and the
tegrating between Services and elimi- make long-term commitments to the contract data requirements list
nate the requirement for an integrator program with the assurance that the (CDRL).
of integrators. The single integrator government would recognize those Developing Detailed
would not eliminate the need for in- costs in the event of termination for Road Map and Schedule
tegration by the Services within their convenience. There was priority em- Several factors necessitated
element contractors. To enhanc e phasis on opening the SDS program to guidelines and timeliness to be
integration process, the Services innovation from small disadvantaged evoing rq reet for pon
designated system integration program companies e tin deeed int aio n d exoc, The cof-
managers (SIPMs) who worked nature of the management structure
through an SDS Control Board to Development of Statement of Work and acquisition environment involving
resolve integration issues quickly and And Request for Proposals SDIO, the Services and contractors
establish SDS integration policy (See The SDIO program manager with required formal coordination pro-
Figure 5). The SIPM role, key to suc- assistance from a support contractor, cedures. Emerging technologies and

Meover rticl aspIecots f p BMCt adbidtemithhettmn o nieratvtes osqety h

es softe, hEand t e , d epted i RJO Enterprises, Inc., initiated the evolving requirements for a potential
Army and Air Force actively involved system engineering and integration SDS needed inputs and exchanges ofwith overal! SE and I program statement of work July 2, 1987. Dur- technical information as the SOW was

management. ing the next 8 months, RJO supported documented. Timeliness and current

Man BMC3 sses ntetwied SDIO with an intense effort to capture requirements for SDS elements in

withnystem-w3iecosinteratins. program goals and philosophies of development required proper defini-

Morever rit-ial asertio ns. SDIO, the Services and other agencies tion, timing, and sequencing of system

lieMoftwae, rtiad asto deope in3 and build them into the statement of engineer activities. Consequently, the

cojcion oftwrh sytem arietue.ed work (SOW). The SOW detailed re- SOW staff developed a detailed road

conuncionwit sste arhitctue, quirements for the system engineer and map of contract definition activities us-

The contract was established for a ensured SDIO and the Services that ing computer-aided network analysis
5-year with 2 additional 2-year op- tasks of system engineering and in- and scheduling techniques.
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Process for Drafting SOW Key System Engineering Activities bility and system security engineering

Survey Process. Before writing The SDIO reviewed key SDS pro- are separate entities in the pantheon of

SOW, other acquisition programs gram documents, like system concept technical engineering specialties. Sur-

were researched for mistakes made or paper and baseline concept document, vivability implies that, during and

avoided. Similar programs (NASA and knew initially that two sets of after being subjected to hostile man-

Space Station) and different programs system engineering tasks were unique- made environments, the system will
(FAA National Air Traffic Control ly critical. One was developing an complete the required mission. Securi-
upgrade) were reviewed, allocated functional baseline by a for- ty implies protection of system assetsmal system requirements analysis. The or information from damage or com-Scoping Program. Initially, two other was a comprehensive analysis of promise, in peacetime or conflict. They

SOWs were proposed. One addressed requirements and impacts of system have a common objective: to ensure
system engineer work by the winning survivability and security. the byste:!i performs during hostile ac-
offeror. Thp other was directed toward tion, regardless of source. Since sur-
a contractor to perform development System Requirements Analysis. One vivability and security can be affected
work for the battle management/com- result of close interrelationships among by decisions made early in the develop-
mand, control, and communications SDIO, Services, and contractors was ment process, comprehensive language
architecture, software, and hardware. developing an SDIO standard for SDS was invited to ensure these disciplines
This reinforced the earlier decision to system requirements analysis (SRA). It would be included in the requirements
have the system engineer and in- was derived from a standard (BMO definition and design verification
tegrator serve as the prime for BM/C3 77-6A) developed by the Air Force analysis.
development because, as the process Systems Command Ballistic Missile Key Players
continued, the Services saw the danger Office (BMO) with modifications ap-
of one contractor performing the propriate to SDI. This document il- While writing and coordinating the
system engineer function while a sec- luminates a rigorous process for iden- statement of work, SDIO depended
ond contractor developed the BM/C3 tifying system functional requirements upon experiences of organizations; i.e.,
element. The chief problem was that and allocating them to specific SDS the Services, specialized government
BM/C3, in effect, was operational elements (BM/C3, weapons, and agencies like the National Security
coordinator of the other SDS elements; sensors). Agency, and contractors. Approx-
i.e., it commands and controls tasks Much effort was used tailoring the imately 40 people were involved.
determining timing and sequencing of BMO standard. A significant task wasshort,
commands to the system's sensors and bM andard A sign int ask consultants were retained on a short-weaons Th cotratordevlopng breaking down SRA steps into pro- term basis. Consultants had years ofweapons. The contractor developing cedures that could be applied across tr ai.Cnutnshdyaso

BM/C3 architecture should have the the system. The standard ad ato show experience in technical programbestundrstndig o ho to lloate thesysem.The tanardhadto how management and injected independent
best understanding of how to allocate several elements would operate in- judgments to improve quality.
overall system functions. dependently as well as in conjunction.

Describing Work to be Done. The Each element was a system, yet must Service program managers at the
SOW drafters determined the degree of depend upon other elements (some- U.S. Army Strategic Defense Coin-
detail and the work to be done by the times also operating independently) to mand, Huntsville, Ala., and the Air
system engineer. There were two perform within the system-of-systems Force Systems Command Space Divi-
views. One favored general recital of called SDS. The Services had dif- sion, Los Angeles, were developing
contractor responsibilities; e.g., the ferences in perceptions of operational SDS element systems. It was a tremen-
SOW would explain how to perform roles of their elements and there was dous team effort and resulted in a coor-
cost analysis, develop functional re- ambiguity regarding SDS require- dinated SOW in minimal time.
quirements, and how to report results ments. There were spirited exchanges Dual Element Missions. Some
using tailored data item descriptions when trying to reach acceptable elements are not dedicated solely to the
(DIDs). It would leave the contractor language for the contractor's role in SDS mission. This became apparent
latitude regarding approach, scope and developing functional requirements. with the potential for problems regard-
content. The second view prevailed Several rounds of coordination were ing turf and priorities. For example, the
and added specificity in the SOW. This required before the SRA draft standard Boost Surveillance and Tracking Sys-
often was done at the insistence of par- was approved for SOW inclusion. tem (BSTS) and the Space-based
ticipants (particularly Services and Divergent goals and requirements of Surveillance and Tracking System
specialized agencies) with proprietary each Service made thorough coordina- (SSTS) are being developed by the
interest in specific technical areas. The tion vital. The process was beneficial Space Division to support missions
BM/C3 section of the statement of for everyone and yielded a greater apart from SDS. As such, the BSTS
work was written in the same manner, understanding of the requirements Program Office has to ensure it does
Attention given "how to" and "what definition process, and a coordinated not develop a system that unaccept-
to" was achieved by an interactive pro- SRA standard, ably decreases its ability to perform re-
cess meeting Services' desires without Survivability and Security. quired collateral missions. Hours of
tying the system engineer's hands. Disciplines of survivability/vulnera- drafting, negotiating and redrafting the
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SOW were required relative to prioriti- changed without traceability to mis- call for several changes in data re-
zation and allocation of mission func- sion requirements. quirements. These changes could be
tions, before the issues were resolved. Combined System Engineer and delivery dates, paragraph references,

In November 1987, when the first BM/C3 Tasking. Resolution of or the descriptions used to prescribe
draft SOW was completed, it was whether or not to prepare a single format and content for data items.

necessary to have an initial meeting of SOW for system engineering and Much work was involved to gather

the full group with the Services and BM/C3 development was that the two standard DIDs and tailor them to suit
efforts were intimately intertwined and particular program needs. Care was

volved. Service organizations included must be part of the same procurement. taken in preparing the CDRL with full
voled. ervice rgzate ionse in d Interweaving the two SOWs was sim- knowledge that this RFP section would
mand, Air Force Space Division and ple after another issue was settled; receive less scrutiny in the review pro-
Electronic Systems Division. The SOW whether or not the BM/C3 should be cess than the SOW.
drafturnsts sinificant chaes. considered an element, or should be Rest of RFP. The remainder of the
The NSA inserted requirements perti- distributed among existing elements. It Request for Proposal was prepared
nent to computer and communications became clear that unless it was con- primarily by acquisition experts at
security. The Army's Strategic Defense sidered a separate element, overseeing SDIO with extensive support from theCommand (SDC) stressed require- the Battle Management and C3 con- Army and Air Force. Two sections re-ments to ensure stability in designs of figurations would be extremely dif- quired interaction between engineerselements it manages, including Exoat- ficult. It was decided that battle and procurement specialists. Theseelmseit mage-r Viclding Int t management/command and control, were the Instructions to Offerors (ITO,mospheric Re-entry Vehicle Intercept and the communications function Section L) and Evaluation Factors for
System (ERIS), and the ground-based would be developed as a separate Award (Section M). A disconnect be-
portion of the BM/C3 element. The distributed element whose functional tween these sections and the SOW
meeting concerned how much authori- requirements, designs, and configura- could have caused irreparable damage
ty the system engineer would have in tion would be overseen by the Con- in later stages of acquisition. Because
defining SDS requirements. It was ap- figuration Control Board. of this coordinated activity, a consis-
parent that a middle ground had to be Authority of System Engineer. tent set of evaluation guidelines was
reached where realistic trade-offs and Agreement was reached on describing developed for offerors. These two sec-
compromises could be made in the position, responsibility, and authori- tions led to writing evaluation stan-
autonomy accorded to the Services in ty of the system engineer. One view- dards which would be used by the
developing SDS elements. point favored broad authority; the Source Selection Evaluation Board to

Service Inputs. The ongoing S other, a weak, diffused role. Thc con- judge quality of proposals.
rice Inpu. hiogohic, W sensus was that the system engineer Final Coordination Step. When theprocess showed philosophical, should be given wide authority draft RFP was finished, it was coor-

among Service organizations. The Na- through the approval mechanism of dinated with the Services and
aongl Sericyenanitiinssted N the Configuration Control Board. This distributed to defense industry contrac-
tional Security Agency initially insisted Board provides representation from tors who might submit proposals, as
that the SOW specifically address re- the Services and allows them to express primes or as subcontractors. Industry
quirements for trusted software, secure preferences or, at least, compromise comments improved quality of work

verification. However, because the positions as developed for each pro- performed by the Services and the

DEMVAL program objective was spective change in the system or ele- SDIO acquisition support contractor.

technology demonstration and valida- ment configuration in the SOW. The Near completion, there were a few
tionolome NSdrequisrationandvali system engineer is responsible for minor surprises. Interacting with key

relaxed until the FSD portion of the overall system performance. people, SOW drafters got the RFP
Phase I effort. Remainder of RFP written, coordinated, published and

Phase Itaten eo wdistributed on schedule. This led to an
As efforts to align goals within the The statement of work required the open procurement and exceptionalcontext of SDS continued, an effective most effort, but the balance of the RFP communication.

middle ground was established. Word- was equally important. Much of which
ing of the SOW in directing the system was being written as SOW tasks were Selection of System
engineer to perform functional defined. Engineer Contractor
analysis, or functional requirements Contract Data Requirements List. Developing Source Selection Stan-
allocations, was prefaced with the There were difficulties in preparing the dards. Because of complex interrela-
caveat to recall current capabilities and CDRL, not at first, but near the end. tionships among military services and
functions of individual elements. This As descriptions of required data items supporting contractors, the SDS pro-
enabled the system engineer to develop evolved and referenced in the SOW, gram manager wanted interested par-
system requirements within realistic subsequent changes to that document ties to be adequately represented in
constraints, and assured Services caused perturbations in data items. developing requirements and specifica-
allocated baselines would not be Often, a change in a SOW task would tions for an integrated SDS. This ap-
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FIGURE 6. SE&I SOURCE
SELECTION DATA FLOW

plied particularly to the Services
responsible for technology demonstra-
tion and validation of the individual
elements, and their performances in a SSA .----
total system context. It was necessary
to obtain, in preparing evaluation
standards, cooperation and input from
all participants like that achieved in theI
SOW preparation.

Ideally, standards for evaluation of SSA -

proposals should be prepared by per- "
sonnel actually performing the evalua- PROPOSAL GYACONTRACTORS

tion. However, the accelerated sched- BRIEFING ANALYSIS BREFING

ule for contract award required that
"strawman" standards be composed I
beforehand. The SDIO developed
ground rules and framework for stan- OCAAAUDIT
dards development by reference to RFP I RATE & FACTORSI

Section M, "Evaluation Factors for
Award"; and Attachment 6, "Instruc-
tions to Offerors (ITO)." The ITO PROPOSALS

established scope of evaluation stan-
dards because it prescribes content of
the offeror's proposals. Section M
describes evaluation criteria and the
areas, subdivided into items, to be
evaluated. tional or technical categories and The Source Selection

paralleled a SOW breakdown. Some- As a result of thorough preparation
The SDS program manager, and times, items were further divided into for source selection, and a fast decision

Service participants, wanted the sub-items to write explicit and process with key decision-makers, the
selected contractor to have a thorough assessable standards. In preparing actual proposal evaluation and final
understanding of risks associated with "strawman" evaluation standards, selection took less than 60 days.
developing a system in an evolving SDIO provided a matrix of evaluation Source selection data flow, shown in
technology environment; i.e., concur- items/sub-items vs. evaluation criteria, Figure 6, ensured a closed loop system
rent development of system and tech- and assigned selected personnel to providing information to the source
nologies required to enhance system write individual first-draft standards, selection authority and resulted in a
performance. The SDIO was con- These standards represented minimum well-executed source selection. A deci-
vinced traditional techniques of pro- requirements to achieve a satisfactory sion was made to minimize contractor
gram management and system integra- ("green") rating for each item or sub- inquiries (CIs), minimize "le,eling" and
tion would be inadequate and that in- item vs. each evaluation criterion. save time.
novative approaches would be re-
quired. Accordingly, SDIO developed ervice representatives and program The highly experienced and dedi-
"strawman" standards, based upon the participants met to review and rewrite cated Source Selection Advisory

following evaluation criteria: com- or approve the "strawman" package. Council (SSAC) included general/flag

pliance with SOW requirements in a Technical, management, cost panels, officers and members of the Senior Ex-

way demonstrating understanding and and their panel chairmen, were desig- ecutive Service (SES). The source selec-

proper assessment of program risks' nated. To give evaluators maximum tion authority used a "graybeard"

soundness of proposed approach; and latitude, panel chairmen were em- panel of senior acquisition-experienced

practical innovation of proposed ap- powered to rewrite or consolidate management personnel to provide

proach. The third criterion proved subitems and standards. Only items assessments to the SSAC and SSA

most difficult to evaluate in an objec- and evaluation criteria, having been after meeting with each offeror. For

tive manner. published in RFP Section M, were this source selection, the use of the
fixed. The result provided through the graybeard panel was very successful.

Section M divided the evaluation ef- first draft criteria package, a sound There were only two offerors and the
fort into four areas: technical, manage- basis to approve, modify or rewrite individual panel members reported
ment, sample problem, and cost. Each evaluation standards faster. Results their impressions based on face-to-face
was subdivided into items to systema- were prepared as a final evaluation meetings. The use of such a panel
tize the evaluation process and assign criteria package, which was provided should be carefully considered. If the
evaluators according to specialties. to each member of the Source Selec- panel is to advise the SSA, then it may
Items, therefore, conformed to func- tion Evaluation Board (SSEB). be better not to expose the SSAC to
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THE STRATEGIC DEFENSE SYSTEM
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their views or do so only after the engineer team. To quote senior transition quickly to contract
SSEB and SSAC have completed members of the General Electric Staff operations.
evaluations based on formal source relative to the start up activities: The system engineer role was
selection criteria. The graybeard dispersed around the nation. Principal
assessments were done independently It's like sipping from a fire locations included Huntsville, Ala.,
of the Source Selection Evaluation hose.. .things are happening so Los Angeles, Colorado Springs,
Board and solidified the SSAC recom- quickly and the volume of ac- Boston, Washington, D.C., and
mendations. Communications and tivities is so great that it feels like Philadelphia. It was necessary to
teamwork between the SSEB and dropping from a train going 80 establish arrangements to accom-
SSAC were exceptional, resulting in a miles an hour. modate site oriented transition and
timely decision. Washington-based transition im-

Obviously, RFP authors and ac- mediatcly after contract award. This
Transitioning to the Contract quisition participants realized a fast- transition was effective immediately

Since the system engineer source paced effort would be wasted if the after public notification of the contract
selection process and eventual contract winner could not demonstrate ability award via personal visit and telephone
award to General Electric were fast- to respond to program needs. Of equal conversations. In addition to personal
paced events and planned without importance was the need to have a meetings with the director and deputy
schedule slippage, it was important to government and associate contractor director, the SDIO staff worked with
have a minimum start-up time, or apparatus to provide appropriate en- the GE program manager and the
"quick start," for the selected system vironment for the system engineer to Phase I program manager and staff.
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Two major kick-off meetings were held The two "quick start kick-off As this article is published, the
to ensure government and associate meetings established precedent for strategic defense system engineer and
contractors could meet with counter- events nationwide and enabled the integration contract has been under-
parts in the system engineer team, in- system engineer to promote construc- way for 1 year. Minor changes have
clucling Phase One Engineering Team tive relationships at the sites and been made to the contract and state-
(POET) facility in Crystal City. Atter achieve optimum staff efficiency. The ment of work. This should verify that
contract award May 12, 1988, the second meeting highlighted presenta- overall acquisition strategy and pro-
government sponsored a meeting for tions by element program managers. gram planning which sought max-
less than 2 days (May 17-18, 1988). It provided working group establish- imum flexibility in a rapidly changing
Key SDIO representatives made ment for important SDS topics in- program, technologically and political-
presentations to the General Electric cluding requirements, systems ly, was basically sound. Additional in-
senior program staff. Participation by engineering, threats, management in- formation on acquisition strategy and
government representatives from formation systems and battle manage- contract specifics can be obtained from
SDIO Systems included contracts, ment/command and control. Captain James Bixler, SDIO/CT,
technologies and the National Test Bed Washington, D.C. 20301-7100.
personnel. Military department system These close and personal inter-
integration program managers made changes were essential. Working
presentations and interfaced with the groups provided excellent en- Captain Donegan is the Program
system engineer. Primary products vironments for establishing the most Manager for Phase One of the Strategic
from the initial meeting were an agen- current data interchange in a near real- Dqefn3eSystem. He has extenswie perational
da and an invitation list for a larger time fashion, experience as a naval engineering officer and
system-engineer-sponsored kick-off has a Ph.D. in Physics. Captain Donegan
meeting, May 25-26, 1988, in Valley previously served with the U.S. Navy's
Forge. This meeting enabled a broader Summary AEGIS program.
and deeper participation by govern- Colonel Kuzemka is the Director ofon-
ment and industry, and more program From the in-depth review of SE&I tracts and Procurement, Strategic Defense
participdnts bringing the system requirements to the contract award Initiative Organization. He is a member
engineer current information; in turn, and the program's "quick start" ap- of the Virginia Bar and a certified profes-

the SE could introduce the team in proach, it is a fact that the acquisition sional tracts Manager with more than

depth, including subcontractors. of the SDS system engineer was a suc- 25 years of contracting expe e, much of

The second kick-off meeting ex- cess. It can be attributed largely to ex- it in acquisition and R&D contcting.

amined SDS issues in detail. The key ceptional teamwork between SDIO,

was establishing a single ground rule the military services and industry.
for dealing with the system engineer by
the Phase I program manager, Captain A key factor was the fast decision
John Donegan, USN: loop process in providing direction and

decisions to the program manager and,
The General Electric Company in turn, to the entire team. The pro-
won the system engineer com- gram manager was given authority to
petition.. .they have proved execute the program and, whenever
themselves to the source selection needed, higher-level decisions were
process and they do not need to received within hours. These decisions
justify or prove the outcome of were based on accurate and timely in-
the source selection.. .we need the formation, with the program manager
engineering community working having quick direct access to decision-
on the design.. .not rerunning the makers. This process saved many
source selection.. .we must all months and led to a successful
work together .... acquisition.
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IMPROVING SYSTEM/SOFTWARE
PRODUCTIVITY

FIGURE 1. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
LIFE-CYCLE PRODUCTS
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A prime target for improved Department of Defense being documentation, is this a valid method of assessing
(DOD) project productivity is system/software productivity?

documentation. Development experience provides the
following. This paper delves into ways to improve soft-

ware productivity through streamlining and lightening the
"Documentation for large commercial systems software documentation burden. Through use of productivity tools

is reputed to be the second highest cost element (behind im- and techniques and redefinition of the development cycle,
plementation); for the U.S. Defense Department, it is the efficiencies are introduced that save great amounts of time,
most expensive single activity.' without compromising on quality of the end-product.

As Frank Druding noted in his 1984 DATAMATION ar-
ticle titled, "Looking for the Right Pond," Documentation Planning for Productivity
is a masive, costly, and time-consuming element of soft-
ware development. It is presently overdone .... 2 A program productivity plan is necessary to define the

criteria of acceptance and the approach that will guide the
What is productivity? How do we measure productivi- development team. The plan should contain product sup-

ty? Webster defines productivity as the quality or state of port tools, criteria for acceptable performance, and an in-
being productive; the rate of production. Investment firms centive plan to reward diligent and outstanding work.
will say it's dollar return on investment (ROI). Others define
productivity as producing an acceptable quality product at The need for an incentive scheme is evident by the com-

rominal cost; producing the lowest-cost product that does pany 's position in the marketplace, the company's standing

the job. However you may argue the definition, the prod- with regard to competitive awards, and the development

uct has to satisfy the user, and at an agreeable price. The organization's performance under contract.

difficulty in evaluating software productivity is the fuzzy The productivity plan should include development stan-
concept of what is being managed. Typically, software is dards and a methodology with established work practices,
managed through phased development processes. A com- tools, and qualified-directed workers.
mon form of productivity measurement is lines of code Every team player should feel that each is important and

(LOC) per day/week/year. With so much of the activity integral to the development effort. This feeling can be con-
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James Dolkas

Thomas Govier

TABLE 1. TYPICAL PAPER PRODUCED FOR A DEVELOPMENT PR OJECT

ACTIVITY PAPER PRODUCTS RESOURCES/TOOLS

Work Breakdown Structure Charts CASE Tools
System Requirements Specifications CASE Tools
Preliminary Design Specifications CASE Tools
Detailed Design Specifications CASE Tools
Cost Accounting Status Reviews Costing Tools
Milestones Gantt Charts Gantt Tools
Schedules PERT Chaits PERT Tools
Action Items Summaries Manpower/Tools
Provisioning/Parts Reports Manpower/Tools
Budget/Funding Plan/Reports COCOMO Tools
Controls/Procedures Manuals/Reports Manpower/Tools
Data Analysis Reports Manpower/Tools
SW Development Plans/Manuals CASE Tools
Configuration Mgmt. Plans/Reports Manpower/Tools
Product Assurance Plans/Reports Manpower/Tools
Timing & Sizing Reports Manpower/Tools
SW Programs Listings Manpower/Tools
New Equipment Manuals Manpower/Tools
Training Plans/Materials Manpower/Tools
Interface Control Plans/Reports Manpower/Tools
Security Plans/Reports Manpower/Tools
Test & Support Plans/Reports Manpower/Tools
Traceability Reports Manpower/Tools
Interproduct Reports Manpower/Tools
Studies Reports Manpower/Tools
Repair/Spare Parts Reports Manpower/Tools
Invantory Control Reports Manpower/Tools

Manpower/Tools Over two-thirds of total cost of project in terms of man hours to produce deliverable products.

veyed by using a credit/point system that checks all key results of any productivity gains by which the acquisition
milestones and activities in the development effort, with ac- of tools can be justified.
cumulated points for milestones met and quality product Long-Range Objectives
achievements. Long-range objectives should provide upper management

Tools are needed to improve productivity. If developing with decision tools, provide developers with the environ-
organizations are evaluated on their performance, it is man- ment and the education for increased productivity, establish
datory that they have tools at least equal to the competition. system/software hardware productivity factors that decrease

Figure 1 depicts software products as largely documen- cost, accelerate the delivery and improve quality of the
tation-related. products.

The tools necessary to be competitive today are the Project Factors: Complexity Adds to Cost
computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools used The productivity plan should consider the complexity of
to produce the system hardware, software, and the project. For example:
documentation. Classified Projects. Various factors have motivated a more

Table I shows typical products of a development project substantial level of investment for improving productivity:
and the resources used. project-peculiar demands which often impact schedule and

Developing Objectives for Productivity cost; rising cost and scarcity of cleared development per-
sonnel; increased demand for quantity and quality of prod-

Two sets of objectives should be developed: short range uct deliverables; and cost of development tools.
and long range. Tempest Requirements. Classified projects require that all
Short-Range Objectives work in the development area be Tempest-secure; i.e., void

Short-range objectives should establish productivity goals of emitting electronic signals of any nature. This require-
for first phase of the project, identify tools designed to meet ment makes it necessary to procure equipment of special
these productivity goals, establish measures and evaluation construction. This places additional constraints on budget
guidelines for determining accomplishments, and document and schedule commitments.
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TABLE 2. PROJECT COMPLEXITY FACTORS

Development and Maintenance.
Large-scale software development pro-FACTOR SCALE (6 -21) (Circle and Add) jects may contain millions of lines of

a. Classification source code and hardware changes that
occur regularly. Projects this large add

Company Private (1) to the complexity factor.
Classified (2) Multisite Development. Large-scale
Highly Classified (3) software development projects are

often developed in segments at dif-
b. Tempest/EMI ferent sites and then integrated into the

Non-TempestEMI (1) system. Multisite development adds to

Tempest Only (2) the management control, logistics, and
Tempest/EMI (3) complexity of the project.

Growth in Product Deliverables.
c. Software Size Most projects now require and main-

tain more than 70 deliverable docu-
Under 5000 LOC (1) ments, each numbering hundreds of
5000 - 15,000 LOC (2) pages. Tailoring documentation to
15 - 50,000 LOC (3) essential delivery requirements can not
50 - 100,000 LOC (4) only accelerate delivery but reduce
Over 100,000 LOC (5) cost.

d. Logistics Development Personnel. Some
(development) classified projects require extended

background investigations of their per-
One-site (1) sonnel. Clearance often takes up to 2
Two - three (2) years investigation for each applicant.
Three or more (3) Table 2 shows project factors that

e. Documentation tend to increase complexity and, there-

(requirements) fore, cost. Highly complex projects
should receive due consideration in fee

20 or fewer (1) evaluations. To use Table 2 to deter-
21 - 40 documents (2) mine degree of project complexity,
41 - 70 documents (3) higher tally = higher degree of com-
71 - more (4) plexity; lower tally = lower degree of

complexity.
f. Personnel From the point tally, determine the

(availability) degree of complexity and factor this in-

Current (1) to the fee request. Highly complex pro-6 months (2) jects should be given just consideration
Up to 24 mo. (3) in this determination.

Productivity Improvement
As complexity adds to cost, the use

of CASE tools, templates, and op-
timum selection of document types,
tailoring, and other techniques can
enhance productivity for the sys-
tem/software project. Customers
should consider only companies that
not only have the personnel, but have
the tools necessary to be productive
and competitive. Request for Pro-
posals (RFPs) should include produc-
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To support the documentation pro-
cess, a high degree of editing and re-

T O editing is usually required. While the
documentation may not change a great

tivity factors such as advanced tools, deal technically, the descriptive detail
techniques and software for due generated in this process will usually
consideration. support the vary. System flow charts, detailed pro-

c.ss flows, and screen and report
documentation layouts are time-consuming. Electronic

CASE Tools for Productivity publishing is necessary for staying
The use of CASE tools would allow process, a high competitive. 4 Aids include:

The se f CSE oolswoud alow-Computerized control of pagesystem/software/hardware engineers oflayout
not only to generate the text and degree of editing layot
graphics but to produce camera-ready -Repositioning and resizing of figures
copy. This advantage gives the cogni- and re-editing -Automatic numbering of section
zant engineer the opportunity to tailor headings
documentation to meet project require- is usually -Automatic header and footer
ments, taking advantage of the Depart- notations
ment of Defense (DOD) standards to
tailor the number/types of documents required. -Revision/version control
to meet specific project requirements. -Automatic cross-referencing and
For mission-critical computer software indexing
development, DOD Directive 5000.29 -Variable type fonts and mathe-
(reference a) directs the development matical symbols
agency to select the data items as ap-
propriate to the system acquisition. Style Sheets, Templates, and -Merge of text and graphics

Other Techniques -Electronic transfer of data files
By using style sheets and templates, through network-linked remote com-

Tailoring Unnecessary documents can be tailored for each puters, to enhance productivity.5

Documentation Requirements system segment requirement. The Criteria for Acceptability
CASE tools can be used as a conduitThe DevelopmentAgency will for document development id In order to assess productivity,evaluate and select applicable facilitate the handling of each docu- criteria for acceptability must be deter-

miltar tans and asmp sorce ment. A weekly data collection scheme mined as well as evaluation guidelines.
data items for computer resource would permit each engineer and pro- Productivity measurement is deter-development. Since all of the
data items associated with each grammer to pass along design elements mined by calculating time and/or cost
standard may not apply, the in computer-aided Unit Development saving as achieved from:
Development Agency will select Folders (UDFs). Systematic and -System performance under criteria
and identify for delivery the ap- routine collection of data for documen- established by the purchase description
propriate data items for the tation purposes can be made part of (acceptance test)
system acquisition. The Devel- the engineering cost-account respon-systAgency will analyze the sibility. Only the user should acknowl- -Quality of end-product deliverablesments edge that the document, or portions of established by the contract re-
requirements for each selected it, has been accepted with a rating for quirements (compliance).
standard and data item for ap- quality achievement provided in forth- Within the criteria, allowanceplicability to the system acquisi- coming rcvicwv ,,,,',ment. The contrac- should be provided that rates thetion, ants. ou unnecese tor should delineate the date of sub- delivered system and the end-product
requirements. In making these mission with all transmittals (for time- deliverables from a) superior, b) ex-
assessments, the Development ly schedule achievement discussed later cellent, c) good, d) acceptable, and
each selected data item and each in this story) and apply internal credit e) unacceptable. The top three cate-
standard-imposed requirement in as appropriate by the credit manager. gories should be held as fee-valued and
terms of the operational and sup- The DOD has provided standards quality award rating.
port concepts for the system. The and data-item descriptions (DIDs), Other criteria for acceptance should
provisions of DOD Directive identifying contract deliverable be rated according to document at-
4120.21 (reference q) will govern documents intended as part of the tribute. For example, document size
tailoring, development life cycle. By using should be considered with attribute

templates and tailoring, documents ranking for the number of pages of text
can be prepared quickly and easily. and graphics, complexity of the data
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item description, publication and for- The amount of documentation Incentives for Timely
mat requirements, and qualifications produced for a software product Accomplishment
personnel required in the document has been found to be roughly With documentation being such a
process. The type of document should proportional to the product size costly concern for projects with large
be rated for maintainability and in delivered source instructions software systems, it is important that
longevity requirement. (DSI). Sixty percent of the effort sofore ade t suimp o cu-isdcmnain n ot e- every effort be made to ensure docu-

Personnel experience should be con- is documentation and forty per- ments are accurate and delivered on
sidered in the area of technical cent is code. schedule. Using a point/credit system
qualifications, continuity with the pro- Example of Fee-Based for timely accomplishment can be
ject documentation, and applicable ex- Substantiation for challenging and rewarding to person-
perience with the project and the Document Deliveries nel, not to mention making program
system Isoftware. Using Boehm's COCOMO Model management happy when deliveries

Project management concerns like (the latest and presumed to be most are made ahead of schedule.
tools and guidelines, customer com- authoritative) as a guide to show that The following describes a point
munication, system software require- complex, real-time system is in the system that could be used to create in-
ments volatility, schedule, security fac- "very reliable" category is in the centive for employees, ensure against
tors, travel requirements, number of highest percentile of documentation ef- overlooking a task during develop-
development sites, tools availability, fort, we may then add to this the com- ment, and allowing earlier reaction to
and management support must be fac- plexity factor for dealing with highly problems that may be encountered.
tored into the equation. classified documentation and the Program documentation problems can

Using these factors and industry added constraints imposed; additional- usually be traced to omissions or
averages as established in B. W. ly, the reviews conducted by the lateness brought about during earlier
Boehm's book Software Engineering government and coordination required phases of the program.
Economics, performance may be for classified, shipment, all affecting the A credit accounting system can en-
assessed after system installation and total cost. Small projects may be esti- sure all required input is submitted at
delivery of all documentation mated at two-man-hours per page. the scheduled time, and is in accor-
products. Large projects may be estimated at dance with established standards. The

four-man-hours per page. Thus, a system, however, is only as effective
rough estimate of typical documenta- as those employing it. What is assured
tion effort (excluding complexity and is that responsibilities are identified,

Data Collection and Productivity productivity improvement factors) schedules are noted, and a credit and
Substantiation would show it to be about 50 pages per point system in place to show achieve-

The program office should collect thousand development source instruc- ments, and schedule gaps (to highlight
and maintain program productivity tions (50 PP/KDSI) of documentation areas requiring attention). Many com-
data and tool usage; areas having multiplied by three-man-hours per panies employ weekly monthly pro-
achieved most productivity should be page of documentation effort, results gress reporting systems. By employing
identified. in the following equation: a credit/point system in methodology,

3 MH PP) (50 PP KDSI) = 150 MHKDSI managers can identify and qualita-
The collected data on tools and or about 1 man-month per 1000 DSI tively measure achievements during

areas of usage should be analyzed to for the end-deliverable product. The weekly reviews. This creates more in-
determine productivity improvements rates shown are industry averages in- centive for developers to complete
and reallocated resources in accor- dicateJ ir, the COCOMO data ha-. documentation requirements earlier in
dance with priority. Each project must add to it the added the cycle, thus allowing earlier super-

To determine fee based on produc- complexities of the project and factor visory review, correction and delivery.
tivity improvements and delivered the productivity improvements that
items, the following approach should are expected from such aids as CASE How the Credit System Would
be undertaken: evaluate performance tools, and techniques such as docu- Work
against schedule (before and after pro- ment tailoring. Another vital ingre- Credit points should be applied if
ductivity tools were introduced); and dient is the motivation of the project approved by the credit manager, who
document feedback from critical com- personnel. All personnel are expected would receive credit only when the
ments and user-questionnaire; evaluate to be highly motivated and qualified, customer has accepted the document.
performance based on standards devel- Commercial enterprises have shown The credit manager should be able to
oped out of the COCOMO Model that inducements like awards, prizes negotiate tailoring documentation
(taken from B.W. Boehm's Software and other motivating incentives have items and consolidate documentation
Engineering Economics). The substan- been successful in getting optimum work wherever these data items are
tiation data provided should indicate productivity from employees. The next unnecessary. Credit would be given to
the degree of complexity involved in part of this paper describes an incen- the credit manager for any dollar say-
the effort. We quote from B.W. tive plan for challenging employees to ings resulting from tailoring. Points
Boehm's book, p. 571. improve their productivity rate. credited would be tallied and used by
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FIGURE 2. PRODUCTIVITY CREDIT SUMMARY FORM

DOCUMENT PROGRAM OFFICE ENGINEERING IMPLEMENTATION CREDIT SUMMARY- POINT TOTALS
CDRL IPM1 Fl JEM SEIHWISWI S, ISTPESCOQAjCM TPITRI FA PR SEHW STOA -C N TLEM TSPMCUTOT

MHR EXP RPT AO01 A
(Monthly)

FUND STATUS A002 A 1
(Monthly) 'L

PROJ STATUS A003 A 4
(Monthlyp

PROG REPORT A004 A
(Monthly)

CONF REPORT A005
(As Req'd) A 4.

PLAN CHART A006 A (
(t)

MGMT PLAN A007
(1) =~ 

_ J -- _ A
Phase Point System

(1) Requirements (5) Evaluation LA] Credit Mgr One point for ei com-
pleted review

(2) Preliminary Design (6) Training 10 ) Respon Engr Ten points for customer
approval

13) Detailed Design (7) Operational Five points for final delivery
(41 Test (8) Maintenance ApprovedlDistributed

Document
NIA = 1 point

Abbreviations

CU Customer PM Program Manager TR Training
CM Config Mgmt PR Provisioning TS Technical Support Mgr
CR - Credit Mgr CA Quality Assurance TP Technical Publications
DC Doc Coord SC Scheduling IM Implementation Mgr
DE Doc Engr SI Software Integration
EM Engr Mgr SW Software Engineering
FA Fabrication SE - System Engr
FlI Finance ST System Test
HW Hardware Engr TL - Task Leader

section sup,_,'visors/managers as con- proach will help ensure against over- Conclusion
sideration for merit raise, and/or pro- sight and keep product deliveries We began with a quote from Frank
ductivity bonus award. Quality rating highly visible. Di iding's article, "Looking for the
would be applied only by the customer Technology available today can im- Right Pond," and we conclude with
and reviewed during the negotiation prove productivity, if used correctly. another quote from the same article:
for fee. A graphics work station coupled with

The form shown in Figure 2 can be a powerful word processor can provide Imagine how different
used to keep credit status of documents great enhancements to most current documentation would be .... The
in process. documentation approaches. A meth- only documentation needed

odology encompassing modern tools, would be an architectural
Summary standardization techniques, and con- equivalent to a hardware logic

Credit accounts are established for sistent application by developers can flow diagram-a series of separ-
managers and participating program provide the necessary drivers. A credit able top-down, structured CPCI
personnel for engineering input re- accounting system can help ensure all descriptions, and a simple stan-
quirements. A credit system is used required input is submitted at a dardized interface description
throughout the program to perform a scheduled time and in accordance with document .... How much could
check-and-balance mechanism on the established standards. Whether a we save toward improved pro-
entire program. Standards for qualita- system is a new computer or a military ductivity? Probably a substantial
tive reviews are provided to the credit weapon system, the documentation amount.
managers. Weekly reporting is re- must be in the hands of the user with
quired. A credit management ap- the delivery of the system. (Sc 1)OLKAS!(;OVIER, paqe 59)
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CONTRACTING WITH AN
AWARD FEE-IT WORKS!

(BUT NOBODY SAID IT WOULD BE EASY)

Captain Gregory A. Garrett, USAF

C ase in point: The would, in turn, increase air-
B-1B bomber Com- craft availability. After con-

puter Integrated Test System ducting meetings between
(CITS), which monitors the government and contrac-
most of the aircraft's system tor engineering, and contract
functions such as wing management personnel, it
sweep positions, line pres- was agreed that further
sure, ordnance status, etc., reduction in the number of
was originally specified by CITS false alarms would be
the government to have a a highly complex software
limit of two percent or less of engineering effort and a very
false alarms. In reality, B-1B aircrews were typically seeing difficult management task, because those false alarms re-
more than twice that amount of false alarms. The B-1B Sys- maining were the hard-to-fix items.
tern Program Office (SPO) engineers at Aeronautical You see, even though the amount of reduction in false
Systems Division working with contractor's B-1B engineers alarms could be objectively measured, the means by which
were able to make several quick fixes to reduce the number to accomplish this reduction via changes in software con-
of false alarms down to the required limits in a relatively sisted of cost, schedule, and quality requirements that could
short time. However, it became readily apparent that the not be feasibly or effectively predetermined objectively.
government's originally required limit of two percent or less Thus, the parties agreed to incorporate the CITS improve-
was inadequate and simply did not satisfy the needs of the ment effort via a Fixed Price Incentive Firm with an Award
user-USAF Strategic Air Command. Fee (FPIF/AF) type of contract modification to the B-1B

The government engineers then came to SPO contract development contract.

managers for guidance and assistance in developing an in- The inclusion of the award fee provided the contractor
centive program by which the contractor would become an excellent incentive and resulted in a true Win/Win situa-
highly motivated to lower the percentages of false alarms tion for both the government and the contractor. The
even further. A reduction in the CITS false alarm rate would government won by having the false-alarm rate lowered to
reduce maintenance costs incurred to investigate if the less than .03 percent, due to the contractor's high manage-
alarms were the result of real or false problems and it ment emphasis on quality, timeliness, and cost-effectiveness.
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This CITS false-alarm rate of .03 per- L he participation used on both new contracts and on
cent represents a significant savings in contract modifications of various types
government maintenance manpower including: Cost Plus Award Fee
and hours (an estimated 3,700 and positive (CPAF), Fixed Price Incentive Firm
manhours per year, per base) in check- with an Award Fee (FPIF/AF), Cost
ing mostly false alarms, recognition by Plus Incentive Fee with an Award

The contractor also won in this ef- Fee (CPIF/AF), and other types of

fort by receiving a return on invest- upper-management contracts.

ment which was significantly greater When should an award fee be used?
than their normal amount for the cost According to FAR 16.404-2, award
they expended. However, I contend can serve to fees should generally be included in
that in this instance and in other cases contracts when the following three
perhaps just as vital if not more impor- motivate the items are applicable. First, the work to
tant to the contractor, the award fee be performed is such that it is neither
application is successful because it contractor team to feasible nor effective to devise
prompts visibility, support, and predetermined objective incentive
favorable recognition of the effort by targets for cost, technical performance,
upper-corporate management. The achieve exceptional or schedule requirements.
participation and positive recognition Second, the likelihood of meeting
by upper-management can serve to performance. acquisition objectives will be enhanced
motivate the contractor team to by using a contract that effectively
achieve exceptional performance. Fur- motivates the contractor toward ex-
ther, the favorable recognition from ceptional performance and provides
the government for a job well done can the government with the flexibility to
result in good media attention and evaluate both actual performance and
coverage for the company, which in contract, usually include, according to the conditions under which it was
today's government contracting en- Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) achieved.
vironment could be ofieeda ra 16.404.2, a fee consisting of the follow- Third, any additional administrative
and endangered form of media, thus a
valuable commodity. Truly, when ing: (a) A base amount of funds effort and cost required to monitor and

both parties involved in a contract established at contract in-eption, evaluate performance are justified by

win, then you know the system is typically ranging from zero to three expected benefits. If these three items

working. percent of cost, and (b) an award are applicable to a contract and/or
amount the contractor might earn in contract modification you are involved

So, now that you know that con- whole or part during performance of with, perhaps you should consider us-
tracting with an Award Fee can work, the effort. This amount must be suffi- ing an award fee. Some government
you might be asking youself some of cient to provide the contractor motiva- program managers of major programs
the following questions: tion for excellence in critical areas in- place especially high value on the use

- What exactly is an award fee? cluding timeliness, quality, technical of award fees because of the manage-
Whe should an award f be used? performance, and management effec- ment capabilities it provides them as

en tiveness. Key elements to an award fee a tool to motivate contractors to
- How is the amount of available are that it contains a base fee portion superior performance. One caution:
award fee originally established'? and an award fee portion and that the There are a few FAR imposed limita-

- How is the contractor's perfor- fee is subjectively determined by the tions on award fees including the max-
mance evaluated' government, based upon the govern- imum fee payable, depending upon

ment's evaluation of the contractor's type of contract (FAR 15.903), ex-
- What are the disadvantages to performance. pected benefits versus the additional
award fees7 In addition, neither the government administrative cost, and other limita-

The answers to these questions nor contractor can unilaterally tions stated in FAR 16.301-3.
range from simple to complex, but, in establish an award fee contract be- How is the amount of available
the following paragraphs I shall at- tween the parties; it must be mutually award fee originally established The
tempt to answer them for you. agreed to and bilaterally executed, answer to this question is: It depends.

What exactly is an award fee'? It is After the contract is awarded, the Various government contracting agen-
a subjectively determined amount of award fee is usually paid in intervals cies will employ different methods to
money paid to a contractor by the based upon evaluations and a fee originally establish or determine the
government for an effort which the determination for specific periods of appropriate total amount of avaiable
contractor has performed on an award time and for specific level/amounts of award fee, which will serve to etfec-
fee basis. Contracts with an award fee, performance. Another point to tively motivate a contractor to achieve
such as a Cost Plus Award Fee (CPAF) remember is that an award fee can be superior performance. Clearly,
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deciding upon the total amount of Simply stated, if that is possible, the period. Another common disadvan-
available award fee is an important typical award fee evaluation process, tage of contracting with an award fee
part of the award fee planning process. which begins after the award fee effort is that few contracting and related ac-
The government does not want to pro- has been placed on contract, consists quisition personnel in government and
vide a contractor too large an incen- of the following six primary steps for industry are knowledgeable and ex-
tive "carrot," or too small of one. each award fee period. perienced in detailed policy, pro-
Some methods government contrac- First, the contractor completes the cedures, and applications of award
ting agencies have used to determine required effort for a specified award fee fees. Thus, most often, using award
appropriate amount of available rerd effotf ecife awar fees on government contracts requires
award fee range from developing period and then the contractor exnsvedctoadtringfprepares a report to describe their per- extensive education and training ofelaborate means to calculate technical formance using a self-evaluation contracting and related acquisition per-
complexity and management risk, to process. sonnel to ensure a successful award fee
simple calculations of possible contrac- application. Certainly, disadvantages
tor rates; for example, Return on In- Second, the government award fee discussed above are not the only possi-
vestment, Return on Assets, etc., com- performance monitors prepare reports ble problems and the significance they
pared to similar efforts. However, to detail their assessment of the con- may, or may not, play depend upon
another caution, the Department of tractor's actual performance versus the unique aspects of each situation. If you
Defense FAR Supplement (DFAR) evaluation criteria established for the realistically assess potential advantages
16.404-2 clearly states that the same period and effort, and disadvantages, I believe you will
weighted guidelines method shall not Third, these reports are submitted conclude that contracting with an
be applied to CPAF contracts with and usually presented to an Award award fee often makes sense.
respect to either the based (fixed) fee Review Board (ARB), which is respon- Now that you know what an award
or the award fee. Since there is no one sible for conducting an in-depth review fee is, when they should be used, how
government mandated method for of relevant areas of actual contractor the fee amount is established, how con-
determining the appropriate amount of performance versus the established tractor performance is evaluated, and
available award fee, the task of evaluation criteria, a few pros and cons of using award
deciding upon an appropriate available Fourth, the ARB reviews the respec- fees, you have an overview of some
award fee amount is up to the respec- tive report and prepares an Award key elements in this unique conatrac-
tive contracting activity. Yet, as stated, Fee Evaluation Report (AFER) that is tual process. Clearly, using award fees
depending upon the situation, the submitted to the Fee Determining Of- on government contracts to motivate
monetary reward is usually not the ficial (FDO), usually the program and reward contractors to achievesole motivator for a contractor in an
award fee process. manager. government acquisition requirements

Fifth, the FDO reviews the AFER, and goals is a topic subject to debate
How is the contractor's peformance discusses it with the ARB and then and is far more involved than is

evaluated? This is when the fun begins, usually receives an award fee self- discussed here. Yet, if you are planning
The contractor's peformance on a con- evaluation presentation from the an acquisition that has a problem call-
tract containing an award fee provi- respective contractor. ing for a contractor's performance over
sion is evaluated per an Award Fee and above that which can be objective-
Plan, written for the applicaF, effort. Sixth, the FDO makes the award fee ly measured and incentivised, under
The Award Fee Plan is a detailed docu- determination and then the contractor other than "usual" forms of govern-
ment prepared by the government is notified and later paid via a contract ment contracting, your solution may
which includes: the reasons for using funding modification. Two important be contracting with an award fee.an award fee, a description of the points to remember about the awardfee process are; the FDO award feeevaluation organization, its structure, determination is not subject to the
responsibilities, and procedures, an ex- Disputes Clause, and the process Captain Garrett, USAF, is CPCM In-
planation of the distribution of award strucbor of Contracting Manaementat the

discussed above is the typical evalua- Air Force Institute of Technology.
fee funds to performance periods, and tion process and, as such, is subject to ArFreIsiueo ehoqy
a precise breakdown of the evaluation chnge.
categories, criteria, and possible per- change.
formance ratings (see DFAR 16.404-2 What are the disadvantages to
for examples of the evaluation criteria award fees7 As mentioned, two prin- The views expressed are those of the author
and contractor evaluation report). The cipal disadvantages of contracting with and do not necessarily reflect those of the
entire award fee evaluation process of an award fee are the cost required to School of Systems and igitics, Air Unimr-
an effort performed on an award fee monitor performance and the sity, the United States Air Force, or the
basis is essentially governed by associated administrative effort and Department of Defense.
the Award Fee Plan, and key elements cost to evaluate the contractor's per-
of the plan are the evaluation formance for the specified award fee
criteria, periods, at the completion of each
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DSMC SIMULATIONS
(GAMES THAT TEACH ENGINEERS

AND SCIENTISTS HOW TO MANAGE)

Dr. Owen C. Gadeken

n an earlier Program interpersonal skills is to add

Manager article, "Why human relations courses or
Engineers and Scientists seminars. 9,10 However, at
Often Fail as Managers (and least one author" concludes
What to Do About It)," I that this may be the wrong
summarized existing studies approach and that experien-
regarding engineers and. . . tial exercises such as simula-
scientists who transition in- . tions and role playing would
to management careers. 1  be more effective training
Little research had been done methods.
on this topic, and most was
without regard for job effec- *.Rather than re-investigate
tiveness either before or after the more traditional meth-
the transition. However, ods of managerial leadership
several studies 2,3,4,5 cited training, the Defense Sys-
technical managers deficien- tems Management College
cies in interpersonal skills chose to conduct a more
when compared to managers .0 detailed demonstration of a
with non-technical back- * newer training method. The
grounds. One of the L . organizational management
references 6 further stated simulation was selected
that successful technical managers were rated higher on in- based on its growing popularity and on its design which in-
terpersonal skills than the less successful technical managers cludes feedback on participants' interpersonal skills.
in their study. Other sources 7,8 revealed that engineers sawthemselves and their undergraduate curricula as markedly Organizational simulation training is related to role-
deficient in developing their human relations and com- playing, but differs in two significant respects. First and mostmunication skills, important, simulations differ from role-plays in that par-ticipants are instructed to be themselves in the situation

The implications of these findings is that engineers and rather that act out a prescribed role. Thus, simulations are
scientists need more interpersonal skills development to better suited to elicit real managerial behavior of participants
enhance their selection opportunities, career development for diagnosis of both their strengths and weaknesses.
and successfil performance as technical managers. These im- Second, role-plays are usually individual or small-group ex-
plications are particularly relevant for the Defense Systems ercises, while organizational simulations are larger and more
Management College since engineers and scientists make up complex in scope; e.g., several levels of management can
approximately two-thirds of each Program Management be included. Thus, organizational simulations can better mir-
Course and up to three-fourths of DSMC executive ror the many hierarchical and lateral relationships present
courses. in most organizations, and especially in Department of

Organizational Simulations Defense systems acquisition organizations.

The usual approach for academia or organizations that After selection of the organizational simulation as the
recognize the need to develop stronger communication and training method, the next step was to select the specific
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simulations to be used in the research is run in a session designed to unobtrusive observers of the actions
study. Three large-scale (at least 20 familiarize them with the company, and behaviors of the participants. Fur-
participants) simulations were found to their positions, and each other. Dur- ther insight into the Looking Glass
be commercially available. Each ing the session, participants and train- simulation is available in a recent
simulation was screened in detail in- ing staff are introduced, a slide pro- (May-June 1988) Program Manager ar-
cluding a review of the materials and gram about the company is shown, ticle by Michael G. Krause. 14

interviews with the developers. After participants are assigned or select their
the screening, two of the simulations positions, and each participant is given The 6-hour simulation concludes
were selected for trial runs. These trial his or her in-basket material to review with a brief address by the president
workshops were run by the simulation before the next day. on the state of the company. This is
developers and used DSMC faculty as After short administrative remarks followed by a set of detailed question-
participants. After trial runs, the Look- the next morning, the Looking Glass naires on which participants document
ing Glass was selected as the simula- company opens for business. The in- the information they knew, the prob-
tion to be used for the research project tercom telephone system is turned on lems they addressed, the decisions that
based on the positive feedback from and participants return to their desks were made, their interaction with each
the faculty participants, the research to start the day. Their in-baskets are other, and the relative effectiveness of
data base accompanying the simula- filled with major strategic and opera- their peers and their division. This in-
tion, and the established training pro- tional constraints, division history and formation is combined with the
gram for licensing the simulation to product information, financial data, trainers' observations of the activities
users such as DSMC. and other relevant facts and figures. In that took place during the simulation

all, more than 100 problems are distri- to conduct a 10-hour series of debrief-
Looking Glass Simulation buted throughout the in-baskets. They ing exercises designed to help the par-

Looking Glass is a six-hour simula- cover such diverse areas as finance, ticipants identify their strengths and
tion of a glass manufacturing company personnel, legal action, production, weaknesses as managers and set goals
with more than $200 million in sales sales, research and development, for improvement. The debriefing pro-
and 4,000 employees. The simulation publications, and safety. Some exam- cess is based primarily on participants'
was developed by the Center for ple problems include: reflections on their behavior and the
Creative Leadership (CCL) from 1976 -An opportunity to acquire a new outcomes resulting from it. At the end
through 1979 in a $300,000 project plant of this debriefing session, participants
supported by the Office of Naval are given goal sheets and asked to
Research. 12 The CCL is a non-profit -Deciding what to do with a non- prepare managerial self-development
research and education organization profitable plant goals based on their participation in
founded by the Smith Richardson -Violation of pollution standards the Looking Glass workshop.
Foundation. (H. Smith Richardsoni -Discrimination in hiring The workshop normally concludes
vented and marketed Vicks VapoRub.) with assembly of all participants and
Looking Glass was initially developed -Raw material supply shortages DSMC trainers for a short session
as a laboratory research tool to study -Production capacity limits where participants post their major
organizational behavior and leadership -earnings on poster paper positioned
as an alternative to field research. -A lawsuit with a major customer around theroom. After the workshop,
After repeated demands from research -Competition with foreign manu- participants are encouraged to hand in
participants for feedback on their in- facturers their goal sheets. For two of the
dividual performance, CCL evolved a -Filling a v4ant plant-manager workshops, an additional half-day
stand-alone training program around position. goal setting session was held on the
the simulation. This program was
based on the concept of experiential A unique characteristic of the Look- morning following the workshop. This
learning; i.e., involving participating ing Glass simulation is the freedom session reviewed the process and im-
in an experience and then reflecting on allowed participants. They can take portance of goal setting and allowed
their performance and the results whatever action they please consistent implementation plans with each other
achieved.13  with their normal management style. imlnaonps w

partici- They can call meetings, make phone in small groups.
In each simulation, the 20t- aement calls, write memos, have informal Evaluation Approach

pants occupy the top-management discussions, make decisions, or wander The method chosen to evaluate the
positions in the Looking Glass around. By memo, phone or in person, effectiveness of the simulation was the
company ranging from president to participants can contact anyone inside Participant Action Planning Approach
plant manager. There are three or outside the company. Trainers play (PAPA) from the U.S. Government
operating divisions, each of which the outside roles and respond by Office of Personnel Management
faces a different internal and external telephone or memo (not in person) us- (OPM). i s This involves each training
environment. ing a detailed book of background in- participant in preparing a personal ac-

Participants are introduced to the formation. However, the primary tion plan immediately after completing
simulation on the afternoon before it function of the training staff is to be the training program. Participants
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were given goal sheets at the end of the IF' perienced military combat officers for
Looking Glass workshop and asked to nique whom systems acquisition was a
identify management development career-broadening assignment. The
goals based on their participation in participants' work experience in
the workshop. Each was asked to characteristic of the development of weapon systems
develop at least one written goal and ranged from 0 to 30 years with the
return the carbon copy provided with Looking Glass average 6.1 years. Approximately 60
each goal sheet to the Defense Systems percent of the participants were
Management College for research military. The other 40 percent were
study. Participants were not required simulation is the civilian. Military participants ranged
to develop goals if they felt they did from captain (0-3) through colonel
not want to make planned changes in freedom allowed (0-6) with the average rank being a
their management behavior at the senior major (0-4). Civilians ranged
time. Three months after the participants. They from General Schedule(GS) 9 through
workshop, participants with written 15 with the average grade being GS-13.
goals were sent a follow-up question- The PMC participants ranged in age
naire for each goal asking for specific can take whatever from 27 to 57 with the average at 40
information on actions and results ob- years, while PMW participants ranged
tained when they tried to implement action they please from 37 to 65 with an average at 45
their goals. Participants were asked if years. All but 7 of the participants
they had made any other changes in consistent with their were male.
their management behavior which they Control Group
would attribute, directly or indirectly,
to their participation in Looking Glass. normal style. A group of PMC students not par-
An abbreviated follow-up question- ticipating in the workshops served as
naire was sent to Looking Glass par- a control. They were given goal sheets
ticipants who had not developed writ- and the same request to develop at
ten goals. It asked only about changes I least one written goal. Their goals were
in their management behavior they to be based on their learnings from the
would attribute to having participated was a special refresher course for PMC which included several seminars
in Looking Glass. designated major system program on leadership, communications, and

madnaesand their deputies. (DSMC interpersonal relations. Approximately
managersd the end ofSMC two-thirds of both the participant and

Research Participants discontinued PMW at the end of FY control groups had science or engineer-

Two DSMC courses were selected 1987.) ing undergraduate degrees. The overall
for demonstration of the Looking The DSMC student participants design is summarized in Table 1.
Glass simulation: the 20-week Pro- typically came with one of two Research Hypotheses
gram Management Course (PMC) and separate types of work experience:
the 4-week Program Managers' They were either technical specialists The research hypothesis was that
Workshop (PMW). The PMC, the with considerable experience in one organizational simulation training in-
College's primary offering, is designed specific field or discipline (such as con- creases the number of managerial
for mid-level managers. The PMW tracting or design engineering), or ex- leadership goals both set and achieved

TABLE 1: RESEARCH DESIGN

Looking
Group DSMC Students Glass Goal Setting Goal Follow-Up

Course (21/2 days) (/2 day) Sheets (after 3 mo.)

Test PMC 60 Yes No Yes Yes

Test PMC 40 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Control PMC 100 No No Yes Yes
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to a greater extent than classroom or samples compared. Since the intent of However, the engineers and scien-
seminar programs (i.e., DSMC the research was to demonstrate that tists goals were not necessarily more
management courses). This hypothesis by going through Looking Glass, par- leadership oriented than the other
was tested using the Looking Glass ticipant groups would exceed their education group (from Table 2):
(LG) organizational simulation in five control groups on each of the measures Engineering/Science Leadership Goals,
separate 3-day workshops with a total studied, each alternate hypothesis was LG, 7.6-CONTROL, 0.4; Other
of 100 DSMC students. Results were stated as a one-tailed test. Since some Education Leadership Goals, LG,
measured as the number of managerial of the sample sizes were less than 30, 6.4-CONTROL, 1.0.
leadership job behavior goals set and the t-distribution and t-test statistic
achieved after the workshops using the were used for all sample comparisons A logical extension of the increase in
Participant Action Planning Approach as a conservative measure. Population managerial leadership goals set and
(PAPA). variances were unknown, so equality achieved by Looking Glass par-

Four separate measures were used: of sample variances was confirmed ticipants, particularly engineers and
before each statistical test for means. scientists, would be expected improve-

1. The number of goals submitted Since the samples being compared ment in on-the-job performance in

2. The number of submitted goals that were not all of equal size, the Bartlett specific managerial leadership skills.
dealt with improving managerial test procedure was employed. The Clearly, this hypothesis was not part
leadership skills .01-level of significance of the test of the research design that focused ex-

statistic was used since the Bartlett test clusively on goal setting. However,
3. The number of managerial leader- is robust with respect to moderate some connections to existing
ship goals from 2 above that were violations of the homogeneity managerial leadership theory were
achieved in the follow-up survey assumption.16  made and are discussed briefly in the
4. The number of new managerial following paragraphs.
leadership actions reported by in- Results
dividuals on the follow-up survey that Based on the work of Harvard
were derived from participating in LG Table 2 is a comparison of LG par- psychologist David McClelland, an ap-
but had not been stated as written ticipants versus their control groups onthe first three measures described plied model of managerial leadership
goals. t he f uree measure ned was developed by Boyatzis'17 using

earlier. The fourth measure, new behavioral competency measures
Since not all students were scientists managerial actions, was not used here taken from critical event interviews

or engineers and participants came since only participant groups had at- with more than 2,000 managers in 41
from two different courses (PMC and tended LG and could comment on new different industry and public-sector
PMW), comparisons between LG par- behaviors resulting from it. Based on jobs. Cluster and regression analysis
ticipant subgroups were made as the one-tailed tests for correlated jobs user nd ressinsanalysis
shown below. Engineering, science, means, LG participant groups exceed- were used to link specific skills with ef-
and other education refer to the ed their control groups (at the alpha fective performance on different jobs.
bachelors degrees of the students. level) in all but one instance. Competency clusters were identifiedfor the different jobs. While each
LG Participant Versus Control Group Comparisons among LG participant cluster was unique, several competen-
Comparisons subgroups were made using the stan- cies were found to be common across

DSMC Students (LG) vs. DSMC dard t-test procedure. No differences all of the jobs studied. A simplified list
Students (Control) were found to be significant (even at of these common competencies was
Engineering/Science (LG) vs. Engineer- level) used as the criteria for determining
ing/Science (Control) which LG participant and control
Other Education (LG) vs. Other Discussion group goals were categorized as
Education (Control). managerial leadership related. Table 3

The PAPA goal setting exercise breaks out the LG participant
LG Participant Subgroup Comparisons showed positive results for workshop managerial leadership goals by com-

En ;ineering/Science (LG) vs. Other participants especially in goals submit- petency area. Note the concentration
Education (LG) ted and leadership goals. The LG on the interpersonal relations area.
Science (LG) vs. Engineering (LG) workshop was particularly effective in Typical goals is this area involve im-
PMW Students (LG) vs. PMC Students getting engineers and scientists to sub- proving networking relationships, in-
(LG). mit goals compared to the other educa- formal communications, listening skills

tion group (from Table 2): Engineer- and image. Participants reported 54
Statistical Procedures ing/Science Goals Submitted, LG, new or improved managerial leader-

The statistical approach used in the 15.4-CONTROL, 3.6; Other Educa- ship behaviors they derived from LG
data analysis was hypothesis testing tion Goals Submitted, LG, and for which they had not set
for equality of means of the different 11.6-CONTROL, 8.6. goals.
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TABLE 2.
LOOKING GLASS PARTICIPANT VS. CONTROL GRO I'COMPA R ISONS

ONE SIDED ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS H.: " U> U 2 )

(Entries normalized for 20 students; i.e., one Looking Glass workshop)

A. Total Group (N=96) (n=96)
Item LG Control Significance

1. Goals Submitted 13.8 5.6 **
2. Leadership Goals 7.0 0.6 **

3. Goals Accomplished 5.4 0.4 **

B. Engineering/Science (n =56) (n =56)
Item LG Control Significance

1. Goals Submitted 15.4 3.6 **

2. Leadership Goals 7.6 0.4 **

3. Goals Accomplished 5.4 0

C. Other Education
(N =40) (n =40)

Item LG Control Significance
1. Goals Submitted 11.6 8.6 n/a
2. Leadership Goals 6.4 1.0 **

3. Goals Accomplished 5.6 1.0 **

n--number of students
• Significant at 0.05.
* * Significant at 0.01.

TABLE 3.
LOOKING GLASS PARTICIPANT GOALS BY COMPETENCY AREA

(Total for Five Looking Glass Workshops)

Managerial Leadership Goals New

Competency Submitted Accomplished Actions
Conceptual Focus - - 5
Goal Orientation 2 1 2
Initiative 3 3 1
Problem Solving 2 2 2
Efficient Use of Resources 5 4 5
Interpersonal Relations 15 11 26
Influence (Power) 4 3 5
Oral Presentation Skills 1 1 -
Self-confidence - - 5
Objectivity - --

Persistence 1 -
Adaptability 1 1 3

TOTAL 34 26 54

SOURCE: DSMC
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FIGURE 1. COMPETENCY ACQUISITION MODEL

A competency acquisition process - - . -
model was developed from this APPLICATION
research and it is presented in Figure (ON THE JOB) AWARENESS
1. The first three steps (awareness,
knowledge, and evaluation) are the
normal results of classroom instruc-
tion. But, as the model illustrates, these
steps are insufficient to fully develop PRACTICE
managerial competencies (skills) unless (WITH FEEDBACK) KNOWLEDGE
they are followed by opportunities to
adjust, practice, and get feedback on
performance. Boyatzis states: "Too
often training programs attempt to
'teach the fundamentals' usin g lectures,
readings, case discussions, films, and ADJUSTMENT/CHANGE EVALUATION
dynamic speakers to transfer
knowledge to course participants. Un-
fortunately, it is usually not the lack
of knowledge, but the inabilty to use
knowledge that limits effective SOURCE: McBER AND COMPANY, BOSTON, MA.
managerial behavior.' 19

This statement was reinforced in an first three steps (awareness, knowl- Scenarios give students the chance
interview with Dr. Boyatzis, 20  edge, and evaluation) in the classroom to test and apply classroom learning
McBer's president, who said in all as DSMC students. The Looking Glass before the outcomes involve real
managerial jobs they studied in simulation took the participants fur- dollars, hardware and people.
government and industry, in only one ther along the competency develop- Students are expected to assume dif-
case was there a significant difference ment process (through practice with ferent roles as the simulation pro-
in the knowledge possessed by the top feedback), which based on the model gresses. Besides taking a turn as pro-
performers when compared to average would be expected to lead to more im- gram manager, students can walk in
performers in the same jobs. proved managerial leadership job the "shoes" of the acquisition func-

It is clear that the voluntary nature behaviors. This is consistent with the tional managers whose competent and
of the goal-setting exercise limited the observed results of Looking Glass par- collaborative performance are equal-
goals both set and accomplished (all ticipant leadership goals set and ac- ly necessary for the program to
measures were less than one per per- complished in Table 2. succeed.
son). Still, there was a large difference The organizational simulation ap-
between the participant and control DSMC Applications proach in PMC has many benefits.
groups. Both participant and control Using the organizational simulation First of all, it confirms students'
group members had received similar concept, the Defense Systems Manage- mastery of the knowledge base of
DSMC classroom instruction on fun- ment College has restructured the defense acquisition. Second, it tests
damental principles of managerial 20-week Program Management Course students' ability to integrate and apply
leadership and the need to develop into 6 weeks of classroom instruction this knowledge in realistic situations.
communication and interpersonal (Part I) followed by 14 weeks designed Third, the simulation gives students an
skills for their upcoming jobs. So, the around an organizational simulation of opportunity to experience the different
significantly increased goal perfor- the life-cycle development of a new functional and organizational perspec-
mance of the participants points to the weapon system. Part I covers fun- tives affecting the outcome of every
added value of experiential exercises as damentals of various acquisition defense acquisition program. Fourth,
motivation for goal setting and disciplines including acquisition policy, it gives students a sense of what it is
accomplishment, business and technical management. like to work in a program office and

This research study supports the Then, Part II focuses on integration manage a real acquisition program.
competency acquistion process model and application of these disciplines Such a feeling (or gestalt) is almost im-
with data from an organizational within a series of complex but realistic possible to achieve in the classroom.
simulation (Looking Glass) which scenarios. Students, in effect, become Fifth, and most important, simulation
features practice and feedback to en- the program management office and focuses on demonstration of students'
sure transition of training results to the must confront and resolve each situa- leadership and management skills. The
job environment. Referring to the com- tion as they move "their" program simulation tests students' vision, judg-
petency acquisition model in Figure 1, from a paper design through hardware ment, communication and team-
both the LG participants and control delivery to the operational (using) building: skills that have made and will
group members progressed through the command. (See GADEKEN, page 39)
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EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY:
HOMAGE TO THE CODE

Dr. Lewis H. Blakey

or a century, finger- tanks and computers to
prints have been used automative parts. Simple

as the unique imprint of an property inventory, in itself,
individual. They represent is a laborious task, and a
that person's distinctive simple and accurate s",tem
symbol or totem. Recently, represented by bar codes
a more complex and exact would more than pay for
imprint has been uncovered itself. But the real value of
by biologists-an indi- bar coding is that it can also
vidual's genetic code. The be tied to scheduling of
genetic code is most often replacement parts, related
portrayed as a series of dark and light bars. This is similar maintenance activities, and the allocation of personnel and
to, and reflects the same principles as, the bar codes that budgetary decisions. This feature is directly linked to the
appear on each package or product bought at the super- ability of a Director of Engineering and Housing (DEH) at
market today. an Army installation, for example, to estimate in a better

Those small vertical stripes readily visible on packages way projected purchasing needs for various parts and
at the supermarket and more recently on all kinds of equip- materials within an evermore stringent operating budget.

ment are actually fingerprints readily identifiable by a scan- The likelihood of inadvertent stockpiling or inadequate pur-

ner when fed into a computer. Bar codes have been with chasing can virtually be eliminated. That is the hidden value

us for well over a decade, although to the layman they of bar coding.

seldom appeared to have a purpose. With time, as more bar- Bar Code Symbology
code reading equipment was installed, their purpose became A bar code can be defined as an arrangement of dark rec-
evident. Today, bar codes are used in various manufactur- abar code antedfied as a gt o dark rec-ing nd istibuionfuntios. Pimay bnefts f uingbartangular marks alternated with light spaces (Paquette 1987).
ing and distribution functions. Primary benefits of using bar Size and distribution of the dark rectangular bars, combined
codes for inventory are accuracy and increased productivi- with the spacing and size of the light bars, determine thety. Bar-coding applications have been extended to schedul- type of bar code employed. The specific combination used
ing problems, resulting in better budgetary control and is called the symbology. However, one should not make the
substantial cost savings. mistake of assuming that codes and symbols are the same

The Department of Defense has a huge, complex, and in bar coding. A code is the computer depiction of the sym-
often incompatible inventory system. There is clearly a need bol, while the symbol is the physical representation of the
for literally keeping track of millions of items, ranging from code; i.e., what you see or a particular combination of
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characters which is fed into the com- The test project compared pro-
puter. Most codes are bidirectional; k-L# ased on the cedures for documentation that were
that is, they can be read from either the current at that time; i.e., were pro-
left or right side. committee's cessed by manual methods through

A connecting device is always key entry of data into manual or
necessary to help the computer inter- recommendations mechanized systems with bar-coded
pret the bar-code marks. Bar-code substitutions. The shipping and receiv-

readers, wands and scanners are terms in 1981, the DOD ing documents affixed to material cor-
commonly applied to hardware cur- ing through the logistics system were
rently available. Two different kinds tested at the wholesale and retail levels
of scanners, one stationary and the officially adopted by using bar-coded replacements for
other portable, can be used together or two DD forms and a military shipping
separately, depending on the applica- Code 39, also label. The tests proved successful,
tion. Further, there are many different demonstrating a drastic reduction in
technologies that can be used in con- known as Code 3 of paperwork, a big improvement in pro-
junction with either the portable or sta- ductivity, and an increase of receipt,
tionary scanners including a fixed issue shipment and intransit data
beam, moving beam, light pen, and 9, into its Logistics reporting accuracy. In fact, there was
imaging array (Wilderman 1978). The no report of any significant negative
moving beam is capable of reading Applications and aspects in applying LOGMARS
codes from as far away as 18 inches, technology in the test study of im-
whereas the light pen needs physical provements in shipping and receiving
contact with the printed code to do its most often referred of equipment.
job. Current Applications

Although, to most people, all bar tO by the acronym Since testing of the prototype bar-
codes look the same, hundreds of dif- code system, benefits of LOGMARS
ferent symbologies have been devel- LOGMARS. have been snowballing-always in-
oped, most with a specific application creasing productivity, reducing error
in mind. The one that is best known rates, and improving responsiveness of
and most frequently visible is, of automated systems with significant
course, the Universal Product Code cost savings. A recent article in the
(UPC), which was introduced into the ter containers and certain docu- American Society of Civil Engineers'grocery store as early as 1974. The Civil Engineer highlights an Air ForceUPC bar-code symbology, however, ments. By t982, the D)D was requir- bar-coded Equipment Management

was created as a numeric code, mak- ing the use of LOGMARS on all unit Accounting System (EMAS) that
ing it unusable for industries where packs and outer containers entering its follows the maintenance, warranty in-
alpha numeric character combinations logistics system. formation, and location of $0.5 billion
are employed. Shortly afterward, the Automotive in equipment and supply assets (Bell

Industry Action Group, many mem- 1988). Costing $1 million, EMAS is ex-
DOD Actions bers of which had been on the DOD pected to save more than $4 million

The Department of Defense (DOD) ad hoc committee, recommended due to improved tracking of equipment
clearly has a need for this technology adopting Code 39 for their organiza- loaned out, reduction of fraud and
and hoped to capitalize on the advan- tion. The Motor Equipment Manufac- waste, and reduction in manpower.
tages of bar coding for their many pur- turers Association was quickly tasked Also mentioned are a bar-coded muni-
poses. However, because there was no to develop guidelines by which these tions inventory system that has shownstandardization in bar coding it codes could be used in the aftermarket an 80 percent reduction in the time re-

standardizationine in9arcodng.i
looked to a special ad hoc committee (Guidelines 1986). quired for inventory and an automated
for an alternative. Based on the com- In 1985, a DOD-wide Documenta- tool control system at two Army
mittee's recommendations in 1981, the tion Test Project was developed by the depots using bar-coded tools and
DOD officially adopted Code 39, also joint services LOGMARS Documenta- employee badges which have an
known as Code 3 of 9, into its Logistics tion Subgroup to implement the DOD estimated savings of $400,000.
Applications and most often referred Standard Symbology (LOGMARS All of the Services are trying to
to by the acronym LOGMARS (Logis- 1987). The LOGMARS final report apply bar-code technology to their
tics Applications of Automated Mark- had recommended that interservice respective missions. While many of
ing and Reading Symbols). Code 39 coordination be effected in the areas of these applications have yet to be ap-
was selected because this specific sym- shipping and receiving to make sure proved and applied DOD-wide, the
bology could best serve anticipated that the DOD Standard Symbology Army seems to be ahead of the other
needs of the DOD which included was applied uniformly throughout the Services in using bar codes. The
marking supply items, unit packs, DOD. LOGMARS applications are keeping
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track of Army property in such diverse DEH Applications with bar coding first, this method can
areas as transportation, distribution, Historically, installation Direc- be used for recording when the parts
service store inventory, retail receiv- torates of Engineering and Housing are issued, when and how they fail,
ing, wholesale shipping, and depot- (DEHs) have used manual records to and ultimately as a reminder for
level maintenance (McCall 1988). manage their maintenance, repair and scheduling other necessary mainte-

While the end-result has always minor construction equipment fleets. nance. For example, a vehicle may be

been positive, getting to that end is not Accuracy and quality of these records brought in for a tune-up. A quick pass

always easy. For instance, the Army were totally dependent on personnel over the bar code would bring up the

Training and Doctrine Command filling out forms, for whom adminis- entire maintenance record of the vehi-

(TRADOC) headquarters, which was trative responsibilities were secondary cle and self-generate any other required

assigned the task of developing and im- to their main jobs. Poor record keep- maintenance. A cumulative tally of all

plementing LOGMARS uses in instal- ing often made it difficult to decide on parts used in maintenance would be

lation property accountability, had shop operations and personnel alloca- available, triggering a threshold order

many problems to overcome in learn- tion to specific jobs. The incomplete for parts in the inventory projected to

ing how to use bar-coding equipment inventory of repair parts often resulted be depleted.

(McCall 1988). in a shortage of stock supplies. Fur- Fort Lee, Va., was selected as a test
thermore, preventive maintenance was foraLeeper.,ss" ssted wsca tes

Determined to overcome obstacles, often off schedule, overlooked or un- site for a "paperless" system which uses
TRADOC scheduled special training necessarily duplicated, device. The five mechanics in the
sessions for personnel in the property The number of applications of bar Heavy Equipment Shop were given
division. After training, computer coding is almost limitless. While it is "wands" that can read, record, and
equipment was strategically placed for only natural to link parts inventory time-date stamp all of their transac-
easy access to all personnel. To save tions. Data tracking the receipt and ex-
time, contractors performed the ecution of job orders, work performed,
laborious tasks of creating bar-code parts and fuel used, and dispatching of
labels and conducting the associated vehicles are collected into a computer
inventory. New labels were attached run by an equipment specialist.
to an issue document and sent to the
warehouse where they were affixed to
the items. he end-result So far, results of the test at Fort Lee

have been outstanding. Historical
The end-result is that the use of is that the use of paper records and thc backlog of

LOGMARS has greatly contributed to preventive maintenance have been vir-
the elimination of TRADOC's excess LOGMARS has tually eliminated. Bar coding has done
non-recorded property, which had away with the keying in of data, while
been a long-standing problem. Na- dramatically improving accuracy at
tional stock numbers and commercial- greatly contributed the same time. Mechanic productivity
ly procured items are no longer mis- has improved by about 20 percent and,
identified. The two most important to the elimination with preventive maintenance under
and immediate benefits are increased control, there are fewer breakdowns of
speed and accuracy in conducting re- of TRADOC's excess equipment. Duplication of preventive
quired inventory. Much time is saved maintenance done as part of a major
with a hand-held computer, decoder, repair, and again soon after as a part
and laser gun set. Not only has non-recorded of scheduled performance mainte-
LOGMARS decreased the work load nance, has disappeared. Equipment
for property book personnel but has property, which usage records are monitored and repair
significantly improved accuracy of histories are reviewed before turning
property accountability at TRADOC. had been a in equipment. Total parts inventory

has decreased by 50 percent and only
There are, naturally, difficulties and the fast moving parts identified by the

obstacles to a full implementation of long-standing system are stocked. With the cross-
this program as there would be for any referencing of parts, a necessary item
new technology still in its infancy. problem. can be identified without actually
First, there is the unfamiliarity. Also, bringing the item to the shop. Most im-
not all computers are equally adept at portantly, now that need for parts can
handlihg bar codes. We may have be projected more accurately, parts
standardized bar coding but we have can be ordered at volume discounts
not yet done so for computers or the from GSA at a savings of 40-60
supporting software. percent.
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The paperless system used at Fort !L- ightcr, smaller Another example is the development
Lee was installed and implemented of smaller and lighter computers with
with contract support in approximate- and less expensive, attached bar-code scanners. This move
ly I month. Other systems were in- stemmed from the need to collect data
stalled by DEH personnel without out- in remote locations which could only
side assistance at Fort Hood, Texas; the bar-codc equip- be reached by personnel carrying port-
Fort Riley, Kan.; and Fort Meade, Md. able terminals. Today, software pack-
(CERL 1988). ment available to- ages are usually customized to meet the

Its users firmly believe that bar needs of an industry and its specific
coding is as close as you can get to a day can interface applications.
perfect system today. Various forms of Yet another innovation will provide

self-checking are built into the code with almost anv stores with an efficient and effective
structure of bar-code formats, making w method of preventing shoplifting. The
the input error-free and transposition printed bar-code label will include a
of data a thing of the past. Each tran- type of computer. built-in, anti-shoplifting signal that will
saction is user identified along with the be deactivated when laser scanners
date and time so that the audit trail is read the bar code during checkout.
there, if necessary. This method will be less expensive to

Another area where bar codes are use and easier to handle, not to men-
being implemented and tested by the contracted but not carried out. This tion less time-consuming during the
Army is quality assurance inspections, system was tested at the Rock Island sale than the currently used "clips"
Measuring satisfactory performance Arsenal in the inspection of custodial directly attached to clothing.
relating to Commercial Activities (CA) services and is scheduled for 15 addi- Future scheduled Army projects in-
on Army installations has always been tional applications in the areas of volving bar codes include a work pro-
essential. However, methods current- utilities operation and maintenance, posal to integrate bar-code technology
ly in use require the Quality Assurance maintenance of other real property, into the facilities engineering supply
Evaluator to spend significant time and and engineering support. function, where the real property
effort on inspections. maintenance mission at U.S. Army in-

For this reason, the U.S. Army Prospects stallations must be improved to be as
Corps of Engineers Construction The bar-code industry is continual- cost-effective and efficient a supply
Engineering Research Laboratory ly being refined by the manufacturers Engineer Supply System (FESS) needs
(USACERL) developed an evaluation and developers of bar-code equipment to be substantially upgraded. Current
system specifically for use with CA and technology. Lighter, smaller and procedures are such that much of the
contracts which includes inspection less expensive, the bar-code equipment data is lost and entered incorrectly and
procedures, worksheets, checklists, available today can interface with stored in FESS and the Integrated
and measurement devices. Checklists almost any type of computer. Many Facilities System (IFS). Many of these
include bar codes for all inspection advances in bar codes are the result of
criteria, locations and evaluations. A responses to specific needs and recorded at the point of origin. For this
recording bar-code reader is used to demands of industry or specific ap- reason, data is often stored in a format
document inspection activities, and a plications, all of which should speed not conducive to retrieval, resulting in
microcomputer data base management up their widespread use (Czaplicki naconducie d e va esltin g n

software program is used to download 1988). unacceptable delay costs and absence
the bar-code reader's memory each of inventory accountability. A bar-
day. Special remarks can be recorded For example, a recent development code data entry system for collecting
on a microcassette audio tape and later in bar-code size resulted from a need supply data for FESS and other inter-
transcribed. The microcomputer can to have more information encoded in faced data systems would greatly im-
then generate all reports of missed ac- less space. Electronics and health care prove cost effectiveness and respon-
tivities, unsatisfactory performance, industries were finding it difficult to siveness of the facilities engineering

and even a trend analysis of contrac- place bar codes on some of their supply function.

tor performance in addition to bar- smaller parts and supplies. Many of
code reader assignments. these objects were too small to accom- With the elimination of human-modate a bar-code label. As a result, made errors, significant savings in time

Bar-code readers can increase pro- Code 49, a two-dimensional sym- and money can occur as a result of bar-
ductivity of quality assurance bology that utilizes 2-8 adjacent rows code implementation. The bar-code
evaluators and help improve manage- of bars and spaces instead of I row, equipment of today can interface with
ment of the CA contract for real prop- was developed to solve this problem. virtually any type of computer. Devel-
erty maintenance activities, while pro- Code 49 is capable of holding the same opers of bar-code equipment and tech-
viding more control of the contract information as a Code 39 symbol but nology are continually striving to
and reducing expenditures for work in one-sixteenth of the space. address specific requests and needs of
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GADEKEN (Continued fivn paie 34)

their users and whole industries and, always make the difference between setts Institute of Technology,
as a result, are making great advances success and failure in any systems ac- Humanities Program Boston, Mass.,
in the progress of the bar-code quisitiorn program. 1972-73.
industry. Considerable effort is still required 10. Chiusano, M. "Engineering Educa-

Let us take up the challenge of ex- to integrate the knowledge-based cur- tion: Changing to Meet Changing
panding the implementation of this riculum with the opportunities afford- Times." Design News, 29: pp. 33-38,
vital system in all areas of our armed ed by the scenarios for practice and ap- 1974.
forces' missions. plication by the students. However, 11. Brown, J.S. "A CPI Comparison
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MODIFICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS:

APPLYING THE

Mr. Liao is a Professor of accounting, Department of Ad- Table 1 shows a numerical example for contrasting these
ministrative Sciences, Naval Postraduate School, Monterey, Calif. two models. This is, of course, a contrived example for illus-

trative purpose only. Actually, cost data rarely fall on the
curve. For the moment, let's focus on the first two columns

T he learning curve is an essential tool in weapon only and assume that the cost data (Column 2) are extracted
systems program management. It is used in cost from the job-order cost system. The example assumes a first

estimation, proposal analysis, and contract negotiation. The unit cost of $100,000, an 80 percent learning rate, and no
concept is well known to those involved in program manage- price level change. The incremental cost of producing each
ment, but the application of its formulas in a variety of successive unit is shown in Column 2. However, produc-
acquisition-related decisions is not well understood. tion is typically done on a batch basis. Even for expensive
Compounding the problem is the paucity of data, products such as aircraft, it is too costly to track the cost
necessitating modification of the basic learning-curve for- of producing each successive unit. Therefore, data available
mula for application. The purpose of this paper is to pro- for analysis from a job-shop accounting system used by all
vide a comprehensive discussion of the modifications and contractors would most likely resemble the yearly summary
extensions of the basic learning-curve formula to serve as total figures as shown in the first two columns of Table I
a handy reference source for those who must deal with the (e.g., $631,537 for the first 10 units).
learning curve in various acquisition-related decision Based on the incremental unit cost data, we may derive
scenarios, the cumulative average cost figures, as shown in Column

3. Note that the incremental unit cost decreases at the 80
Cumulative Average Cost Model Vs. percent rate for every doubling of quantity, but cumulative
Incremental Unit Cost Model average cost decreases at a variable rate.

There are two different versions of learning curve: the If the 80 percent learning rate applies to the cumulative
cumulative average cost model (a.k.a. Wright's Model) and average cost as observed by T. P. Wright, the cost decrease
the incremental unit cost model (a.k.a. Crawford's Model). pattern would resemble Column 4 of Table 1, which reflects
The distinction between the two models has been discussed a learning rate of 80 percent for cumulative average cost
in an earlier paper.' We will limit the discussion to the when cumulative production quantity is doubled. To main-
notational difference between the two models to facilitate tain this constant rate of decrease in the cumulative average
the numerical illustration later in the paper. cost, the incremental unit cost also decreases, but at a

The same standard learning-curve formula is used by variable rate, as shown in Column 5.
Wright and Crawford to formulate the decrease of cost at To contrast the difference between Wright's model and
a constant rate, r, when the quantity is doubled: 2  Crawford's model, we can now determine the values of x

y = axb (Eq. 1) and y for each model as follows:

where: Crawford's
Model Wright's Model

a = the theoretical first unit cost, and

b = the learning curve exponent, measured as y X y x
follows: 1986 $63,154 4.1 $63,154 10

1987 $39,955 17.3 $49,234 25b =log(r)/log(2)

Note that the x-y coordinates for each yearly production
lot are different. Under the cumulative average cost model,The meanings of y and x, however, are different for the two the a',rerage cost for each of the first 10 units produced is

models: $63,154 and the average cost for each of the first 25 units

produced through 1987 is $49,234 ($1,230,863 of total cost
Wright's Model Crawford's Model incurred in 1986-1987 divided by the total quantity of 25

units). Under the incremental unit cost model, the $63,154
y = cumulative average costs of the incremental unit cost of average cost in 1986 is approximately the same as the in-

each of the x cumulative the xth unit produced, and cremental cost of producing the 4th unit, and the $39,955
units produced, and average cost in 1987 is about the same as the incremental

cost of producing the 17th unit. The 4th and 17th units are
x = the cumulative number of the algebraic midpoint of called the algebraic midpoints (or lot midpoints) for their

units produced. a particular production lot respective lots.
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LEARNING CURVE FORMULA Shu S. Liao

TABLE 1. HYPOTHETICAL COST DATA
FOR THE FIRST 25 UNITS

CRAWFORD'S MODEL* WRIGHT'S MODEL*

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Incremental Cumulative Cumulative Incremental

Unit Unit Cost Average Cost Average Cost Unit Cost
Produced (80% rate) (80% rate)

1986:
1st $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000
2nd 80,000 90,000 80,000 60,000
3rd 70,210 83,403 70,210 50,631
4th 64,000 78,553 64,000 45,369
5th 59,564 74,755 59,564 41,819
6th 56,168 71,657 56,168 39,191
7th 53,449 69,056 53,449 37,133
8th 51,200 66,824 51,200 35,457
9th 49,295 64,876 49,295 34,055
10th 47,651 63,154 47,651 32,855

Total 10 $631,537

1987:
11th 46,211 61,613 46,211 31,812
12th 44,935 60,224 44,935 30,893
13th 43,792 58,960 43,792 30,075
14th 42,759 57,802 42,759 29,338
15th 41,820 56,737 41,820 28,671
16th 40,960 55,751 40,960 28,061
17th 40,168 54,834 40,168 27,502
18th 39,436 53,979 39,436 26,986
19th 38,755 53,178 38,755 26,507
20th 38,121 52,425 38,121 26,061
21st 37,527 51,715 37,527 25,645
22nd 36,969 51,045 36,969 25,255
23rd 36,444 50,410 36,444 24,888
24th 35,948 49,808 35,948 24,542
25th 35,478 49,234 35,478 24,215

Total 15 $599,326

* Crawford's model implies that incremental unit cost decreases by a constant rate
(Col. 2) while cumulative average cost decreases by a variable rate (Col. 3).

* *Wright's model implies that cumulative average cost decreases by a constant rate
(Col. 4) while incremental unit cost decreases by a variable rate (Col. 5).
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Incremental Unit Cost Model and Deriving the Learning Curve
Algebraic Lot Midpoint A problem arises if the learning curve is unknown and

Although the cumulative average cost model was must be derived from historical data, as is the case in many
developed first, the unit cost model has become the most weapon system programs. As Eq. 2 shows, the algebraic
widely used model. An Air Force study shows that 92 per- midpoint cannot be determined unless we know the learn-
cent of respondents used the unit cost model. 3 The advan- ing rate, which, in turn, requires lot midpoints for input.
tages for using the incremental unit cost theory have been To solve this dilemma, an expedient procedure is widely us-
discussed in other papers and will not be repeated ed by practitioners to approximate the algebraic midpoint.
here. 4  Since the algebraic lot midpoint is much more sensitive to

Before one can apply the unit cost theory, the algebraic lot size than to the learning rate, especially for small lot size,

midpoint of each lot must be computed. The algebraic mid- a quasi-algebraic midpoint (A) can be computed by ignor-

point of each lot is defined as the point where the estimated ing the learning rate:

production cost or hour on the curve equals the average for First Lot: L+1
the entire lot. In other words, the incremental cost of pro- A = - + 0.5 (Eq. 3)
ducing this particular unit times the number of units in the 3
lot should equal the total cost of the lot. Using Table 1 data
for example, the algebraic midpoint for the 1986 produc- Subsequet Lot:
tion lot of 10 units is 4.12th unit. The incremental cost of Aubs-q+eSumLot:ALprodcin 4.2th nitis:A = _ _+ Sum of All
producing 4.12th unit is: Preceding Lots (Eq. 4)

Y4. 12th = 100000 - 4.12( - .3219) = 63,396

Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 provide a satisfactory approximation of
which is the average cost for the 10 units in the lot (difference algebraic midpoint when the lot size is relatively small.
due to rounding). However, using this quasi-algebraic midpoint for cost
Determining the Algebraic Midpoint estimation can lead to significant distortion of estimated

costs. Therefore, the following iterative procedures should
The algebraic lot midpoint can be determined by using be followed to ensure the accuracy of estimated costs:

the following equation:5  1. Use Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 to approximate the algebraic lot

L(l+b) midpoint, A, for each lot.
K = } -1/b 2. Substitute the approximate midpoints into Eq. 1 and

determine the approximate learning rate.
3. Use the approximate learning rate obtained from Step

Where: (2) to recompute the algebraic midpoints, Ks, using Eq. 2.
4. Use the new midpoints, Ks, obtained from Step (3) and

K = algebraic lot midpoint, recalculate the learning rate.
N2 = last unit in lot plus 0.5, 5. Compare the results of Steps (2) and (4). If the dif-
L = lot quantity, and ference between the two learning rates is less than two

b = exponent of the slope, percentage points, the learning rate from Step 4 is reliable
and can be substituted into Eq. 2 for estimating purpose.

Eq. 2 shows that the algebraic lot midpoint is a function of If the difference is greater than or equal to two percentage
lot size (L) and the learning rate (b). This does not present points, Steps 3 through 5 are to be repeated, with each suc-
a problem if the learning rate is known and the objective cessive new learning rate as the input for midpoint
is to estimate future costs or resource requirements. For ex- recalculation.
ample, if 20 more units beyond the 25 units shown in Table We will use the cost data in Table 2 to illustrate these
1 are to be produced in 1988, the algebraic lot midpoint for iterative procedures. The data pertain to the eight produc-
the third lot is: tion lots of the Sparrow AIM-7F Missiles program. The unit

20(1-0.322) cost figures have been adjusted to constant dollars. The pro-
K = { } 1/.322 = 34.87 cedure to determine the learning curve from these raw data

45.5.678 - 25.5.678 is explained below:
Step 1: Since the learning rate is unknown, it is necessary

The projected cost for this unit can be directly determined to use Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 to determine the approximate
by using Eq. 1: algebraic midpoint for each lot. The results are shown in

y = 100,000 0 34.87( - 0.322) = $31,866 Column (4) of Table 2.
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TABLE 2. DERIVING UNIT CURVE FROM LOT DATA

FIRST ITERATION

UNIT COST APPROXIMATE ALGEBRAIC
LOT # LOT SIZE ($1,000) MIDPOINT (A) MIDPOINT (K)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1 100 415.80 34.2 30.9
2 225 212.00 212.5 198.1
3 600 111.60 625.0 589.9
4 880 94.70 1365.0 1331.6
5 1110 75.00 2360.0 2329.7
6 1400 65.10 3615.0 3583.7
7 900 62.10 4765.0 4755.6
8 1144 53.50 5787.0 5774.3

b = -.3955 -.3874
Learning Rate= 76% 76.5%

Step 2: The y term of Eq. 1 is represented by the lot unit Determining Learning Rate from Two Data Points
cost data shown in Column 3. The x term is, for the mo- There are cases when only two observations of cost/quan-
ment, represented by the approximate midpoints in Column tity relationship are available and determination of the learn-
4. Both columns are then converted to the logarithmic scale ity re l beitsipre ie is desir able, oethe ento obtain a linear regression equation. The resultant b value ing curve (albeit imprecise) is desirable, sometimes even
is sowtn at thear begrsiotm o uon(. Tnecessary. Under this circumstance, Eq. 5 may be used tois shown at the bottom of Column (4). arrive at an approximate learning rate:

Step 3: The b value obtained from Step 2 enables us to
use Eq. 2 for a more accurate determination of the algebraic Log(y 2 /y1 )
lot midpoints. Column (5) shows the recalculated lot b = (Eq. 5)
midpoints. Log(x2 /x1 )

Step 4: The x term of Eq. 1 is now replaced by the newly where:
determined algebraic midpoint and a new linear regression
equation is computed. The result is shown at the bottom y1 = average cumulative unit cost at point 1,
of Column (5). Y2 = average cumulative unit cost at point 2,

Step 5: Comparing the learning rates at the bottom of Col- x1 = cumulative production quantity at point 1, and
umns (4) and (5), we found the difference to be very small x2 = cumulative production quantity at point 2.
(76% vs. 76.5%). We can repeat Steps 3 and 4, but the im-
provement in accuracy will be negligible. Therefore, we can Let us use Table 1 data to illustrate the application of this
reliably use the 76.5 percent learning rate to estimate future modified learning curve equation. Suppose that we have in-
missile cost by using Eq. 2 and Eq. 1. formation on the average cumulative unit costs only at two

production points: (1) the end of 1986, 10 units @ $47,651
It is rare that an analyst has to go through more than one and (2) the end of 1987, 25 units @ $35,478. What is the

iteration to arrive at a reliable learning rate. There are two learning rate reflected between these two points?
reasons why the two expecient equations work so well. The
first is that the algebraic midpoint is much more sensitive Solution:
to the lot size than to the learning rate, i.e., ignoring the
latter does not result in a significant distortion of midpoint. b Log(35478/47651) -0.3219 (r = 80%)
Second, the learning effect flattens out after the first few lots - Log(25/-10)
and the approximate midpoints are almost as good as the
algebraic midpoints.
Extensions and Applications of Wright's Model A few words of caution are in order for using this equa-

tion. Unless the two points are representative of the true rela-

We will now discuss the extensions of the basic learning tionship, i.e., the two points are on or very close to the true
curve model and illustrate their applications in various pro- relationship line, the resulting learning curve may be
gram management decision scenarios, misleading.
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Deriving Theoretical First Unit Cost To illustrate another application of the formula, let us fur-

In many instances the learning rate is agreed upon through ther assume that, after 5 units were produced and delivered,
negotiation instead of a regression analysis of historical data. the remaining contract was cancelled. The price of the 5 unitsIn this case it is necessary to estimate the theoretical first delivered has to be renegotiated (because it would cost more

unit cost before Eq. 1 can be used. If we have information to produce the first 5 units than the second 5, if the learn-

of the average cumulative unit cost at any specific ing curve is in effect). What should be the incremental cost

cumulative quantity point, we can derive the theoretical for the first 5 units delivered?

value of the first unit, a, by using the Eq. 6: Solution: Total cost for the first 15 units

a = y/xb (Eq. 6) $100,000 e 15(- -3219+1) $627,346

This equation is in essence a rearrangement of the basic Total cost for the first 10 units
learning curve formula (Eq. 1). Let us assume that the
government and the contractor agreed on an 80 percent $100,000 * 10(-3219+1) 476,540
learning rate, and that the cumulative average cost for the
first lot of 10 units is $47,651. What is the theoretical first Incremental cost for 5 units $150,806
unit cost? @ $30,161 per unit

Solution: Erroneous Application

47,651 A common error in applying the learning curve theory
a = 10(.3219 $100,000 is the attempt to derive the incremental unit cost from the

10 - .3219) cumulative average cost formulation using the marginal cost
concept in economics. The marginal unit cost function, M,

Cumulative Units is obtained by "differentiating" the total cost function, T:

Since the basic learning curve formula (Eq. 1) tells us the dT
average cumulative unit cost when x cumulative units are M(
produced, the total cost for the same x cumulative units is dx
simply the product of the average (y) and the cumulative To illustrate that this "marginal" function (Eq. 8) can
number of units produced (x), as shown below: distort the incremental unit cost of producing the specific

T = y * x = axb o x = ax(b+l) (Eq. 7) (xth) unit, let us use the numerical example in Table 1 again.
Since the base data were constructed with a = $100,000

where: T = total cost or labor hours. and b = -0.3219 (80% learning rate), we may compute
the "marginal" cost of producing the second unit using Eq.

Determining the Incremental Cost for Producing 8 as follows:
Additional Units

Eq. 7 can be used to determine the incremental cost or M2 = (1-.3219)(100,000)2.3219 = $54,249

hours for producing additional units. To see how we can Note that the incremental unit cost for producing the 2nd
apply this formula, let us assume that we have determined unit should be computed as follows:
the first unit cost to be $100,000 and the learning curve to
be 80 percent. What would be the incremental cost if govern- Total cost for the first 2 units
ment decides to buy 15 more units in Lot #2, after buying
10 units in Lot #17 T2 = $100,000 0 2( - .3219+1) $160.000

Solution: Total cost for the first 25 units Total cost for the first unit

$100,000 0 25( - .3219+ 1) $887,040 T1 = $100,000 9 1( - .3219+1) 100,000

Incremental cost for the 2nd units $ 60,000Total cost for the first 10 units

The incremental unit cost shown here is the same as Col-
$100,000 0 10( - .3219+1) 476,540 umn 5 of Table 1. To illustrate the fallacy of using Eq. 8

to derive the incremental unit cost from the cumulative
Incremental cost for 15 units $410,500 average formulation, we will compare the true incremental

unit costs (Column 5, Table 1) to the "marginal costs" for
@ $27,367 per unit the first eight units.
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Cumulative Total Incremental "Marginal" where:
x Average Cost Cost Unit Cost Cost

-- _yl-- = average unit cost of Lot I
i 100,000 i0UCO,3 lOJ,000 67,810 Y2 = average unit cost of Lot 2,
2 80,000 160,000 60,000 54,249 K1 = cumulative quantity at Lot 1 midpoint, and
3 70,210 210,631 50,631 47,611 K2 = cumulative quantity at Lot 2 midpoint.
4 64,000 256,000 45,369 43,400
5 59,564 297,819 41,819 40,392 Using the missile data in Table 2 for example, let us pick
6 56,168 337,010 39,191 38,090 the two production lots closest to the least square line (1976
7 53,449 374,143 37,133 36,246 and 1980) to get a rough measure of the learning curve. The
8 51,200 409,600 35,457 34,721 lot midpoints and average costs are:

This anomaly does not invalidate the axiom that the first Lot midpoints Average Unit Costs
derivative of the total cost curve is equal to the marginal
cost of the additional unit produced. However, this exam- 1976 (Lot #4) 1,331.6 $94,700
pIe illustrates the difference and incompatibility between the 1980 (Lot #8) 5,774.9 $53,500
two competing learning curve models. The incompatibility
is caused by the fact that, while the basic functional equa-
tion is the same, the definitions of y and x are different. By using Eq. 10, we can compute the learning curve expo-
Using the first derivative (Eq. 8) of a total cost function nent with these two data points:
(Eq. 7) under the cumulative average model to derive the Log(53,500/94,700)
incremental unit cost is equivalent to changing the defini- b = - -0.3891
tion of y (from cumulati,,e average to incremental) without Log(5,774/1,331)
changing the definition of x. The reader is reminded that
failing to recognize this subtle difference in the definition This value is very close to the result we got when all
of x can lead to much more serious errors than shown above, available data points were used (i.e., -0.3874).
If the incremental cost is the focus of the analysis, then the
unit cost theory is the logical choice. Deriving Theoretical First Unit Cost

If the learning curve is not derived from a regression
Extensions and Applications of Crawford's Model analysis of historical data, the theoretical first unit cost, a,

As discussed earlier, the same basic equation is used in must be determined before we can use the learning curve
Wright's cumulative average model and Crawford's in- equation for cost estimating purpose. We may determine
cremental unit cost model, but the definitions of x and y the theoretical first unit cost for the learning curve by rear-
are different. To emphasize the fact that the cumulative ranging Eq. 9 as follows:
quantity, x, in Crawford's learning curve refers to the lot
midpoint, K, we will use Eq. 9 to represent the basic for- y
mula for Crawford's model: a=- (Eq. 11)

Kby=aKb (Eq. 9)
The equation shows that the first unit cost can be determined

where K represents the algebraic midpoint of a lot. Eq. 9 if the learning rate and the data for one production lot are
is the same as Eq. 1, except x is replaced by K. - available. Take the Sparrow Missile case for example; if the

Crawford's model also has several variant formulas for learning rate is agreed upon through negotiation or estab-
use under different scenarios. lished by means of Eq. 10 instead of the basic learning curve

equation (Eq. 9), we can use the data for Lot #4 (1976) to
Determining Learning Rate from Two Data Points derive the theoretical first unit cost as follows:

In major system acquisition, there are cases when only 94,700
the average costs of two production lots are available and a= - $1,556,127
a learning curve is to be derived from these two observa- 1,331.6-0.3891
tions. The following equation is a modified version of Eq.
5, reflecting the need to use the algebraic midpoint of each Determining Incremental Cost of Producing a
lot as the cumulative quantity: Specific Unit (xth Unit)

Log(y 2 /yl) Crawford's model directly measures the incremental unit
b = (Eq. 10) cost of any specific unit. Therefore, Eq. 9 will serve this pur-

Log(K 2/K1) pose if the specific (xth) unit is substituted into the equation.
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There is an alternative equation that the incremental unit Let us illustrate the application of these equations in
cost can be computed: another scenario. Suppose that the government cancelled

the con! ract a-t:c 10 units were delivered. This action calls
y = ar(LogK/Log2) (Eq. 12) for renegotiation of the price since it would cost more to

produce the first 10 units than the second 10, if the learningwhere rata refer Toe leaoringrateno exncet). Lrt ust cose curve is in effect. The incremental cost for the first 10 unitsthe data in Table 1 for illustration. Since the first unit cos produced in 1988 is:

is $100,000 and the learning rate is 80%, the unit cost of

producing 32nd unit may be estimated as follows: (difference 10y = 10 0 100,000 * 30.32-3219 = $333,420
due to rounding)

Eq. 9 y = 100,000 e 32-.3219 = $32,771 Determining Costs for A Lot When Only Learning Rate

Eq. 12 y = 100,000 0 0.8 Log(32)/Log(2) And Average Costs of Another Lot Are Known

= 100,000 * 0.85 = $32,768 It is not unusual that the lack of data does not allow us
to derive a learning curve equation by means of regression

Note that in Eq. 12 the exponent, LogK/Log2, represents analysis. However, given a learning curve, either through
the number of times the production quantity has doubled negotiation or relying on the past experience, we may deter-
when the xth unit is produced. For example, when the 32nd mine the average unit cost or hours of any specific lot if the
unit is produced, the doubling of quantity has taken place average unit cost of another lot is available. Eq. 14 is de-
5 times. rived for this purpose.

Determining Incremental Cost of Producing y2  yl K2 )b (Eq. 14)
An Additional Lot of Q Units K

This is probably the most common scenario for using the
learning curve as a cost-estimating tool. The straight for- where:
ward method of determining the incremental cost or labor
hours for an additional lot is to determine the algebraic mid- Y2 = the average unit cost of the lot to be predicted,
point of the lot (Eq. 2) and substitute the midpoint value y1 = the average unit cost of the lot with known

into either Eq. 9 or Eq. 12. Again using Table I data for our average cost,
example, if we assume that 20 more units beyond the 25 units = the midpoint of the lot to be predicted, and

exaple i weasumetha 2 moe nit beon th 2 untsK, = the midpoint of the lot with known averageproduced in 1986 and 1987 are to be produced in 1988. The cost.
algebraic lot midpoint for this lot will be 34.87. The average
cost for producing the 1988 lot of 20 units equals the unit
cost of producing 34.87th unit. Therefore the incremental Using the Sparrow Missile case for example, if the govern-
cost for the lot may be computed below: (true value is ment and the contractor agree on a 76 percent learning curve
$637,494, differences due to rounding) and the $94,700 per missile production cost for the 1976 con-

tract (Lot #4), what would be the estimated unit cost for
Using Eq. 9: 1,144 missiles in 1980 (Lot #8) assuming the company would

20y = 20 e 100,000 * 34.87- .321 9 - $637,551 or have produced 5,215 units prior to the 1980 contract?

Using Eq. 12: Solution:
20y = 20 * 100,000 * .8(Log34.87/Log2) = $637,487 1976: Lot midpoint (K1 ) = 1,331.6; yi = $94,700.

Alternatively, we may bypass the algebraic lot midpoint 1980: Lot midpoint (K2) 5,774.3; y2 =
calculation and directly compute the incremental cost for 2 )
the lot of Q units with Eq. 13: Y2 = 94,700(5,774.3/1,331.6)-.3959 = $52,980

a
Qy = _ (N2 1+b-Nil+b) (Eq. 13) Multiplying the $52,980 unit cost by the number of units

S+ b in the lot, we can determine the total cost for the lot.

Where: N1 = first unit in lot minus 0.5, Concluding Remarks
N2 = last unit in lot plus 0.5, The learning curve is an essential tool in defense systems

program management. However, its application is
Thus, the incremental cost for the 20 units to be produced characterized by the paucity of useable data, requiring
in 1988 can be estimated as follows: modifications and extensions of the basic formula. This

100,000 paper discusses 14 learning curve formulas that may be used
20y -- (45.5.6781 - 25.5.6781) = $637,568 in a variety of acquisition-related decision scenarios.

1 - 0.3219 (See LIAO, page 91)
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CASC EARLY-ON INVOLVEMENT
IN THE ACQUISITION PROCESS

Debbie Horsfall

o you know of ac- items in the inventory to
quisition pro- identify duplicate items of

grams that would benefit supply. The objective is to
from the following, espe- maintain the best spare-parts
cially since they are freebies? support for our weapon sys-
Benefits include cost savings tems by using existing stan-
from: eliminating unneces- dard and preferred items
sary research and develop- already in the inventory as
ment; providing better quali- much as possible. In terms of
ty lists like bulk items, elec- items proposed to enter the
tronic support equipment, inventory as the result of an
and hand tools; eliminating acquisition, this means hav-
stocklisting of new items ing the Equipment Specialist
when items already exist in the inventory; eliminating the (ES) compare the characteristics of the proposed item with
need to train personnel on new equipment; and eliminating available Air Force and DOD assets. The Equipment
the need for new operation and repair manuals. Also, there Specialist then determines whether an existing item can be
would be reduced production and delivery leadtimes; im- used.
proved supportability, reliability and maintainability by us- Review of Technical Data
ing items with proven records; and enhanced competition
in procurement by identifying additional sources for items This is for item identification and standardization re-
of supply. quirements (form, fit and function) in accordance with MIL-

CASC Services STD-1561, DOD Provisioning Procedures. We analyze
engineering data for adequacy, completeness/conformity to

The Air Force Cataloging and Standardization Center contract and DOD requirements (DoD-D-1000 and DoD-
(CASC) is in a unique position to assist in providing these STD-100). In doing this review, we help the Air Force ob-
benefits. We are an AFLC organization of 468 people, tain an optimum data package for the system and follow-
located at Battle Creek, Mich., and perform the following on support.
services. Assignment of Item Name and Federal Supply

Item Entry Control Classification

We are controlling the number of items entering the These provide a means of grouping items in a systematic
Department of Defense inventory and reviewing existing arrangement based on common, related characteristics. It
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FIGURE 1. ACQUISITION TIMELINE
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Existing Items Assignment Data

Calls For Produc-
tion Contract

Identify Preferred/
Existing Items

serves several supply management (62%) were not preferred items. we will review them first so that our
needs such as standardization and Specifically, 602 stocklisted items recommendations for support equip-
assignment of the itemn manager. could be substituted for 775 proposed ment will be visible to all subsequent

The CASC now performs all of these non-stocklisted tools, thus preventing reviewers as preferred /standard items.
functions after production contract all the costs involved with bringing The H sheets (Provisioning Parts
award in conjunction with provision- these new items into the inventory. An Lists) will be reviewed for:
ing (see Figure 1). Moving from a additional 130 stocklisted items were
previous post-provisioning mode to found to be preferred over 414 pro- -Ie NaendFerlSpy
the current pre-provisioning mode has posed stocklisted tools. Classification (FSC)

-Item Entry Control Data (stocklisted
given the Air Force some gain. Action is underway to link the BMO items, preferred parts, alternate
However, far more benefits will accrue Logistics Support Analysis (LSA) sources) as soon as the lists enter the
by moving the same functions back in- database (BMO-STD-77-6A) with data base
to the demonstration /validation and CASC via the Logistics Management -Technical data adequacy.
full-scale development timeframes. Information System (LM IS) at Ogden W eei vl e al nti c

We are experimenting with specific Air Logistics Center, Hill Air Force qusiio byereilewingl th i ctrni
programs, projects and actions to Base. By using Z-248 computers, we Suppoti yEiewn Lit, Supptroi
determine how we can provide the best will receive the SICBM Logistics Sup- Sur Equipmentmnlt List, andpot
support. port Analysis Record (LSAR) E and H EqienComalt sadth

Sheets (Support Equipment and Pro- Bulk Items List.

Small Intercontinental Ballistic visioning Parts List), make recommen- C-17
Missile dations, and transmit 'his information The CASC is involved early in the

Sine Spteber198, CSC nd back to the data base. This process will acquisition of the C-17. We attended
the Air Force Systems Command beepne oteRi arsn an In Process Review (IPR) of engi-
(AFSC) Ballistic Missile Office (BMO), Program. neering data to assist the Engineering
have been working to get early in- The E sheets (Support Equipment Data Management Officer (EDMO).
volvement of cataloging and stan- Recommendation Data-SERDs) will The purpose of IPRs is to ensure the
dardization in the acquisition process be reviewed by us to ensure accuracy contractor is meeting contractual
of the Small Intercontinental Ballistic and completeness of the information. obligations to the Air Force. Our par-
Missile (SICBM). We reviewed the When Ballistic Missile Office receives ticipation has been beneficial to AFSC
1,200 common hand-tools on the this data from ASCONs (Associated and AFLC.
SICBM tool list and found that 732 Contractors) for formal coordination, ('Sec HORVFALL, page 52)
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PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
CAUSES CONSTANT CHANGE

(First of a Series)

John S. W. Fargher, Jr.

n an earlier time
(1970), it is interesting I ' A recent article in Business

to note that in his stim- , \ " Week (June 6, '88) entitled,
ulating and thought- J "The Productivity Paradox,"
provoking book, "Future L- - . , relates the elusive payoff of
Shock," Alvin Toffler -- automation, relating that
discusses dealing with ac- GM has spent more on auto-
celerating changes in tech- -- _ .. mation than the gross na-
nology and the environ- tional products of many
ment. In 19 years, change countries and has little to
has become the hallmark of SS<;"A(, Le , tmp. USAF show for it. Although a few
the new high-technology manager as a "change master." The companies have prospered from automation, big gains from
change master must be eternally vigilant to new customer the automation of technology have not been achieved as
requirements to guide new product development. The in- originally envisioned. Automation, in and of itself, will not
ternational environment is very competitive, requiring turn a company around. An orientation to integrate people
introducing many more products at a much faster pace, and and their better ideas into the organization, firm but fair
a willingness to routinely and deliberately proliferate prod- management, and a commitment to a focused strategy pro-
uct design and engineering changes and create new services cess, and quality improvement and measurement of achieve-
to meet weapons processes and plans for creating the en- ments are required. The change master must be a leader of
vironment for constant improvement in the future. He people, not just the manager of resources. The keys to suc-
recognizes that drastic improvements, driven by always try- cess are innovation, formal management processes, and
ing and evaluating changes to the process, are required if leadership and decision orientation.
productivity and quality are to be improved sufficiently to
compete in tomorrow's marketplace. The executive must Introduction
drive the execution of change with a focus to customer re-
quirements, learning how to become a world-class com- There are several tools for changes. Primary is that of
petitor. A long-term commitment to the new philosophy of strategic/business planning. Results must be measured as a
constant, continuous improvement in quality and produc- normal part of the business. Accounting must change
tivity is required. its emphasis from cost accounting to managerial account-
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ing to figure the real cost of operations. ductivity and quality improvemeht. is the ultimate measure of productivi-
Incentive systems i iust be devised that The strategic/business planning pro- ty. A total quality management im-
reward worker pa, ULcipaticri in quali- cess is detailed with examples from the plementation matrix is the basis for
ly and productivity improvement. The NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point Stra- measuring progress. This matrix is
cornerstone, however, is emphasis on tegic/Business Plan in another article made up of the cost of products pro-
the philosophy of continual quality entitled, "Planning for Change: duced (e.g., at NAVAVNDEPOT
and productivity improvement. This Development of a Strategic Business Cherry Point this includes aircraft,
paper introduces each of these "tools Plan." engines, ground support equipment,
for change," with subsequent papers Tta Quality Mt and components); scheduled versus ac-
detailing the productivity and quality tual completions; and the number of
improvement techniques, measure- Total Quality Management is the Quality Deficiency Reports/Aircraft
ment methodologies, and Total Quali- centerpiece for employee participation Deficiency Reports (QDRs/ADRs)
ty Management (TQM) philosophy, in changes for constant improvement received from customers. These data
using the NAVAVNDEPOT at Cherry of productivity and quality. Total are readily available from the present
Point, N.C., as an example of lessons Quality Management is actually a Manufacturing Resource Planning
learned. The NAVAVNDEPOT philosophy that applies several tech- (MRP-II) system. A local area network
Cherry Point has achieved the distinc- niques using employee involvement and distributed computing capability
tion of being awarded the 1988 In- and participation, Statistical Process has been added to make the MRP-I
stitute of Industrial Engineers Award Control (SPC), group dynamics, and data more readily available, and
for Excellence in Productivity facilitization of team-building/team in- development and analysis of trends
Improvement, designated as the Presi- teraction, and structured management more automated. The analysis of cost
dent's Productivity Improvement Pro- commitment and involvement. The of products produced helps to pinpoint
gram Quality Improvement prototype, payoff for TQM/SPC is the elimina- areas where corrective action can have
and is the first organization within the tion of waste. Total Quality Manage- the greatest benefit (Paredo's law).
Department of Defense to initiate Pro- ment has the benefits of breaking down Before this analysis can be complete,
ductivity Gainsharing organization- departmental special interests, replaced however, the "most nearly actual" cost
wide, and is the first organization by optimizing for the total organiza- to produce the product must be
within the Department of Defense to tion by sharing information, creating known. This cost must include direct
receive Dr. Costello's !aque for departmental integration, striving labor, direct material, production in-
outstanding achievement in the im- toward organizational unity, and con- direct, and overhead. A description of
plementation of TQM. centrating on the long-term business, the cost/management accounting

Strategic Business Planning The NAVAVNDEPOT at Cherry system developed to give these costs is
Point has embarked on total emersion included in the article, "A Managerial

Technology improvements alone into TQM, and significant progress has Accounting Methodology for Measur-
will not improve competitiveness, been made in its implementation. Pro- ing Productivity and Quality Improve-
Managers have a greater requirement cess analyses has been accomplished ment." Cost data are readily available
to focus on the business philosphies of utilizing Process Action Teams from the financial management sys-
long-term profitability and survival in (PATs). A complete TQM structure tern; this data must be provided in a
the international marketplce. To ac- has been developed, SPC/TQM- timely, readily understood manner to
complish this, common goals and mea- trained personnel are available, and be useful in detecting trends as soon as
surable objectives must be established employee participation in the TQM an out-of-control situation is detected.
and plans of action with milestones ex- process has been accelerated. Details Through TQM, the NAVAVNDEPOT
ecuted as part of the organization's of the initial implementation of TQM management and work force intends to
strategic/business plan. A strategic/ and "lessons learned" at NAVAVN- push for continuous cost improve-
business plan requires a detailed DEPOT Cherry Point are presented in ments through process improvements
organization-wide analysis of all another paper entitled "Implementing that allow better utilization of
business activities to understand the Change through Total Quality Man- material, equipment and facilities.
key cost drivers, both value and non- agement." Progress achieved since then
value adding. The strategic/business is detailed and new case examples Productivity Gain Sharing
plan must result in the development of presented in "Total Quality Manage-
an integrated long-range and short- ment: Accelerating the Improvement Productivity Gain Sharing is an
term plan for change. Commitment to of Quality and Productivity," another employee involvement system de-
continuous improvement requires article in the series, signed to motivate employees to im-
transformation of the corporate prove the productivity of their work
culture, adaptation of the organiza- Accounting for Productivity group through better use of labor,
tional structures and alteration of the And Quality Improvement material, etc. In addition, gain sharing
way in which managers think and deal That which cannot be measured can- provides a means of measuring specific
with human resources. Strategic/busi- not be managed. While Statistical Pro- areas of productivity and offers a
ness planning provides a holistic cess Control is one effective measure- mutual stake in the sharing of any in-
approach to establish the basis for pro- ment technique, measurement of cost crease to total organizational produc-
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FIGURE 1. PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT MODEL

Productivity and Quality
Improvement Tools for Change Remarks

The Strategic/Business
Strategic/Business Plan should be re-
Planning vised quarterly and

Ia lcompletely updated

New Philosophy/Mission
Plans of Action and statements, objectives
Milestones, POAMs) and key accomplishments TOM is implemented

using a tailored set
of actions and mile-
stones; however, the

Total Quality purpose of these ac-
Management (TM) Measuring Success tions and milestones

is to institution-
alize a continuous
process.Product

Characteristics SPC

Measurement is
Measurement of Productivity required for constant,
and Quality Improvement continuous improvement.

Productivity Coitment
And Quality Commitment To ConstantImprovement To Measures Improvement

Sharing should not be-
gin until the tools for

Productivity Gain Sharing sustaining and measuring
productivity and quality
improvement are in place.

tivity with all those responsible for the paid upon increased productivity (i.e., Developing the Productivity
increases. The Productivity Gain Shar- decreased auditable costs). Payout is And Quality Improvement Model
ing Program is intended to encourage also based on meeting acceptable
greater productivity through physical quality levels, defined as maintaining There is a specific sequence required
effort (working harder) and through statistical process control of the quali- to obtain optimal benefits from a pro-
process improvement (working ty index, and acceptable schedule pro- ductivity and quality improvement
smarter). It is anticipated most signifi- duction using a schedule index. An philosophy even though, once started,
cant gains will be made in process im- equal sharing (50 percent/50 percent) each step builds not only on previous
piovement utilizing the TQM organi- of savings between the activity and phases but provides integration among

zaton. A NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry employees is based upon productivity phases and/or reinforcement of the
Poi. Productivity Gain Sharing plan increases in the baseline. The full productivity and quality philosophy.
has L en written with the intent of pro- model is described in another article Figure 1 provides the framework for
vidint an appropriate award sys- entitled "Incentivizing Productivity sequencing-in application of tech-
tern/F vout mechanism for these and Quality Improvements through niques and philosophies. The critical
TQM , orts. The plan is a SHRED Productivity Gain Sharing," including point here is that an organization needs
COST iodel with baseline data measurement techniques. This paper to begin by defining what is important
develope' based on the average describes the NAVAVNDEPOT expe- to the operation before it begins im-
NAVAVNEPOT cost performance rience using Productivity Gain Shar- proving productivity and quality on
for each of t e previous quarters. Pro- ing including lessons learned during products that would not warrant con-
ductivity g;.,s are paid for each implementation. Productivity Gain centrated commitment of resources.
quarter that .e facility exceeds this Sharing has been initiated depot-wide, Measurement is critical; however,
average. The b seline is updated each a first within the Department of what is to be measured and the tech-
quarter with ne\" quarterly data. Pro- Defense. niques to be used should be driven by
ductivity Gain "haring awards are the strategic/business plan and
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statistical process control. Productivity ceeding to plan and e"c,te means to the sojourners to cast off millstones
Gain Sharing should not be imple- achieve desired results. The philosophy and try new courses, while maintain-
mented until the techniques and or logic underlying the journey is ing the purposeful journey.
philosophy required for continuous holistic in that it is based upon the Only the collision of current man-
improvement are implemented, mea- theory of productivity and quality im- a.gement theory and practice as found
surement schemes are in place, barriers provement, and uses those tools best in world-class organizations can pro-
to communications are minimized, and suited for analysis of variances, that of vide a road m , for the journey.
progress has been made in the quality statistical process/quality control. Without change-master-level leader-
of work life and productivity and These tools provide unbiased process ship, howevcr, developed through
quality improvement. information relating to the production studying and applying management
Conclusions flow. Measurement of results must be engineering theory considering the

purposeful. The iterative process must purposeful as well as holistic view of
The thesis of this article is that an strive for constant change, growth, the organization, the journey never

organization, led by a "change stimulation, and reframing, seeking to begins.
master," can make the journcy from stop routinizing the state of the
marginal to world class; however, in organization. The change master must
doing so, that organization will have not only take actions to create change Mr. Fargher is the Management Con-
made profound changes in its cor- but must inquire about what changes trols Deparnment Head and Comptroller at
porate culture. The journey must be are needed, bringing co-workers along the Naval Aviation Depot, Cherry Point,
firmly rooted in evaluating the mission on the journey. The change master N.C. He has been a Professor of acquisi-
and objectives of the organization, must be fully aware of co-workers, tion/proram management at DSMC.
analyzing the environment, evaluating providing a purposeful path and usable
alternatives, setting goals, and pro- tools for sojourners and encouraging

HORSFALL (Continued from page 48)

We attended a Technical Inter- Tiger Tool Team quirements List for delivery of Sup-
change Meeting (TIM) at the contrac- We are working with the HQ plementary Provisioning Technical
tor's site. The purpose of this joint USAF/LEY chartered Tiger Tool Team Data.
government and industry meeting was (T3) to prepare a listing of tools that Engineering Data Guidance
to provide an exchange of ideas and will be part of the Support Equipment Conference
technical expertise between the aircraft Acquisition Management System. We are beginning to attend engineer-
manufacturer and the Air Force with These tool lists are to be used to in- ing data guidance conferences. This is
thegoalof providing optimum support fluence design of future weapon a co ernet for us
of the aircraft. One concern was to en- .a comfortable environment for ussur te seofGoermet urised systems. This will avoid proliferation because it is an extension of our daily ,
sure the use of Government Furnished of unneeded tools in the supply system workload.
Equipment as much as possible. An- and more importantly, on the flight Movno t li
other was to ensure the most preferred lineMoving into the earlier acquisition
items were being identified by the con- stages is a natural flow for cataloging
tractor for support equipment and to Data Call Review and standardization, as well as an ex-
avoid proliferation of items in the We participate in the Data Call citing challenge to our organization. I!
inventory. Review Process. A data call is the for- you feel we can make a contributicn

We are supporting the C-17 program mal procedure used by the data to a program you are working, conract
with participation in the Resident In- management officer to identify data re- us at Autovon 932-5761 or Con rier-
tegrated Logistics Support Activity quirements for a given contract, pro- cial (616) 961-5761.
(RILSA). An equipment specialist and gram or project. We identify re-
a senior supply cataloger are per- quirements applicable to our mission
manently assigned at the contractor's and make other recommendations. Mrs. Horfall is a Program A, agerin
facility, Long Beach, Calif. One major requirement is to ensure the Acquisition ProdramsSullk t Dipiion,
B-1B that Support Equipment Illustrations Polcy, Procedures and Progu s, Manage-

(SEIs) are bought on all support equip- ment Directorate, Air Fore *Ftics C _
We reviewed the B-lB Tool List pro- ment contracts. This information is mand, Catalogin and Sandardizatian

vided by the contractor and deter- used to load the MIL-HDBK-300 Center, Battle Creek, Ml h
mined that 1,304 (33%) of the 3,900 Technical Information File (TIR).
items no longer existed. Standard items Another is to ensure that CASC is in-
were offered as replacements. cluded on the Contract Data Re-
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Lieutenant Colonel Bruce G. Luna, USAF

Ou've arrived at r
your new duty sta- - - , However, is this efficient

tion and are given your first A . + and effective7 In today's en-
assignment by a new super- N vironment, we find positive
visor. This being your first support toward office auto-
exposure, you certainly mation. It used to be a ma-
want it to be a positive ex- b jor bureaucratic challenge to
perience. You're told to pick acquire the simplest of office
up papers at the administra- automation equipment.
tion office, sign out keys to 4 Many of us can remember it
the motor pool vehicle, and !' ' took almost 18 months to
take papers to another office ... e .e acquire a programmable,
on the other side of the base. desk-top, electronic calcu-
You get the papers and pick lator of modest capability
up the keys and proceed to and cost. Nowadays, if an
the parking area. There, straight out of your dreams, is an office doesn't have a computer on each desk, it is a simple
Indianapolis 500 race car. There must be some mistake! But matter to put in a request from the local catalog list for the
the vehicle is in the designated parking spot and as the ex- standard computing equipment.
citement builds, you discover the key fits. You rationalize,
however, a car is a car. You successfully complete your first Normally, support for these systems is neglected, if not
assignment, although you had difficulty starting the car, completely overlooked. Generally, however, support for

ground the gears during each shift, and stalled out several automated systems appears to be very good. Normally, a

times. Of course, this specific scenario is absurd but we packaged" procurement provides the systems operations,

repeatedly emulate this situation in another application-our product support, training, maintenance and a "help desk"

office data processing equipment. to use this equipment effectively.

Booming advancements in the automated processing Also, we must not forget accompanying software re-
capability have brought a significant change to the office quirements. There are more word processing packages
environment. Almost every desk has some type of office that can be cited here, as well as many graphics and data
automation equipment or, at least, some central office area base managers. It is not necessary to elaborate on the
available for automated processing work. Systems are sig- peripherals other than to acknowledge that we must have
nificantly more capable than prior generations of equipment, printers, plotters, modems, disc drives, controllers, etc., to
and they are drastically more simple to use, maintain and complete an automated processing equipment suite. Justifica-
operate. This had been achieved at a significantly decreas- tions for these purchases are easily validated by using elec-
ing cost. We recognize that office automation has increased tronic mail, word processing, data base management, spread
office productivity, sheet, and the all-important graphics capability.
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Normally, support for these systems where efficiency and effectiveness can JL t can be
is neglected, if not completely be improved. These areas will be ex-
overlooked. Generally, however, sup- plained in the following paragraphs: surmised that only
port for automated systems appears to improved eduction of basic office
be very good. Normally, a "packaged" automation equipment, increased a ftw individuals
procurement provides the systems training, and a novel approach for
operations, product support, training, training of computer operators.
maintenance and a "help desk" to use can claim to be
this equipment effectively. The first portion of this recommen-

Now, after placing all this together, dation is a basic overview of modern totally familiar ando aerplci all thisgen th, office automation. It can be surmised
you have all the equipment and sup- that only a few individuals can claim
port necessary to manage and operate to be totally familiar and articulate articulate with all
a modern automated system. Now with all currently available office

what? You are probably surprised to automatr currently available
hear that little has been done to for- automation products. It is true that currently available
heallbrng th le h a ender nto most exprienced operators would not
mally bring the actual end-user into need a basic introduction into fun- office automation
this planning. There has been no for- damentals of computer principles;

mal survey of what is required or nontls te coud benilro ;
desired from these systems. There has nonetheless, they could benefit from a
desirn eduom a hesessts. Ter h discussion of the latest advances in products.
been no educational process to inform hardware and software products. Fur-

users of what actually is available, or herwhre isote rout cud
of wat an e otaind. raiinghas ther, there is the group that could

of what can be obtained. Training has benefit from a fundamental introduc-
been and is extremely diverse. Many tion to computer principles. The
operators are self-taught. critical point of this education process where more "up-front" analysis and

The aforementioned packaged pro- would be to identify clearly the "how" planning can contribute to more effec-
curements have been productive. Ex- and "what" when each specific tive and efficient use of computer
perience shows that classes offered by operator uses office automated equip- resources.
the "package" method are difficult to ment. It is doubtful that every person A second area where significant im-
obtain due to limited class size and/or in the office needs an individual copy g
the impossibilty of scheduling into the of every word-processing package in provement is projected is in the train-

individual's schedule. Another the catalog. From practical experience, ing aspects. Training offered through

criticism is that classes are usually it seems that one, or at most two, soft- the total package is commendable. The

structured to the lowest common ware packages would be effective. I majority of these programs offer some

literacy of the expected class student. know several examples where an variation of a two-phased approach:
• one being a formal classroom instruc-

Another method of training, and operator had created an original paper on forma a the oe intal-

arguably the most effective, is a using one software package that had tion format and the other being the all-

demonstration by a more experienced to be completely revised because the important "help-desk."

operator of basic principles of par- subsequent operator was not literate in The formal instruction usually offers
ticular programs and the spontaneous that particular program. Also, does a qualified instructor, structured lesson
assistance provided when a problem or every computer need to have a plan, and dedicated workstations sole-
question is apparent. This situation is dedicated printer and modem ly for the purpose of training. Hand-
obtained solely from my personal ex- specifically identified for that outs/manuals are usually at a mini-
perience. No formal survey or expand- operator7 This is a "Catch-22" situa- mum; mostly reproduced "helpful
ed research was performed to validate tion in that it is far easier and more hints" containing common problems
or quantify this situation. However, convenient to acquire a "total system" encountered by the beginning student.
these experiences reflect situations at at one station than it is to network Advancements in computer assisted
five different locations within the numerous microcomputers into com- training also must be recognized. Here,
Department of Defense (primarily Air mon input and output devices. A final the student is instructed how to log
Force) and have been generally con- observation is the amount of computa- onto the computer and to access lesson
firmed through informal surveys with tional capability actually used. Experts plans, then is left to progress at an in-
personnel in similar work en- estimate less than 5 percent of a dividual pace during the training pro-
vironments in other parts of the federal microcomputer's actual computational gram. There are many negative aspects
government and civilian industry, capability is exploited. Does everyone in this approach. Formal instruction is

require a fully equipped micro- productive for the true beginners or in
No claim is made about being an ex- computer station? Or, can we use in- situations where class members have

pert on modern computer systems, stead a terminal to a mainframe, a net- the same basic level of competence;
their capabilities, or training; however, work of micros, or even an electronic situations not common in today's en-
I have noticed several areas that ap- typewriter with memory or a dedicated vironment. Classes are usually small
pear to offer obvious opportunities word processor? This is a crucial area and at least relative to the number
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desiring training; some require a degree result, it is estimated the office is now tailor the training to that goal. After
of expense to maintain and operate. exploiting this system to at least a 50 receiving personalized training, the
Quotas usually are established that percent level. A more significant ac- student would be called upon to train
often require commitments well in ad- complishment is introduction of at associates in the work area. This
vance of scheduled training. Another least a half-dozen associates beginning recognizes that a highly skilled com-
major factor is making time available to use this feature. puter operator would be expected to
in a manager's schedule to attend train- devote time to training co-workers.
ing sessions. The biggest problem However, this would be more efficient
observed is the varying degrees of and effective when one considers that
literacy of students. This requires in- T the training would be specifically
struction to be directed at the lowest.i xperts tailored to the desired application and
levels and creates a major waste for the would also be less than, or equal to,
more literate. Also, the number of estimate less than 5 the amount of time currently diverted
excellent-to-good computer assisted to responding to spontaneous prob-
training programs are in the definite lems or questions.
minority. percent of a I began by describing an absurd

The other approach in the procured scenario of using a race car for a local
training packages is the "help desk." microcomputer's transportation requirement. An
This refers to a unit which is on call, analogy was made for our use of com-
usually only during work hours in actual computational puter products. Suggested improve-
response to almost any type of com- ments were made in basic education,
puter problem. This can range from capability is increased training, and a pilot pro-
moving/installing hardware and gram. These steps could improve our
peripherals, installing configurations, effectiveness and efficiency in using
troubleshooting hardware problems, exploited, computer systems.
to assisting in software operations. The However, I can still dream and hear
"help desk" personnel can be produc- those famous words: "Gentlemen, start
tive in working with a person who your engines!"
tried to gain experience and knowledge
in a specific program, but did not ful- This experience caused me to in-
ly master the program and had serious vestigate a new format for offering The views expressed in this artile are those
difficulties. training programs. The experience, of the author and do not reflect the ofiial

I recently exploited this service in an however, does not suggest changing policy or position of the Department of

efficient and effective manner, which the basic level of computer introduc- Defrnse or The U.S. Government. This
leads to recommendation of a third tory courses. For the intermediate to material has been cleared for public release
consideration. This originated when it advanced programs, it is recom- by HQAFSC/PA, Case Number AFSC
was suggested the office use a mended that a pilot project be offered. 88-1490.
previously unused feature on one of This pilot project would consist of
the integrated software packages. This training now offered to the most Lieutenant Colonel Luna is assrned to

contained its own training package skilled individual in a section or work HQ Air Fore Systems Command as the

which was quickly found to be ineffec- area. This individual would be ex- Deputy Director for Space Systems. He is a

tive. After practicing with this new pected to be generally computer qaduate of PMC 81-1 at DSMC.

feature and conferring with others literate with an understanding of con-
more capable, operators were able to cepts for the particular program to be
be modestly capable of using this new learned. It would not be necessary for
program. It had been estimated the of- the same individual to be the student
fice was exploiting at most 10 percent for all the educational programs. This
of its features, and was soon experienc- training would be offered on an indi-
ing major problems. The friendly "help vidual basis, without formal text or
desk" was called and requested to pro- lesson plan, and would advance at the
vide a 1/1 hour session to "correct" individual's capability. The individual
problems. In effect, this resulted in a selected for the pilot project would be
private training lesson totally expected to know the precise com-
dedicated to exact requirements and puting and processing requirements for
level of expertise of the office. As a the section or work area and could
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DISCOUNTING IN THE
PUBLIC SECTOR, REVISITED

Thomas E. Anger

h example, viz:
T he Office of Manage- -Options A and B can do
=- ment and Budget the same job at the same

Circular A-94 prescribes the time;
use of discounted costs in
cost-benefit comparisons of -Options A and B both

alternative government pro- cost $100, but the cost of op-

jects. In my experience, the tion A must be incurred in

OMB prescription is year 1, whereas the cost of

honored most often in the option B doesn't come until

breach-whether out of ig- year 2; and

norance, indifference, or - - ' -Because society or tax-
principled opposition I can- payers or the government
not say. But I wiil say that can use the $100 for
those who oppose the use of something productive in
discounted costs on principle have a strong leg to stand on. year 1 (something that might yield a return that can help

The proponents of cost discounting-and i must use such defray the cost of buying option B in year 2), it's obvious
an awkward term because it is the rightness of cost discount- that option B should be chosen: It delivers the same goods
ing that is at issue here, not discounting per se-have their as option A, but its net cost is lower.

hearts in the right place. Other things being the same, it is Having demonstrated the irrefutable proposition that the
better to defer a cost than to incur it because, in the interim, timing of expenditures is important, the proponents of cost
you can put the resources to work doing something else discounting move in for the kill, viz:
that's productive. Cost discounting, its proponents say, -An appropriate discount rate, applied to the costs of A
merely helps a government entity choose from among alter- and B, yields the same result. And a discount rate is easier
native programs those that will minimize the net cost-to to use in more complex cases, that is, where the cost
"society" or "taxpayers" if not to the government entity- "streams" associated with A and B in fact flow unequally
of accomplishing a particular job. and unevenly across several years.

The way in which cost discounting helps government of- When they discount the future benefits they try to take
ficials in their altruistic quest to lighten the burden on the into account such factors as risk and uncertainty (e.g., the
backs of citizen-taxpayers is usually shown by a simple risk that the future benefits will not be realized because
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something may go wrong, the possi- ly to reflect the time preferences of the private sector. If the benefits can-
bility that inflation will reduce the many shareholders except by not be measured in terms of dollars,
future benefits that a dollar can buy, coincidence, that project which has the lowest dis-
and the need for liquidity in the event Of course, in the "long run" a cor- counted costs should be chosen, for it
of emergency expenditures or better porate investment decision will coin- will at least minimize the disbenefits
opportunities). Their discounting of cide with the preferences of that the undertaking imposes on the
future benefits also incorporates their shareholders, thanks to the magic of private sector.
time preference, that is, the rate of the market. But we know what Keynes It is true that government decision-
return that will equate a future benefit said about the long run. makers (the Congress, in particular)
to a benefit in the present (risk and
uncertainty being held constant). Discounting in the Public Sector: may withdraw resources from private

The Social Rate of Discount use for government projects. But

For the sake of simplicity, I will hold From the preceding discussion, it deci on-makers cannot thereby make

risk and uncertainty constant through shol be bveiouhtno gicuovnent society better off, because society is
thrst ofd thisnert case theyre should be obvious that no government composed of individuals with uniquethe rest of this paper because they are decision-maker or decision-making tastes (including distastes for gov-merely complicating factors. The body can legitimately discount on ernment projects of any type)essential issue for government behalf of such abstract entities as socie- and preferences (including timedecision-makers and the public they ty. Some analysts will nevertheless preferences).
serve is time preference-thv rate of ex- urge decision-makers to presumptive
change between present and future behavior. Decision-makers (if not Consider the simple, and unlikely,
benefits. analysts) must be disabused of the case in which all members of society

One possible measure of a private theoretical validity of such behavior. (or taxpayers, if you prefer) would

individual's time preference is will- part willingly with their money to sup-

ingness to save money at the rates paid Let us begin with the case for the use port a particular type of government

by such "riskless" and "liquid" in- of a social rate of discount, as made activity. Even then, there is no rate at

struments as insured, interest-bearing, by Professor Baumol: which government decision-makers

checking accounts. Willingness, at the The appropriate rate of discount can discount costs for the purpose of

margin, to entrust a dollar to a bank for public projects is one which identifying the particular program that

for a return of 5 percent a year reveals measures the social opportunity will minimize the net social cost of the

a preference for $1.05 worth of the cost. The decision to devote activity. If the decision-maker chooses

things money can buy a year from now resources to investment in a a rate of 10 percent, he penalizes in-

over the things $1.00 can buy public project means, given the dividuals whose private discount rates

today. overall level of employment in are above 10 percent. Examples follow.

the economy, that these -Either project C or project D can
Your time preference may "-e resources will become unavail- provide a given service (same benefits

something else entirely, and if it is you able for use by the private sector. delivered at the same time).
will find other ways to invest your And this transfer should be -project C will cost each taxpayer
money-taking due account of risk undertaken whenever a potential $100 in year 1; project D will cost each
and uncertainty, of course. Some of project available to the govern-
you may even make negative in- ment offers social benefits greater taxpayer $110.01 in year 2.

vestments, that is, you will go heavily than the loss sustained by remov- -By discounting at 10 percent, the
into debt at rates of interest exceeding ing these resources from the decision-maker favors project C
10 percent for the sake of present en- private sector. The social rate of because its discounted cost is slightly
joyment (e.g., a new car that provides discount, then, must be chosen in less than that of project D.
more than transportation to and from such a way that it leads to a -Each taxpayer therefore gives up
work). positive number for the $100 in year 1 instead of $100.01 in

Once we roam beyond the realm of evaluated net benefits of a public year 2.
the individual, however, the opera- project if and only if its gross
tional meaning of a time-preference benefits exceed its opportunity -Taxpayers whose discount rates are
discount rate becomes more vague. An costs in the private sector.1  have $100 ian 1$110.01 in

investment decision by the "head of This argument has two implications. year 2. If, for example, my discount
household" is more likely to reflect his First, a public project should be under- rate is 15 percent, the present value to
or her time preference than that of the taken if its discounted benefits me of $110.01 is $95.66, $4.34 less than
abstract "household." An investment outweigh its discounted costs. Second, the $100 I'm being forced to give
decision by a business manager may the choice among alternative public up.
reflect his or her time preference and projects that can deliver the same
perhaps the consensus of a small benefits to the private sector should be Professor Baumol admits that "no
group (e.g, the finance committee of made by discounting their costs to see optimal [social discount] rate exists. 2

the board of directors), but it is unlike- which adds the largest net benefits to My analysis suggests a stronger con-
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clusion: The use of discounted costs to The availability of cost-reduction In summary, cost discounting deals
justify any type of government activi- measures in the form of secondary ser- in the wrong coin-returns on in-
ty or to choose a particular means of vices is the cost discounter's deus ex vestments in secondary services. The
carrying out a government activity machina. Or perhaps I should call it comparison of options on the basis of
does not benefit society. The concept the cost discounter's Pandora's box. discounted costs obscures the real
of a social rate of discount is mean- Having opened the lid to unleash proj- choice that a decision-maker must
ingless. Any decision about govern- ect G as an alternative way of spending make-the choice between alternative
ment activity, regardless of the $100 in year 1, it would be arbitrary streams of primary services.
justification for the decision, results in to deny the existence of an alternative How to Do It Right
a purely arbitrary reallocation of in- way of spending $99.99 in year 2, There's only one right way to help
come and wealth among individuals through project H, which would Thedesionk onrnt his rel
and between individuals and deliver 50 units of primary service in the decision-maker confront his real
government. year 3. choices: Give the decision-maker the

facts, don't hide them under a bushel
Internal Rates of Return Now the decision-maker is faced of discounted costs. When required to

"Aha," says the inveterate dis- with these choices: choose between alternative ways to
counter, "you're right about that perform a particular service, the
aspect of discounting, but you forgot Combination I, projects E and H decision-maker needs to know what
that a decision-maker can use his in- other services he would give up in
ternal rate of return to discount for -Combination II, projects F and G. choosing each of the alternatives. He
another reason, namely, to maximize must make up his own mind about the
the services he can deliver to the public The combinations cost the same flow of primary services he should pro-
for a given cost or to minimize the cost amount in years 1 and 2. 3 Combina- vide for any given stream of projected
of providing a particular level or tion I yields a higher level of primary funding. 4

primary service." service in year 3 (150 units) than com- Continuing with the example of the
For reasons that will become clear, bination II (100 units). But combina- preceding section, the analyst who

in addressing the internal-rate-of- tion II potentially delivers higher levels wants to illuminate matters rather than
return argument it is important to of primary services in later years cloud them would show the decision-
distinguish between the primary ser- because of the downstream effects of maker Table 1.
vices that presumably benefit the the maintenance project (project G). Elegant? No. Such an approach
public (e.g., defense) and the secon- Patently, the decision-maker cannot doesn't wrap everything into a few
dary services (e.g., maintenance) that choose between these combinations by numbers and let the decision-maker
enable the delivery of primary services, applying a discount rate to their costs. play "multiple choice." The proper test
To take another example: Yet, had the decision-maker applied a of analysis, however, is not its elegance
-Projects E and F can do the same cost-discount rate (any cost-discount or whether it lends comfort to the
job, that is, deliver 100 units of rate) to the choice between projects D decision-maker. The proper test is
primary service in year 3. and E, he would in fact have chosen whether an analysis furthers theone of the two combinations by decision-maker's understanding of his
-Project E would cost $100 in year 1; default. Slavery to a cost-discount rate options and, therefore, his ability to
project F would cost $109.99 in year 2. can well lead a decision-maker to a choose the stream of primary services

-The decision-maker has a long list of choice he would regret, were he given that seems appropriate, given his
projects he would like to undertake more facts, understanding of his duty.
when funds are available. One of these
is a maintenance project (call it project Any rate that would lead to the Author's Note: I owe an intellectual
G) that would cost $100 in year 1 and right" choice would have to reflect debt to many; five creditors deserve
which would reduce repair costs by foreknowledge of the choice. In other special mention. In 1966, when he was
$10 in year 2, a 10-percent rate of words, the analyst can pick the proper at the Center for Naval Analyses, Dr.
return, rate only after he knows which option Vartkes Broussalian wrote two papers

is consistent with the decision-maker's on discounting, "The Evaluation of
-Therefore, the decision-maker view of how he wants to shape his Non-Marketable Investments" and
should select project F and invest $100 stream of primary services. The "Discounting and Risk in Military In-
in project G in year 1. When year 2 decision-maker's view is likely to vary vestment Decisions." I revisited those
rolls around, he'll have to spend $10 with the particular type of service papers in writing this one; their in-
less than usual on repair costs, thus under consideration. In defense, for in- fluence will be evident to the initiated.
reducing the net cost of project F to stance, it might be better to increase Dr. Broussalian gave helpful com-
$99.99, as compared to the $100 he'd strategic defensive forces (as against ments on an early draft of this paper,
have to spend on project E. conventional forces) in the near- as did Dr. Rolf Clark of George

Sounds great. Unfortunately, it's an term, to foster negotiations that might Washington University. (Now on the
incomplete analysis of the decision- lead to arms reductions in the faculty of the Defense Systems
maker's task. long-term. Management College.)
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TABLE 1. ILLUMINATING MA TTERS DOLKAS/GOVIER
(Continued from page 25)

Endnotes
Combination Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 . .. Year N 1. Programming Productivity,

McGraw-Hill, 1986, T. Capers Jones.

2. "Looking for the Right Pond,"
I (Projects E and H) DATAMATION, August 1984, F.

Costs $100 $99.99 ... Druding.
Benefits - - 150 .. 3. A Software Development Environ-

ment for Improving Productivity,
I.E.E.E., Computer, 1984, B. W.

ii (Projects F and G) Boehm, M. H. Penedo, Don Stuckle,

Costs $100 $99.99 ... and R. D. Williams, TRW; A. B.

Benefits 100 ... Pyster, Digital Sound.

4. Symbolics Sage: A Documentation
Support System, Intellectual Leverage:
The Driving Technologies, I.E.E.E.,

I Spring COMPCON 84, pp. 478-483,
J. H. Walker.

It was Dr. Clark's article ("Should used (more or less successfully) to pro- 5. Supporting Document Develop-
Defense Managers Discount Future mote the development of coherent, ment with Concordia, I.E.E.E., The
Costs?") in the March 1978 issue of multiyear defense programs. Whether Computer Society, January 1988, pp.
Defen5e Manngomen* Ir, rnal that Of ILOt a decision-maker receives fiscal 48-59, J. H. Walker.
sparked the 2-year-long debate in the guidance, the fact remains that the
pages of that journal which, in turn, decision-maker always has more than 6. Software Engineering Economics,
led me to begin writing this paper one way to spend a given amount of Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
several years ago. Many of my col- money in a given year. Consider the N.J., 1981, B. W. Boehm.

leagues at the Center for Naval budget the President submits annually
Analyses read and commented on (or is it biennially?) to the Congress. Mr. Dolkas, a Senior Engineering
various drafts of this paper. Dr. If the President can ask the Congress Specialist with Ford Aerospace 0Conation's
William F. Morgan, Jr., gave especially for $10,. in year I to buy E, he can ask Wester Development Laboratories, Palo
helpful advice on the topic of the final the Congress for $100 in year 1 to buy Alto, Calif., has been a consultant serving
section-how to compare options for H, instead; and so on, for year 2, year the U.S. Navy, NOAA and NASA and
government decision-makers. Dr. 3, etc. Of course, it makes sense to ask is a member of the I.E.E.E. Computer
Fredrick D. Thompson's criticisms of for things that the Congress is likely to Society and the Association for Computer

a late draft helped me tie up some approve, but that's another issue. As Machine-y.
logical loose ends. Professor Robert M. long as there are plenty of potential
Solow of the Massachusetts Institute of projects (and when haven't there Mr. Govier, a Senior Quality Assurance

Technology responded vigorously and been?) the decision-maker's real choice Specialist with Foni Aerospace Cotporation's

wittily to my request for his views on is between projects that could be Strategic Systems Division, Palo Alto, has

a late draft. To the named and un- funded with the same amount of more than lOwars experime in system/soft-

named whose thoughts have aided me, money in the same year. ware test and integration and quality

even when we disagreed, sincere 4. The decision-maker's task would be assurance, and las the quality revmew team

thanks. Whatever flaws you may find easier if he could plan on a fixed stream for a mission-critical system/software pro-

in this paper are, of course, all mine- of primary services, whose costs must gram, sponsored Ay the Department of

if they are not in the reader's be minimized in every year. But that

imagination, is not a realistic option, given the

layers of executive and legislative
Endnotes bureaucracy that willy-nilly review

1. William J. Baumol, "On the Social and revise their concepts of services,
Rate of Discount," American the amounts that are deemed desi.7able,
Economic Review, September 1968, and the budgets that are required to
pp. 789-90). turn plans into realities.

2. Baumol, op. cit., p. 798.

3. The military departments have Mr. Anger is the Director ofFinance and
faced such choices, explicitly, since Administration, Center for Naval
1970 in allocating their multiyear Analysis.
spending targets (called "fiscal
guidance"). Fiscal guidance has been
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DOD ACTIONS TO INCREASE
ACQUISITION PRODUCTIVITY

(Last of a Series)

Dr. Andrew P. Mosier

l" 1J

i he Preamble to the tivism at all levels in each ac-
Constitution states tivity would assure more ef-

our highest national objec- ficient use of public funds in
tives. They include "provide -'" the activity, and n. -e pro-
for the common defense, ductivity and greater
promote the general welfare, achievement of objectives by
and secure the blessings of the activity.
liberty to ourselves and our
posterity." These objectives We urgently need a new
are interdependent. Achiev- .. engagement to ensure ade-
ing each depends on public quate defense. One of the
money and, where our "I-, 14', crucial challenges of the
posterity are concerned, on .. .j ,bi Bush Administration, given
how the money is raised- its financial, domestic and
by taxes or by borrowing. ss(;T LRY1 ,tp, USA F international problems, is
Today, "we the people" face seemingly unsurmountable assuring adequate continued defense of our liberty in a
problems in achieving these objectives to our mutual changing upredictable world, and so preserve our freedom
satisfaction. Public funds from taxes are constrained, the to "promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings
public debt is huge, and reducing the deficit has high of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity."
priority. Acquiring defense systems is a key activity in assuring

President George Bush, in his inaugural address, spoke adequate defense. Given the deficit and inevitable reductions
of "new engagements" instead of relying on public money in future defense budgets, I believe the most promising and,
alone to end our problems. For promoting the general perhaps, only means for assuring adequate defense is a new
welfare of all the people, he spoke of "a new engagement engagement to increase substantially the productivity of the
in the lives of others, a new activism, hands-on, in- Defense Systems Acquisition Management (DSAM)l pro-
volved.. .that gets the job done." He called for a new engage- cess for acquiring and modernizing defense systems. To be
ment between the Executive Branch and the Congress to "en- effective-more than a slogan-this new engagement should
sure that America stands before the world united: strong, actively involve DSAM professionals 2 at every level of ac-
at peace and fiscally sound." quisition activity throughout the acquisition community.

Given our present fiscal bind and many difficult domestic To succeed with this new activism we must tap the full
and international problems to be solved, we need a new potential of all DSAM professionals and avoid too early fix-
engagement in most activities supporting these national ation on emerging computer and information technologies.
objectives-a new activism by the people involved. New ac- Too much reliance on technology over human ingenuity in
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past attempts to automate information he Focusing on the third initiative, I
access and decision-making in defense Congress presented new concepts needed to
acquisition has often caused great understand it, and to plan and direct
waste, and the new actions to provide DSAM knowledge

As I will show, we can release this system aids, enabling real progress on

human ingenuity by developing the Administration all three fronts.

DSAM taxonomy, mainly with help In this fourth article, I propose
by DSAM professionals. In turn, the should examine urgent first actions supporting the
taxonomy will help these professionals three initiatives. Before discussing
organize, assemble, expand, and main- these actions, however, we should
tain acquisition management knowl- carefully any understand the necessity to avoid
edge for prompt access when needed stampeding into hasty action that
by any DSAM professional. In addi- actions sparked by could decrease productivity in defense
tion, the taxonomy will support effec- systems acquisitions. Specifically, the
tive utilization of emerging technol- the wide publicity Congress and the new Administration
ogies to store and retrieve timely should examine carefully any actions
"right" information when a profes- sparked by the wide publicity of recent
sional needs it for tasks at hand. of recent allegations allegations and indictments for
Symbiotic interaction of "knowing" unethical and unlawful individual con-
professionals with "right" information, and indictments for duct among government personnel,
aided by advanced technology, will in- private consultants, and contractor
crease productivity substantially in unethical and managers.
defense acquisition jobs and tasks. Productive acquisition management

Background unlawful individual requires government-contractor team-
The overall DSAM process has been work. Effective teamwork in all
the o ocusofthis ess thafist ben defense acquisitions depends on honest

the focus of this sere- I' the first ar- conduct.... ethical individuals. Design of efficient
tidle,3 we examined the inherent con-

sequences of the large scope, complex- acquisition processes is based on the

ity and intense interactiveness of implicit assumption that people work-
dynamic processes used to acquire ing in acquisition are honest anddyfnmi psyses usetop ar ethical-because the vast majority are.
defense systems. I developed an For cases where this assumption is

analytical framework of elements of improvements in the acquisition pro- violated, a positive remedy is severe

acquisition organization productivity, cess which would increase productivi- v i sme osi ti r unlawful

as a tool for identifying new oppor- ty of every DSAM professional. Then, punishment of unethical or unlawful

tunities to overcome or cope bet- these more productive professionals certain punishment of any indi-
ter with these consequences and in- operating with improved acquisition vidual who acts unethically or
crease productivity in acquisition processes would increase productivity unlawfully.
management. of the DSAM process substantially'

I used elements of the framework to improve quality, reduce costs, com- Additional inflexible, time-wasting

organize research on past efforts to im- press schedules, and hasten achieve- "thou shall not" laws and directives to

prove management of defense acquisi- ment of intended performance for new cope with the unethical minority are
tions, and identified opportunities in or modernized systems. not the remedy. These will only reduceefficiency of the DSAM process and
three areas of the DSAM process. I In the third article,5 I proposed a decrease productivity of the honest
found one approach for improving ac- general DOD initiative for each of the majority-further increasing and
quisition management that has been three DSAM areas or fronts. Each in- delaying deliveries.
notably successful. It should be itiative would serve as a long-term
emulated to continue improving the strategy on its front, focusing planning
DSAM process. In two critical areas of and direction of specific actions to in- Knowledge Systems Initiative
the DSAM process, however, past ef- crease productivity in management of The three DOD initiatives proposed
forts have not been sufficient. These defense acquisition. In brief, the three and new concepts and ideas presented
insufficiencies must be remedied, or interdependent initiatives are: previously, help prepare for a new
the elements of both areas cooed with
better, to expedite DSAM process -,ontinue increasing itegraton of management-a new activism by
improvements. major DSAM processes DSAM professionals. This will in-

impovmens.crease productivity in acquisition
Summarizing these and other find- -Manage constructive change of substantially by increasing productivi-

ings in the second article, 4 I concluded defense acquisition environments ty of all professionals; directly,

that focusing research and action on -Provide DSAM knowledge system through the third initiative, and in-
these three DSAM areas could expedite aids that help DSAM professionals. directly, through the first two.
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We focus first on the third initiative, T he taxonomy The taxonomy of a field's body of
provide DSAM knowledge system aids knowledge is the bootstrap by which
that help DSAM professionals. These of a field's body of professionals in a new field inventory
aids will provide acquisition profes- their professional knowledge, identify
sionals with more timely and selective voids to be filled, organize research to
access to the body of DSAM knowl- knowledge is the fill them, achieve professionalism, plan
edge and information and, thus, in- integrated operations, increase produc-
crease productivity in their respective bootstrap by which tivity, and advance their field's con-
acquisition jobs and daily tasks. In ad- tribution to society. Entrants to a new
dition, some professionals need this field cannot be fully educated to com-
timely access to design actions that professionals in a municate and operate effectively in the
directly support the other two general field, until the field's leaders work
initidtives (inLrease inttgidtion of new field inventory together to develop taxonomies, con-
DSAM processes and manage con- solidate and use them to inventory the
structive change of DSAM envi- their professional field's body of knowledge, and develop
ronments), which will increase sound professional education
productivity of DSAM processes that curriculums.
all professionals use. knowledge, identify The professions of science, law and

Four actions are required to start medicine have long distinguished,
evolutionary development of DSAM voids to be ordered and named taxa within their
knowledge system aids: respective disciplines and fields, and

-Develop a prototype DSAM tax- filled.... developed and maintained taxonomies

onomy, which can be tested, im- of their respective bodies of knowl-
proved, and expanded through field edge. Defense acquisition professionals
testing and operational use have no consolidated taxonomy of the

body of defense acquisition manage-
-Simultaneously use taxonomy ment knowledge. There is no com-
terms (taxa) to assemble and integrate pose of a taxonomy is to provide a prehensive DSAM taxonomy that
a complementary DSAM glossary of delimiting classification structure for professionals throughout the defense
authenticated definitions and organizing and inventorying different acquisition community can use (and
acronyms so that the integrated kinds of entities of a discipline's or of urgently need) to attain more pro-
DSAM taxonomy-glossary can be used a field's body of knowledge,8 and to ductive management of defense
to structure unambiguously and inven- provide names of type groups ,ntities, acquisition.
tory the body of DSAM knowledge known as taxa. These names can be In making a decision regarding
and information used as subject indexes in information d n o a dsio taong

-Begin to use the integrated DSAM storage, search and retrieval. How- development of a DSAM taxonomy,
taxonomy-glossary in many ways vital ever, a taxonomy of the body of several questions must be answered.
to increasing productivity in acquisi- DSAM knowledge and information The scope of the taxonomy should in-
tion management will be much more than a subject index cudedte adwhole body of DSAM
-Encourage evolutionary develop- for data banks in DSAM knowledge knowledge and information needed tomanage defense acquisition produc-

ment of defense acquisition corporate systems. tively. But, what is that scope? How
memory data banks6 throughout the A comprehensive DSAM tax- should the DSAM taxonomy be struc-
acquisition community, using the onomy, with complementary DSAM tured7 How can we best ensure the tax-
DSAM taxonomy-glossary to index glossary, is the key for unlocking onomy is not ambiguous How can we
and interconnect the data banks so crucial productivity increases in the assure the taxonomy is developed and
they function together as responsive field of defense acquisition manage- maintained by leading professionals in
DSAM knowledge systems (providing ment. A taxonomy has more uses than the field? How can we assure it will be
timely selective access to relevant organizing and structuring a field's useful to professionals working at all
knowledge and "right" information- professional knowledge. It supports levels in the defense acquisition com-
relevant, accurate, current, uncluttered the field in educating its professionals, munity? I will address each question.
yet sufficiently complete.) classifying its professional operations

and research, and communicating pro- Scope
Taxonomy of DSAM Knowledge fessionally with greater clarity and First, what should be the scope of

Let's look first at main considera- understanding. Moreover, a new field the DSAM taxonomy; i.e., scope of
tions in developing a useful DSAM cannot be effectually developed, the needed body of DSAM knowledge
taxonomy. Webster says a taxonomy organized or recognized as a true pro- included within the boundaries of
is "The systematic distinguishing, fession until it has some kind of tax- defense acquisition? The complete
ordering, and naming of type groups onomy to organize and inventory its scope must be determined by profes-
within a field." 7 In general, the pur- professional knowledge. sionals in defense acquisition based on
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their knowledge and information information-based centers of manage- Potential areas for change include the
needs, but here is an illustrative listing ment excellence freedom to decide the national planning and budgeting pro-
that my research suggests the scope most productive means for accom- cesses, authorization and appropria-
should include. plishing directed acquisition objectives. tions processes, civilian and military

-Integrated Hierarchy of Defense Ac- To avoid confusion, non-directive personnel management processes, con-

quisition Strategies and Related it formation should no longer be in- gressional oversight processes, military

Policies. This should include a DOD cluded in policy and directive con:truction processes and other pro-

Acquisition Strategy at the apex of a documents, except to reference where cesses, policies, and constraints arising

hierarchy of supporting strategies in- optional alternatives or how-to infor- from external sources. A substantial

cluding system acquisition strategies of mation may be found if needed, part of the 1986 Packard Commission

all program management offices -Authorized DSAM Processes/Pro- Report 10 discussed need for construc-

(PMOs) and organization strategies of cedures/Plans. Examples are project tive changes in environments of

all other acquisition management and plan, acquisition strategy, and ILS defense acquisition, particularly in na-

support organizations. (See DOD Ac- plan, which require DSAM informa- tional planning and budgeting, and

quisition Strategy below under Other tion and run through various parts of personnel management processes.

DOD Actions.) a systems life cycle. This list is meant to be illustrative.

-System Acquisition Cycle Phases -Identified Subsets of DSAM It is far from complete and contains

and Decision Points. Much essential Knowledge and Information. This in- overlaps that must be resolved. But, it

specific DSAM knowledge and infor- cludes data on organizations involved indicates the scope of a DSAM Tax-

mation, from needs determination in defense acquisition, and reference onomy that should be useful to profes-

through obsolete system disposal, is sources of DSAM knowledge and ex- sionals in the defense acquisition com-

system life-cycle phase sensitive. pertise for consultation, munity and identifies some of the
knowledge and information it must

-Other Defense Acquisition Cycle -Management Tools. Planning, include.
Phases. These are phases that precede, analytical, and statistical tools needed
support or follow system life-cycle for productive management should be Structure
phases, beginning with threat evalua- distinguished and named here. In providing this preliminary indica-
tion and including DSAM problem -Types of Defense Missions, Jobs, tion of the scope of the DSAM Tax-
identification, research, and informa- Tasks. Different type groups (taxa) of onomy, I have systematicall., dis-
tion dissemination and feedback. acquisition missions, jobs and regular tinguished, ordered and named some

-Other Defense Management Func- job-related tasks require different major taxa, thereby unavoidably
tions that Impact Acquisition. This in- DSAM job-knowledge and different introducing a structure. But, the struc-
cludes such functions as comptroller, DSAM task-related information. Mis- ture of a body of knowledge is always
personnel, construction, security, sion, job and job-task taxa, which re- initially arbitrary, and it may be struc-
fraud investigation. quire particular types of job- and task- tured in many ways. This brings us

-Management Functions and Ac- knowledge, should be distinguished inevitably to the next question. How

tivities Performed in Each Phase. This and named here. The 15 acquisition should the DSAM taxonomy be

includes business, technical manage- job functions identified in the structured?

ment and training functions, recogniz- December 1985, Acquisition Enhance- The best structure for a taxonomy
ing how they differ in each activity and ment (ACE) Program Report, pub- is that which is most useful to profes-
how they change with acquisition lished by the DOD inter-Service/ sionals using it. These professionals
phases. Agency group, are examples. 9  must, therefore, be participants in

-Environments of Defense Acquisi- development, testing and maintenance
-Types of Defense Systems/Pro- tion. The environment within which phases of the structure and scope of
grams. This includes aircraft, ships, DSAM processes function, with which the DSAM taxonomy to ensure its
tanks, missiles, guns, and communica- they interact, and that can seriously usefulness.
tions and electronics (mobile and impact defense acquisition should be My research indicates the basic
fixed). Type group (taxon) naming and distinguished and named here. En- design of the structure should be main-
distinguishing must recognize how vironments arise from sources external ly hierarchical, but with some network
system type influences a system's ac- to defense acquisition-DOD-wide aspects. I believe the taxa category, na-
quisition phases, procurement mode policies, policies of other federal tional military strategy, established
and program management functions, government departments and agencies within the framework of national ob-

-Directive/Non-directive DSAM (e.g., Energy, Commerce, Treasury, jectives, should appear at the the tax-
Knowlege/lnformation. Directive in- OMB, OFPP, NASA), executive onomy's apex. A main purpose of
formation (regulatory what-when and orders, laws and treaties, Environment defense acquisition is to acquire and
necessary constraints) and non- taxa can be used to identify potential support defense forces and systems
directive information (optional alter- areas for constructive change, and best best supporting the national military
natives, how-to and lessons-learned) means for coping better within en- strategy within resources allocated for
must be differentiated to allow future vironments that cannot be changed. national defense. One could argue the
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apex taxa category should be national Running throughout these hier- common throughout the acquisition
objectives, or equivalent level, since archies in the taxonomy, there should community. Too often this results in
defense acquisition competes with be linkages between related taxa; e.g., misunderstood communications.
other national security and domestic between a function and a tool used in These are a large source of government
programs for national resources, and the function, or between similarly and industry waste, causing unex-
the defense budget is influenced by named functions in different phases of pected reductions in defense acquisi-
them. the acquisition cycle or in different tion productivity that are evident in

The taxa category, DSAM (defense departments or agencies. These many different forms including
systems acquisition management), linkages change the taxonomy from reworks, schedule delays, and in-
should appear on ihc second tier above sets of hierarchical frameworks into a creased costs.
most of the remaining categories of the taxinomical network. This network of I planned to help remedy underly-
DSAM taxonomy, since the main pur- related type groups will increase the ing DSAM language deficiencies by ex-
pose of DSAM is to help acquire usefulness of the taxonomy as a panding this initial taxonomy-related
defense systems that best support the classification system and as an infor- glossary into an unabridged DSAM
national military strategy within mation retrieval aid. dictionary data bank. Readily acces-
allocated resources. It is this purpose Professionals will use the taxonomy sible by DSAM professionals
which differentiates DOD acquisition first to inventory, assemble, organize, everywhere, it would help make the
of advanced defense systems from classify and store the body of DSAM language used in defense acquisition
DOD procurement of general supplies knowledge and information; and then, more truly common throughout the
for operations and maintenance of all as an index to locate relevant informa- acquisition community.
DOD elements. This is an important tion for performing tasks at hand-in
distinction in training and assigning systems acquisition, defense acquisi- My approach in 1980 was modeled
procurement contracting officers tion education, acquisition manage- after, and planned to build upon the
(PCOs) for procuring state-of-the-art ment research, and dissemination of Compendium of Authenticated
systems as opposed to contracting of- DSAM information. Systems and Logistics Terms, Defini-
ficers who administer contracts for off- Ambiguities tions and Acronyms," published in
the-shelf supplies. This distinction 1981 by the Air Force Institute of
should be reflected through the The usefulness of the taxonomy in Technology. Cancellation of DSMC
taxonomy. inventorying and indexing the body of Corporate Memory development

DSAM knowledge can, however, be precluded this common language in-
Under DSAM, the broad third-level severely limited by ambiguities in itiative, but it is still a valid approach

tier of the taxonomy should include terms used in the taxonomy as taxa for developing an unambiguous
hierarchies of most of the taxonomy (type group names). During earlier DSAM taxonomy and for promoting
taxa listed above under scope. These 1976-78 efforts to develop a prototype a truly common DSAM language.
third-level hierarchies should extend to taxonomy, and to use its terms to in-
lowest-level organizations involved in ventory, classify and index useful Role of DSAM Professionals
defense acquisition, through pro- DSAM knowledge, and retrieve time-
gram/project management offices ly relevant DSAM information, we In addition to being unambiguous,
(PMOs) to all organizations discovered a frequent source of critical the taxonomy must be useful to DSAM
significantly supporting management misunderstandings in systems professionals working at all levels in
of system acquisitions. acquisition. the defense acquisition community.

Assuring this presents problems. First,
Lateral from DSAM category in the We found that many terms used as we must devise means to encourage

second tier, but under an EODA (en- taxa in the 1977 prototype taxonomy leading professionals in the field of
vironment of defense acquisition) were defined and interpreted different- defense acquisition to help develop a
category, the taxonomy should include ly by users with different functional or useful prototype DSAM taxonomy. It
external hierarchies of other related military service backgrounds. In must then be tested to get improve-
knowledge and information that are d-signing the Defense Systems Man- ment feedback from professionals
used in, constrain or otherwise agement College Corporate Memory throughout the acquisition commu-
significantly impact management of data base in 1980, 1 planned to remedy nity-those responsible for defense
defense system acquisitions. These are ambiguities in the taxonomy taxa by acquisition policies, policy imple-
the environments of defense acquisi- developing simultaneously a com- mentation, professional acquisition

tion identified above under scope- plementary glossary of DSAM terms, education, DSAM research and
environments within which DSAM definitions, acronyms and synonyms dissemination of DSAM information.
processes function, with which they in- that would define each term used as a The field of defense acquisition
teract, over which the Under Secretary taxon in the DSAM taxonomy. management is dynamic so, after the
of Defense for Acquisition (USDA) has In the first article of this series, I DSAM taxonomy is developed and
little direct control, but which can have discussed serious Tower of Babel con- tested, it will have to be maintained
a major influence on defense acquisi- sequences of present DSAM language current and useful by continued feed-
tion proceses. (terminology, jargon) not being truly back from these professionals.
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The leading defense acquisition pro- Furthermore, expanding the glossary
fessionals must be actively involved./- part of the DSAM taxonomy-glossary

All groups of DSAM professionals into an on-line (or CD-ROM disc)
must participate and be represented in have long DSAM dictionary for all to reference,
developing, testing and maintaining an will strengthen the common language
unambiguous DSAM taxonomy to needed a truly initiative and diminish the "Tower of
assure its continued usefulness to all Babel" syndrome. The resultant reduc-
future groups of professionals working common DSAM tion in misunderstandings in defense
in defense acquisition. acquisition communications-in legis-

Fortunately, this should be easier language to help lation, policy-making, program execu-
than in 1980, when leaders everywhere tion and support-should reduce waste
depended more on "completed staff and boost productivity of professionals
work," rather than getting directly in- reduce throughout the acquisition communi-
volved with the systems that provided ty, greatly increasing overall produc-
information necessary for their misunderstandings tivity in acquisition management.

management decisions. Using a ter- Achieving the second objective, an
minal in 1980 to interact directly and in acquisition unambiguous integrated DSAM
immediately with information, like taxonomy-glossary, is vital to in-
using a typewriter to type, was not caso ductiviy in aiiton
then done by real managers. The in- communications.... creased productivity in acquisition

creased sophistication of stored infor- management for three important

mation and emergence of powerful reasons.

personal computers have now made it First, it is required to begin develop-
not only acceptable, but necessary, for ing a common DSAM 1,2,tge:
defense acquisition managers to get in- -By providing essential core terms,
volved with development of informa- with authenticated definitions,
tion systems and data bases they rely The first action toward a truly com- acronyms and synonyms, to foster a
on, and to interact more directly with mon DSAM language is assembling a truly common language
the management data the data bases DSAM glossary of authenticated
and systems provide, definitions and acronyms of terms used -Providing hierarchical and other

as type group names (taxa) of the pro- linkage relationships among these
Leading professionals in defense ac- totype DSAM taxonomy. This action terms, enabling cross-reference and

quisition now have knowledge and will support two complementary ob- understanding or related ideas, con-
motivation to be more actively in- jectives, both important to increased cepts and knowledge.
volved in operational design of
systems that collect, organize, and acquisition management productivity: Second, the DSAM taxonomy-
make available relevant information -Make the DSAM language truly glossary will have many other produc-

needed to perform acquisition manage- common tive uses resulting from the fact that itneedd t perormacqusiton mnag- comonis a comprehensive inventory of the
ment tasks more productively. These -Develop an unambigous integrated body of DSAM knowledge and infor-leaders, who had the responsibility and DSAM taxonomy-glossary, mation. It can be used to:

now have the capability, should sup- A
port development and maintenance of chieving the first objective will -Organize reviews of defense ac-
the taxonomy and complementary enable communications with greater quisiton management curricula and
glossary as an integrated DSAM understanding among DSAM profes- courses to identify critical voids and,
taxonomy-glossary for unambiguous- sionals throughout the acquisition while considering given time con-
ly structuring and inventorying the community in: straints, evaluate the comprehen-
body of DSAM knowledge. -Different functional areas of systems siveness and balance of curriculums

Integrated DSAM acquisition-contracting, engineering and courses.

Taxonomy-Glossary development, manufacturing (each -Identify opportunities for integratingwith its own jargon) major defense acquisition processes for
We have long needed a truly com- -Different military services (which increased productivity, and to guide

mon DSAM language to help reduce the 1981 AFIT Compendium shows and evaluate progress in their integra-
misunderstandings in acquisition corn- often have different authenticated tion (e.g., integration of the DSAM
munications, which cause waste in definitions for the same DSAM term) research and the DSAM information-defense acquisitions. As we face reduc-dismntoprcseadsusd

tions in future defense budgets, the -Other government and industry dissemination processes, as discussed

need for a truly common language is segments involved in, or having a large under Research and Information in-

urgent to help reduce waste, increase impact upon, defense acquisitions (in tegration below in Other DOD

acquisition management productivity different agencies and different in- Actions).

substantially, and assure adequate dustries, each with its own set of -Support defense acquisition manage-
defense, terminology). ment as a true profession-more than
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a program/project management caieer the most pervasive insufficiencies in- authority for uniform subject
ladder for government civilian and hibiting acquisition management pro- classification and indexing of inputs to
military personnel. ductivity has been lack of good ac- all DSAM data banks; and support a
-Provide the nucleus for an un- quisition corporate memory. A useful truly common DSAM language to
abridged DSAM dictionary. corporate memory requires systems enable clear unambiguous research and

that can provide timely access to retrieval. Thus, effective communica-
-Serve as principal tool ror continu- needed job- and task-relevant DSAM tions among distributed DSAM data
ing update and maintenance of a com- knowledge and information stored in banks of the defense acqquisition
mon DSAM language. the memory. management corporate memory, and

Third, a DSAM taxonomy-glossary Need for a useful acquisition cor- between them and professionals,
is a prerequisite for developing other porate memory has been greatest heretofore not possible, is now
aids to help DSAM professionals in- among large numbers of new incum- feasible.
crease productivity. It is required to bents in acquisition-the effect of turn- The taxonomy-glossary will enable
develop a comprehensive defense ac- overs resulting from changes in maintenance of the following different
quisition corporate memory, compris- administrations, reorganizations, tour categories of corporate memory data
ing data banks located throughout the rotations, and promotions and retire- banks. These examples indicate some
acquisition community, and to inter- ments, and from system acquisition of the kinds of knowledge, information
connect the data banks via a common programs entering a new phase. This and communication aids for acquisi-
DSAM language. The DSAM taxon- insufficiency resulted mainly from lack tion professionals which could be
omy-glossary's common structure of of capabilities to inventory, structure, developed a- elements of DSAM
core names and definitions is required organize, index and stuce useful items knowledge systems that can evolve in-
to organize, identify and connect all of the body of DSAM knowledge in a to a comprehensive defense acquisition
components of the acquisition cor- corporate memory and, thus, the lack corporate memory.
porate memory for timely access to of a corporate memory to search selec- -DSAM Documents. These include
relevant knowledge and information. tively and retrieve timely relevant job knowledge and information that are

More specifically, a DSAM taxon- knowledge and "right" information, documented in printed documents, and
omy-glossary would serve all mana- Now, an integrated DSAM in full text or bibliographic data riles
gers of distributed data bases in the taxonomy-glossary can provide these in magnetic or optical media (e.g.,
defense acquisition corporate memory capabilities in DSAM knowledge magnetic disk, CD-ROM disc, optical
as the common standard for: systems. It can be used in every ac- disc juke boxes). Secondary sources,
-Identifying and evaluating useful quisition organization, first in develop- where full text documents can be
items of DSAM knowledge and ing knowledge system data banks of promptly obtained, would be listed in
information. useful items of DSAM knowledge and all bibliographic data records to ex-information and, then, as an aid to its pedite receipt of the full text by DSAM
-Organizing, classifying and indexing professionals for obtaining needed professional.
these items for storage in useful DSAM knowledge and retrieving time- -DSAM Expertise. This includes
knowledge systems, data bases and ly relevant information for performing knowledge or information that is ac-
repositories, tasks at hand. cessible in expert systems, and sources

-Establishing communication links Moreover, the taxonomy-glossary of organizational and personal DSAM
among distributed knowledge systems, can serve to help interconnect expertise available for consultation;
data bases and repositories comprising manually-operated and computer- e.g., special information centers, prin-
the corporate memory. aided DSAM data banks of all acquisi- cipal investigators of ongoing research

-Retrieving timely relevant tion organizations and, thus, intercon- projects.
knowledge and information from the nect the whole distributed defense -Ongoing DSAM Research Projects.
distributed corporate memory when acquisition corporate memory. The These are records maintained by each
needed to help professionals perform common DSAM terms of the taxon- research organization to manage its
effectively each task at hand. omy can be used to help interconnect ongoing DSAM research projects. The

on-line data bases electronically. The records would be sources of project
DSAM Knowledge Systems integrated taxonomy-glossary can help data widely useful to other acquisition

In the dynamic field of defense ac- managers of information centers and professionals such as title, objective,
quisition, many uncontrollable factors physical respositories throughout the description, status, principle in-
cause frequent turnovers and signifi- acquisition community communicate vestigator, and research results.
cant changes in jobs of DSAM profes- unambiguously, supporting compre- -Validated DSAM Issues/Problems.
sionals. These turnovers and changes hensive, yet selective, searches and This would be a list of validated and
create a continuing need for relevant providing timely and relevant DSAM prioritized candidate DSAM issues/
DSAM job knowledge and task infor- documents and information, problems needing research. The
mation. Yet, my research of past ac- The DSAM taxonomy-glossary can DSAM research organizations, seeking
quisition management indicates one of provide a common DSAM subject urgent acquisition management prob-
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lems to research, would consider these r' complex acquisition objectives
candidates to assure coordination in k roductivitv generated by organizations involved in
project selection and avoid wasteful defense acquisition. Now, only pro-
duplication, could be gram/project managers (PMs) direct-
-DSAM Organizations. These are ly managing acquisition of a system
lists of orgnaizations, including mis- are required to develop, maintain and
sion descriptions, addresses and con- substantially use a formal acquisition strategy. Is
tact points involved in or contributing this enough? Wouldn't integration of
to defense acquisition management. increased by all acquisition strategies in DOD

reduce confusion and conflict and,
-Unabridged DSAM Dictionary. This thus, increase overall acquisition
would be a centralized file, built upon instituting an productivity?
the integrated DSAM taxonomy-
glossary nucleus. It would contain integrated DOD My research indicates productivity
DSAM terms, definitions, acronyms, could be substantially increased by in-
and synonyms that have been authen- defense acquisition stituting an integrated DOD defense
ticated by, and are used in each acquisition strategy supporting the na-
military department or agency in tional military strategy. The Under
DOS. It would include all multiple strategy supporting Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
definitions of each term to indicate should develop a DOD acquisition
potential sources of misunderstand- national military strategy, which states DOD goals for
ings, and the authenticating authority defense acquisition and overall DOD
of each definition to check in efforts strategies to achieve them without
toward a common definition. strategy. known constraints. This would pro-

These highly useful distributed vide long-term strategy guidance to all
DSAM corporate memory data banks DOD organizations involved in
cannot be developed without prior and defense acquisiton-oversight and sup-
continuing evolutionary development port organizations, as well as program
of the integrated DSAM taxonomy- concurrent DOD actions supporting management organizations.
glossary. A current taxonomy-glossary the other two general initiatives. To
is required to develop, connect and continue increasing productivity in Commanders/managers of every
maintain these data banks as power- defense acquisition, policy-makers in oversight and support organization in
ful DSAM knowledge, information DOD should begin three other actions DOD should develop and document
and communications aids which can immediately. their respective organization's strategy
help DSAM professionals increase for supporting defense acquisitions.
their productivity. DOD Acquisition Strategy Then, these new strategies for support-

ing defense acquisitions should be
Faced with the huge deficit and in- The first supports the general in- integrated with the current PMO

evitable reductions in defense acquisi- itiative to increase integration of major acquisition strategies under the DOD
tion budgets, we must start immediate- DSAM processes. This action should acquisition strategy, to form an in-
ly developing this prerequisite for a improve support and coordination tegrated hierarchy of DOD strategies
useful acquisition corporate memory throughout the whole DOD program that support the national military
with DSAM knowledge systems, to acquire defense systems. Moreover, strategy.
which can help professionals increase during transitions that follow a turn-
productivity in defense acquisition over of administrations and inevitable For example, in mid-1968, Dr.
substantially and, thus, assure better turnovers of key acquisition policy- Robert B. Costello, Under Secretary of
our adequate defense in the future, makers, this action should assure con- Defense for Acquisition, published 10

tinuity of useful long-term strategies to agenda items for improving defense ac-
Other DOD Actions assure adequate defense. This action quisition. 13 If my reasoning is valid,

The main purposes of this article are would help the new administration's he should have included the 10 agen-
to support the general DOD initiative policy-makers explicitly consider the da items as parts of a formal DOD
to provide DSAM knowledge system former administration's acquisition acquisition strategy-located at the
aids that can help DSAM professionals and support strategies-for continua- apex of a hierarchy of PMO system ac-
increase productivity, and to stress tion, cancellation or modification- quisition strategies, and oversight and
urgency for early DOD action to when developing the new administra- support organization strategies. Then,
develop the prerequisite DSAM tion's defense acquisition strategy. PMs would consider the USDA's DOD
taxonomy-glossary and begin develop- In the second article, I discussed acquisition strategy in reviewing their
ing acquisition corporate memory data policy-mak,', failures to recognize the respective PMO acquisition strategy
banks connected by DSAM knowledge generality a power of the strategy documents. Oversight and support
systems. Equally urgent, however, are concept.1 2 It ,-an solve problems of organization commanders would con-
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sider the DOD acquisition strategy in operational user commands; establish data banks, and guide quick filling of
developing and documenting organiza- new acquisition panels to review AFSC these voids through priority DSAM
tion strategies. The USDA would procurement plans of individual pro- research.
assure all strategies were integrated gram managers; and develop a data Integrating these acquisition pro-
under DOD acquisition strategy objec- base concerning contractor perfor- cesses to produce an integrated closed-
tives, strategies and constraints- mance to improve assessment of risks loop research and information (R&I)
including the 10 agenda items-to involved in source selection. Another process 14 would increase productivity
support the national military is the seven points outlined in a recent in acquisition management. The in-
strategy. memorandum to departments heads in tegrated R&I process would replace

Dr. Costello's agenda items would Naval Sea commands, which the three separate traditional processes
more likely be institutionalized in Under Secretary of the Navy would which, in their overall generation and
defense acquisition operations if they like to see emphasized in order to carry dissemination of new DSAM knowl-
were included in an official DOD ac- out more effective competitive acquisi- edge, are poorly coordinated, ineffi-
quisition strategy. Promulgated by the tions. Whenever any strategy devel- cient and waste resources. The pro-
USDA, effective until amended, and oped by and for an individual service cesses are:
distributed throughout the acquisition would, if applied throughout DOD,
community as part of the DOD ac- increase acquisition productivity in all -Identifying needs for particular new
quisition strategy, the agendas would military services, it should be in- acquisition management knowledge
get wider dissemination at all working tegrated into the DOD-wide strategies. and information
levels and be more permanent. A new
USDA would explicitly consider the 10 When any new strategy is added to -Conducting research to fill recog-

items in the DOD acquisition strategy the DOD acquisition strategy it should nized needs for new knowledge and in-

and continue, cancel or amend one or be reviewed with existing strategies to formation, and publishing reports of

more. The new USDA could not just resolve conflicts and assure all results

publish a new set of agenda items and strategies are integrated. This will -Searching for documented or expert
let useful old ones die, as my second provide integrated guidance to all pro- knowledge (old and new) to meet an
article shows often happens after turn- gram managers and support managers immediate need for particular job-
over of a key policy-maker, for developing their respective pro- knowledge, or for specific relevant in-

gram acquisition or support organiza- formation to complete a task at
Other strategies that apply to all tion strategies, and for integrating hand.

defense acquisitions, but which con- them into the DOD acquisition
cern different key aspects of acquisi- strategy. Integrating these separate processes
tion, should be included below the into a more efficent closed-loop R&I
USDA stategies at the apex of the in- Then, each program manager's ac- process will expedite development and
tegrated DOD acquisition strategy. An quisition strategy and support com- communication of new DSAM knowl-
example might be DOD-wide strategies mander's organization strategy devel- edge to each professional who needs it,
based on the new DOD Contractor opment under the integrated defense saving time in solving problem tasks,
Risk Management Guide to encourage acquisition and oversight strategies and free scarce DOD resources for
DOD contractors to develop more ef- discussed above can be reviewed, high-priority DSAM research. To
fective contractor internal control maintained and referenced as inte- begin integrating separate processes,
systems and to improve effectiveness grated elements of the official DOD ac- DOD should establish now a central
and efficiency of DOD oversight, quisition strategy. DOD validated DSAM issues/prob-
These strategies for assessing effec- lems data bank.
tiveness of a contractor's internal con-
trol systems will help determine the ex- Research and Information Figure 1 is a simplified diagram for
tent DOD oversight can be reduced. Integration an integrated closed-loop DSAM R&I
This will enable DOD to concentrate Another action needed now sup- process that could expedite specific
oversight resources on known problem ports the integration initiative. It is to DSAM knowledge or information
areas and to focus DOD Inspector begin integrating two major pro- when either are required by an acquisi-
General examinations on contractors cesses-DSAM research and DSAM tion professional. The first four large
having questionable internal control information assembly and dissemi- boxes in Figure I are four categories of
systems. nation-by systematic use of acquisi- the corporate memory data banks

Oversight strategies of each military tion corporate memory data banks as described under DSAM Knowledge
service should be integrated into the they are developed and connected by Systems. After the data banks of
hierarchy below the DOD-wide DSAM knowledge systems. This ac- knowledge systems are sufficiently
strategies. One example is the three tion will expedite delivery of new developed to begin operational use, a
new Air Force program management DSAM knowledge or information to professional using a system to get par-
policies adopted by the Air Force professionals, speed finding critical ticular job-knowledge or task-informa-
Systems Command: assure stronger voids in DSAM knowledge and infor- tion would have four options, in-
coordination between AFSC and mation stored in corporate memory dicated by numbered arrows.
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FIGURE 1. INTEGRATED RESEARCH
AND INFORMATION (Rc'I) PROCESS

4 Validated DSAM issues/Problems (Priority Candidates for Research)

A Ongoing DSAM Research r totcti

1 11

~~~~~~2DSAM xpertise dat bakrolct DSAM ocuments dt akfr lm omntruhu ees c

yf DSAM Professional (Needing DSAM Knowledge/information) 

D S = Other Sources e se Information to Accomplish Task c

The professional may first check, professional initiating the SMrrement; cantly to the second general initiative,
distributed DSAM documents data then, publish research results to in- constructive change in acquisition
banks for documented items of the re- crease the body of DSAM knowledge; management environments. These en-
quired no dge/information, and finally, add the published report to a vironments are sources of many prob-
DSAM expertise data banks to locate DSAM documents data bank for lems common throughout defense ac-

experts for consultation. If both checks prompt future retrieval when needed quisition. This is evidenced by the fact
yield nothing, a check of the ongoing This simplified explanation indicates that most of the 1986 Packard Com-
DSAM research projectat s eterdof the need to begin now preparing to in- mission Report was concerned with the
DSAM research organizations ight tegrate the separate DSAM research defense acquisition management en-
disclose a principalM isses/prob oraniaS, nformation-assembly- vironments, not only with acquisition
the required, but unpublished, knowl- dissemination processes into a much processes per se. s

edge/information a more efficient closed-loop R&I process.
If all three options are "dry holes," The new integrated process will Professionals in the acquisition co-

the requirement for particular expedite development of vital new munity, when adversely affected by
knowledge/ information is entered in- DSAM knowledge, and reduce dupli- constraints and waste caused by a par-

to the projects-to-be-evaluated file of cation of research by different research ticular environment, could use the

the validated DSAM issues/problems organizations, reducing waste of scarce integrated R&I process to identify

data bank. After competent authorities DOD research resources specific adverse aspects of an environ-

resorce, cn seecta vlidted igh taonom-glssay, preequsit to ments ofa deednse equnt would

validate the professional's requirement In addition, the explanation illus- antiiate numdtherous ide ntatns fen

and give it a priority, the requirement trates how evolutionary development idateod ocn iatehe research pect

for research will be transferred to the of DSAM knowledge systems can srou chs aneiin ah nrioal

andeatedn research tepromtlet increase flow of widely useful informa- did. research aimed to change the
h pecnatd tesea prip itition throughout the acquisition co vr- adv gvironment constructively.

Then, any research organization munity. It accentuates the urgency to Since macc ,t of the Packard Commission
with necessary research expertise and begin development of the DSAM Report concerned adverse environ-resources, can select a validated high- taxonomy-glossary, a prerequisite to ments of defense acquisition, I would
priority candidate, transfer it to the developing and connecting DSAM anticipate numerous identifications of
research organization's own ongoing data banks in the defense acquisition validated candidate research projects
DSAM research projects data bank, community, making DSAM knowl- for constructive changes in the national
and begin research. After completing edge systems possible. security planning and budgeting en-

the project, the principal investigator Besides supporting the first general vironment, the government-industry
would first act as a source of DSAM initiative to increase integration, acting accountability and ethics environment,'
expertise and give the required new to integrate the research and informa- and the government personnel 1nan-

knowledge/information directly to the tion processes will contribute signifi- agement and training environment.
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Periodic Process Reviews recommendations include action- to be

This DOD action strongly supports tracked, progress to be monitored, and

the general initiative to manage con- i Leviews should information to be continually collected
structive change of defense acquisition for use in the next schedule review. To

environments. It aims to establish be scheduled every provide continuity, each succeeding
comprehensive Periodic defense man- commission should include a score of

agement reviews of both the acquisi- 4 years with the last commission's most effective

tion process and its environments. The members.

action concerns long-standing prob- reports timed for Reviews should be scheduled every
lems with the overall process and 4 years, with reports timed for release
structure of defense acquisition before the beginning of each new Ad-
management, particularly those arising release before the ministration. With this timing, each
from its environments. It will involve report will support effective transition
monitoring progress in solving peren- beginning of during inevitable turnovers of defense
nial environment-based problems, and acquisition policy-makers. Each report
assuring that actions to improve the each new should provide current corporate
acquisition environments are tracked, memory information; e.g., informa-
adjusted and sustained until they are tion necessary to implement ongoing
institutionalized. Administration. policy, and information required as

One of the great innovative at- background for future decisions. New

tributes of the ad hoc Packard Coin- policy-makers can consider this infor-
mission was the large comprehensive mation against their own prior-
scope of its defense management experience-based perceptions in

review. Its domain included specific deciding what current initiatives to

problems and issues of defense acquisi- selectively emphasize, continue and in-

tion processes. Additionally, it in- -The "for this time only" nature of stitutionalize, and what new initiatives

cluded problems and issues stemming ad hoc groups, coupled with usual to start.
from the environments of acquisition crisis-driven pressures to recommend Based on this reasoning, I believe
processes-political, economic and quick fixes, seldom provides for DOD should begin now-it is already
ethical. The Packard Report showed schedule follow-ups (always desirable late-to arrange for an immediate
that acquisition environment problems for complex problems) in order to presidential-level commission on
and issues must be dealt with before make adjustments and assure steady defense acqusition management. With
many specific actions to improve ac- progress on intended improvements, objectives to continue improving ac-
quisition management can be truly Yet, despite these insufficiencies, ex- quisition management, and to increase
effective.16 perienced ad hoc groups are the best its productivity in the long run, the

means we know for finding problems next presidential commission should:
My research indicates, however, and analyzing solutions to complex -Review progress made since the 1986

with no information about progress unstructured defense acquisition Packard Commission Report.

since the last review and no follow-up management problems. They are effec-
reviews, have had three serious insuf- tive problem-solvers for each complex -Consider new acquisition manage-

interactive problem they address only ment problems uncovered in current
ficiencies for solving complex perennial ifteyare "knowing"eprofessonls investigations of ethical use of
problems in management of defense if they are "knowing" professionals, consultants.
acquisition: 17 provided with "right" information,

with sufficient time to observe their -Recommend, as early as possible,
-The combined experiential solution's dynamics. further changes needed in acquisition

processes and structure, governmentknowledge of all practical size groups Sound solutions require overcoming personnel management systems, the
like the Packard Commission can the inherent insufficiencies of ad hoc national security planning and
never be sufficient to comprehend all groups. They can be overcome to a budgeting system, and other aspects of
aspects of large-scale, complex prob- significant degree through successive, the environment within which DSAM
lems the group is formed to solve, regularly scheduled, presidential- processes function and with which

-The nature of the information commission-level reviews of the whole they interact.
available to any group formed in defense acquisition process, including
crisis-hastily assembled, incomplete, all environments that have a significant The report of the 1989 presidential
often irrelevant, a snap-shot of a point impact of acquisition processes. The commission could provide to the Bush
in time, and not well tailored to each reviews must be linked over time by Administration:

complex problem considered-is an in- relating each succeeding report to the -Useful corporate memory to help
nately deficient basis for final last commission report; i.e., require- new policy-makers maintain, over in-
solutions. ing that each report of problems and evitable turnovers in high-level defense
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acquisition managers, truer percep- DSAM There are other actions that DOD
tions of the real environment and ac- could take immediately under the three
qusition isues that are crucidi to professionals inust long-term initiatives. 1 have tried to
defense acqusition and assuring ade- show why the four actions summa-
quate defense. continue research rized in the previous paragraph are

-A current information base to help most urgent and should receive highest

new policy-makers decide what in- .priority now. As progress is made in

itiatives to selectively emphasize and and actions to evolutionary development of distri-
continue, and new ones to start, to buted data banks and in interconnect-

substantially increase acquisition pro- increase defense ing them through DSAM knowledge

ductivity in the long-term. I systems-and concurrently, in the
acquisition three proposed actions supporting the

other two DOD initiatives-DOD
Increasing Productivity should continue other specific actions

In summary, we urgently need a productivity and on all fronts aimed at assuring con-
new engagement to increase produc- tinued progress increasing productivity

tivity of DSAM processes substantially better assure in defense acquisition management.
and ensure continuing adequate This will better assure continued ade-

defense. This new engagement must in- adequate national quate defense of our freedom to "pro-

volve active participation by DSAM mote the general Welfare, and secure

defense the Blessings of Liberty to ourselvesprofessionals at every level of defense.dfne and our Posterity."
acquisition activity in the acquisition
community. This completes my series, but we

Productivity in defense acquisition DSAM professionals must continue
can be increased substantially by make possiblereal, long-term progress research and actions to increasecanel iODnce sstatialy b- in the first two general initiatives defense acquisition productivity and
general DOD long-term initiatives sup-

ported by DSAM professionals on This can't be done overnight so the better assure adequate national

three fronts. DSAM professional must: need to start now is urgent! We should defense. I would appreciate your com-

-Continue increasing integration of begin with prerequisites and concur- ments and feedback on the ideas, con-
-CorDSAM processes rent actions on each front that will sup- cepts, and DOD long-term general in-

major port best all later actions to continually itiatives and specific actions that I have
-"Manage" constructive change of increase productivity. Specifically, discussed and proposed in this series.
defense acquisition environments and DOD should act immediately to: I would appreciate your ideas concern-
motivate development of a culture that ing what emerging information tech-
is conducive to honest, ethical govern- -Develop the DSAM taxonomy- nologies should best support the long-
ment-industry teamwork glossary-a prerequisite to developing term initiatives, and which technolo-
-Develop DSAM knowledge system and connecting DSAM knowledge gies should be most useful in specific
aids that can help professionals assem- systems required for progress on the actions to increase productivity.
ble, structure, inventory, index and other two general initiatives-and, Working together, we can develop a
store the body of DSAM knowl- then, continue evolutionary develop- better roadmap of DOD initiatives and
edge/information in acquisition cor- ment and use of interconnected data specific actions needed to continue in-
porate memory data banks; search u banks of DSAM knowledge systems in creasing producitivity in defense ac-
these data banks, and retrieve timely support of the long-term DOD in- quisition to assure continued adequate
relevant DSAM knowledge and infor- itiative to develop DSAM knowledge defense.
mation when needed in a job or task; system aids.

and use as truly common DSAM lan- -Develop an integrated DOD acquisi- Endnotes
guage to communicate with clarity and tion strategy and an integrated closed-
understanding among themselves and loop DSAM research and information 1. The acronym DSAM (Defense
through the media to the public. (R&I) process, both in support of the Ssem Acuisito Managent is

DOD nitatie toinceas intgraion used in this series to represent both the
The DSAM knowledge systems DOD initiative to increase integration DSAM process and the body ofof majrpoess

with data banks indexed by the com- DSAM knowledge used in managing
mon DSAM taxonomy, and intercon- -Regularly schedule presidential-level the process. Both encompass process
nected by a common DSAM language commissions, similar to the Packard concepts, functions and related infor-
rooted in the taxonomy-will aid Commission every 4 years, in support mation ranging from managing the ac-
timely selective access to the body of of the DOD initiative to achieve more quisition or modernization of a defense
DSAM knowledge, increase flow of constructive acquisition environments system to overall management and
useful DSAM information, improve and a management culture more con- support of all defense system acquisi-
management communications in the ducive to government-industry tions. Managers at all levels in the
defense acquisition community, and teamwork. DSAM process need aids which can
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provide fast, easy, selective access to discuss objectives and attributes of a 11. Air Force Institutue of Technology
relevant information in the body of classification system and taxa. (AFIT), School of Systems and
DSAM knowledge. 8. Distinctions between a discipline Logistics. 1981. Compendium of

2. The term DSAM professional, as and its field, and between fields, can Authenticated Systems and Logistics
used in this series, includes any be important in specific taxonomies. Terms, Definitions and Acronyms.
government, contractor, academic or Distinctions are best illustrated by ex- Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
other knowledge worker who uses amples. Discipline of federal acquisi- Ohio: AFIT. 821 pp (AU-AFIT-
DSAM knowledge and information tion represents the body of acquisition LS-3-81; DTIC Access Number, ADA
professionally in his or her job in sup- management knowledge needed for all 100 655).
port of the defense systems acquisition federal acquisition programs (DOD, 12. Mosier. "Past Acquisition Im-
process-for example, DSAM policy- DOE, NASA, etc.) including knowl- provements: Not Sufficient," pp.
makers, program/project mana- edge common to acquisition environ- 44-45.
gers/directors and their staffs, support ments. The field of defense acquisition 13. Costello, Robert B., 1988. "Ten
managers, congressional staffs and represents both kinds of common Agenda Items for Improving Defense
members of the Congress, educators, knowledge (general and environments) Acsn." P ro ngeeay

researchers, and DSAM information plus the specialized mission-peculiar June) pp. 13-15.

managcrs, including librarians who (national defense) part of acquisition

maintain documented DSAM knowl- management knowledge needed only 14. Mosier. "Past Acquisition Im-
edge and know other accessible sources for DOD acquisition programs. Simi- provements: Not Sufficient," p. 56. See
of DSAM knowledge and information larly, the field of DOE acquisition or also Mosier, Andrew P., 1985, "A Pro-
for ready access when needed by a NASA acquisition represents, respec- posal for Research to Improve the Pro-
professional. tively, both kinds of common knowl- uctivity of Defense System Acquisition

edge plus the parts of acquisition Managers throughout Government
3. Mosier, Andrew P. 1987. "Getting management knowledge needed only and Industry. " Proceedings,

the Jump on DOD Productivity." Pro- for DOE or NASA acquisition pro- November 1985 Federal Acquisition
gram Manager: The Journal of the grams. Concepts presented in Article Research Symposium, pp. 9-10.
Defense Systems Management College 3 apply to management in general but 15. Mosier. "Past Acquisition Im-
(hereafter referenced as Program results of their application in respective provements: Not Sufficient," pp.
Manager) (July-August) pp. 18-26. federal acquisition fields, except for 49-50.

Acquisition common general acquisition and
4. Mosier. 1989. "Past federal environments knowledge, will 16. Packard Commission Report. See

Improvements: Not Sufficient." Pro- show important differences due to Endnote 10 and its remarks about
gram Manager (May-June) pp. 42-57. organization- and mission-peculiar fac- Chapters 1, 2, and 4.

tors. The DSAM (Defense-SAM) tax- 17. Mosier. "Past Acquisition Im-
5. Mosier. 1989. "New Initiatives and onomy will differ in important details provement: Not Sufficient," pp. 54-55.

Concepts for Increasing Acquisition from a DOE- or NASA-SAM taxon-
Productivity." Program Manager omy, but all will have many identical
(March-April) pp. 24-34. terms; e.g., general acquisition man- Dr. Mosier, a private consultant, joined

6. The term data banks is used in a agement (research, contracting, the DSMCfaculty in 1972 and served in

generic sense in this series to represent accounting), and external environment many capacities until retiring in 1983. His

all media storing DSAM knowledge (public law, federal acquisition regula- career includes experience in military opera-
and minorain Din cop e tion (FAR), federal fiscal and person- tions, industrv, management of militarvand information in corporate nel management. R&D, and in education. He is a retiredmemories and knowledge systems in-

cluding physical document repositories 9. Hirsch, Edward. 1988. "DOD's Air Force officer.

in information centers, full text and Move to a More Professional Acquisi-
bibliographic files in on-line computer tion Work Force." Program Manager
data bases, text and graphics on (May-June) pp. 3-8.
CD-ROM discs or in optical-disc 10. President's Blue Ribbon Commis-
files of juke boxes, and human sion on Defense Management. 1986. A
memories of professionals available for Quest for Excellence: Final Report to
consultation. the President (hereafter referenced as

7. Taxonomy: Webster's 3rd New In- Packard Commission Report)
ternational Dictionary (Unabridged). Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
See also Chrisman, James J., Hofer, Printing Office, June, 115 pages.
Charles W., and Boulton, William R. Chapters 1, 2 and 4 show why the
"Toward a Systems for Classifying defense acquisition environment and
Business Strategies." Academy of its present management culture are
Management Review (July 1988) pp. crucial impediments to increasing pro-
413-428. They define taxonomy and ductivity in defense acquisition.
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IMPROVING THE PROCESS:
ARE CURRENT MIL-STD-881 PRACTICES A

STUMBLING BLOCK TO BETTER PERFORMANCE?

Robert A. Wehrle

9,e
o you re going to be In order to connect the
a program manager. similarities of the Japanese,

Hot Dog! Big budgets, peo- -. Wooden, Osbourne and
pie working for you, a Paterno, we must turn first
chance to do something to the world of statistical
meaningful something en- quality control. What's that?
during-a chance to fail, end "Are all these guys QA
a promising career, or at ,. .otypes?" you ask. In a way,
least reach your terminal - ' that's exactly right.
rank. W. Edwards Deming,

How would you like to -' ' author of Out of the Crisis,
build a record as a program - 1,, 4 (MIT, 1986) argues per-
manager that rivaled that of ' suasively that American
John Wooden, coach of the manufacturers will not be
legendary UCLA basketball able to compete with the
team that won 10 NCAA titles; or Tom Osbeurne, whose Japanese until they learn the lessons he personally taught
Nebraska Corn Huskers have finished in the top 10 in the the Japanese more than 30 years ago. Dr. Deming was in-
nation for more than 15 years running; or of Joe Paterno's vited to Japan in the early '50s and taught the Japanese his
Nittany Lions who have never had a losing season under techniques and philosophy for statistical quality control. For
his tutelage'? How would you like to manage a program his efforts he was awarded the Second Order Medal of the
that produced a product with quality similar to that pro- Sacred Treasure by the Emperor of Japan; and the Japanese
duced by the now legendary Japanese manufacturing award "The Deming Award" every year to the company
community7 whose product best reflects the proper use of Dr. Deming's

You can. The tools exist. You've probably used one of philosophy.

them. That's right, you guessed it-the Work Breakdown With that bit of history in mind, we can turn to one of
Structure (WBS). the fundamental tenets of Dr. Deming's philosophy as a clue

I know: What's this guy been smoking? But before you to what ties our examples together. Dr. Deming demands
toss this aside, let's take a look at what it is that Wooden, that, in order to ensure a quality product, one must, "always
Osbourne, Paterno and the Japanese manufacturer have in and forever," focus on improving the process. If one exer-
common. Then if you're still interested, I'll show how that cises this discipline, then the product of that process, be it
common ground can be used to your advantage as a pro- cars, health care, weapons systems, or athletic excellence,
gram manager using, that's right, the WBS. will continually improve. c 1988
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TABLE 1. TYPICAL MIL-STD-881 WBS.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Aircraft system
Air vehicle

Airframe
Propulsion unit
Other propulsion
Communications
Navigation/guidance
Fire control
Penetration aids
Reconnaissance equipment
Automatic flight control
Central integrated checkout
Antisubmarine warfare
Auxiliary electronics equipment
Armament
Weapons delivery equipment
Auxiliary armament/weapons

delivery equipment

Training
Equipment
Services
Facilities

Peculiar support
equipment

Organizational/intermediate
(Including equipment common
to depot)

Depot (Only)

Systems test and
evaluation

Development test and evaluation
Operational test and evaluation
Mockups
Test and evaluation support
Test facilities

System/project
management

System engineering
Project management

Data
Technical publications
Engineering data
Management data
Support data
Data depository

Operational/site
activation

Contractor technical support
Site construction
Site/ship/vehicle conversion

Common support equipment
Organizational/intermediate

(Including equipment common
to depot)

Depot (Only)
Industrial facilities

Const ruction/conversion/expansion
Equipment acquisition or

modernization
Maintenance

Initial spares and initial

repair parts
(Specify by allowance list, grouping,

or hardware element)
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FIG URE 1. CRITICAL PATH TEMPLA TES
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And there we have it ladies and hold their head high and say to cess, but what in the world has that got
gentlemen, the tie that binds Japanese themselves that they had played to to do with a WBS7" Everything, my
manufacturers and these successful their maximum potential, then results friend, everything.
American coaches-focus on the of their efforts would probably be to First, let's look at a typical WBS
process. their liking. Wooden also stressed fun- structure as outlined in MIL-STD-881

In his autobiography, More Than damentals of the game. He rarely Work Breakdown Structures (Table 1).
Winning, (Thomas Nelson Publishers scouted another team because he felt The example provided here is typical
1985) Tom Osbourne writes about the if his team executed the fundamentals of the WBS structures found in
"Nebraska Cycle." He analyzes in- well it didn't matter what the other MIL-STD-881; that is, they are all
dividual aspects of the "process" of team was doing. In short, Wooden fo- focused on the end-products of a pro-
producing a high quality product year cused on the process, not the cess rather than on the process for
in and year out. In the chapter "More end-product. achieving an end-product.
Than Winning," Osbourne says, "We Joe Paterno's philosophy on winning We are a product-oriented society
spend a lot of time trying to talk about closely resembles that of Osbourne and and our methodologies and tools
process rather than end results...." Wooden. He says, "The will to win is reflect that. Notice that the WBS

John Wooden reportedly said he important, but the will to prepare is shown in Table 1 focuses almost ex-
never talked about winning. Wooden vital." Again, focus on the process, not clusively on end-products at all the
simply told his players that if, at the the product. levels shown. When the costs for the
end of every game each of them could "OK!" you say, "Focus on the pro- lower levels of the WBS a-e rolled up
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to the next level the result is data the process. Imagine, if you will, a
focused solely on the individual corn- WBS structured around the product
ponents of the system. If a manager at- template just discussed. The WBS level
tempts to make cost-cutting decisions 1 is the product, level 2 the major
based on this data, his attention will design process elements, level 3 the sub
be focused entirely on the end-product it he MIL-STD elements of each major design process
of the process and all detail concern- element, etc. Can you see how a man-
ing the process is lost. is long overdue for ager's attention would be focused ex-

If we accept Dr. Deming's clusively on the process if such a WBS
philosophy as so ably practiced by the were used? At lower levels, details for

Japanese, Osbourne, Paterno and a revision. It was each piece of hardware and software

Wooden, then how can we use the are captured. Now as the WBS is rolled
WBS to focus on the process rather originally written in up, the view is increasingly focused on
than the product? Before answering the important aspects of the design

that question let's briefly examine November '68 and process-not the product.
whether or not "focus on the process" Focusing on the process is a practice
is a new and novel idea in the Depart- last revised in April whose time has come. Unfortunately,

MIL-STD-881 institutionalizes a focus
As it turns out, focus on the process '75 Rewriting the on the end-product. The MIL-STD is

is not an idea alien to the Department long overdue for a revision. It was
of Defense. The DOD 4245,7, "Tran- originally written in November'68 and
sition from Development to Produc- MIL-STD should last revised in April '75. Rewriting the
tion," and its companion manual, in- MIL-STD should be straightforward.
stitutionalize the requirement to focus be straightforward. The separate WBSs for individual
on the process and have been around weapons systems should be replaced
since 1984. In the preface to the with the generic WBS template already
manual, W.J. Wiloughby, Jr., writes, discussed. In this day and age of try-
"We must strive for improvement in ing to lighten the specification load,
the understanding and the timing of I this idea should be implemented at
the disciplines of design, test, and pro- once.
duction." (Replace the word
"discipline" with the word "process." It's clear that focusing on the process
Interesting, isn't it?) Recent RFPs have included require- is a philosophy that is not new to the

The Department of the Navy has ments for contractors to demonstrate Department of Defense. The DOD and
produced its version of the DOD how they are going to use Tiguchi individual Service directives, as well as
manual Best Practices (NAVSO methods for quality control. Mr. recent RFPs, are clear evidence that
P-6071). The Navy manual uses the Taguchi is a disciple of Dr. Deming; this approach is considered appropri-
DOD product template (see Figure 1) thus, this requirement is really a re- ate for use in the acquisition
as a departure point. Then, for each quirement for contractors to demon- community.
element of the template, the current strate how they are going to use The MIL-STD-881 should be up-
approach, best practices and major Taguchi methods for improving their dated to reflect this focus on the pro-
traps for that element are summarized, manufacturing processes. cess. Until then, the program managers
The document is easy to read and pro- Now, look at Figure 1 again, and are forced to use a tool at odds with
vides a broad and thorough coverage let's answer the question about how we the directives they are trying to
of product design and manufacture, can reorganize a WBS to help focus on implement.

Mr. Wehrle is a 1972gqraduate of the U.S. Na'al Academy.
After sen'ing 10 years as a Marine infantr. officer, Mr. Wehle
joined TRW where le has been a member of the technical staff'
section head and, most recently, a project enineer. He is currentl,
iorking on the (;round Based Free Electron Isn" Project.
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COST RECOVERY:
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

BID AND PROPOSAL EXPENSES

Paul Stein

T here is no cor- -The IR&D/B&P direct
prehensive general costs are accumulated by in-

information pamphlet avail- dividual project and charged
able on Independent Re- direct. They are allocated a
search and Development full share of burden (ex-
and Bid and Proposal Cost cluding G&A). These direct
(IR&D/B&P). There is guid- costs (with burden) then flip-
ance available to defense flop and become indirect
industry contractors on ad- costs, which are then usual-
vance agreements from their ly allocated over the G&A
lead negotiation agencies. base, as a G&A type cost.
There is limited information available for small contractors Since they are allocated over the G&A base, they must be
not required to negotiate an advance agreement. removed from the G&A base.

As a former Department of Defense auditor, I have en- -Direct IR&D/B&P costs remain in their individual bases
countered problems in dealing with small contractors in (engineering direct labor) for the purpose of computing the
issues involving IR&D/B&P costs. At one site, the contrac- primary cost centers' overhead rates, yet are excluded from
tor was shocked to learn that direct IR&D/B&P costs must the G&A base when the G&A computation is made.
be allocated a full share of burden (but no G&A, general -DOD Cost Accounting Standard (CAS) Working Group
and administrative). At a second site, a newly incorporated Guidance No. 77-11, dated February 2, 1977, stated
contractor received a major cost plus fixed fee contract. The IR&D/B&P costs remain in the G&A base and are not trans-
contractor immediately hired a B&P army to develop a ma- ferred to the G&A pool, when an allocation base other than
ior contract base. The contractor operated on the premise the G&A base is approved for allocation of IR&D/B&P.
that the tremendous B&P expense would be paid for under When IR&D/B&P costs are included in the G&A base, the
the cost type contract. The contractor went bankrupt, even- contractor allocates and is paid G&A on the gross amount
tually pleading guilty to fraud (much of it involving bid and of IR&D/B&P, not on the allowable amount. This prevented
proposal fraud). the contractor from being denied G&A reimbursement,

The IR&D/B&P cost recovery under DOD regulations, when there were unallowable I&D/B&P costs in the G&A
is a unique and complex area. To appreciate, in a quick way, base. With all other unallowable base costs, the contractor
the complexity of the area consider the following four items. must allocate (and lose) G&A allocable to unallowable base
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costs. The W.G. item was significant IR&D/B&P Costs-Defined recoverable (allowable) IR&D/B&P
when published.1 It is commonly A contractor's independent research costs allocated during the company's
assumed that W.G. 21 guidance is still and develoment (IR&D) is technical ef- previous fiscal year to all DOD prime
applicable; with publication of CAS fort not sponsored by a grant or re- contacts and subcontracts for which
420 (on IR&D/B&P) in 1980 with its quired in performance of a contract. the submission and certification of cost
provision for special allocations, the The IR&D projects fall within three and pricing data were required in ac-
above guidance became obsolete. Thea bDpct fallii ree cordance with Section 2306(f) of Titleareas: basic and applied research,
However, leading contractor con- development, and systems and other 10, United Staes Code (USC) (Truth in
sultants/seminar lecturers/textbook concept formulation studies. Bid and Negotiations Act).7 ,s

publishers are still teaching/publishing Proposal costs ar expenses incurred in Potential Military Relevancy. Sec-
the obsolete and now incorrect submitting, and supporting bids and tion 203 of the DOD Military Procure-
guidance. proposals on potential government ment Authorization Act of 1971 re-

and non-government contracts. The quires that I&D/B&P payments by the-The DCAA Contract Audit Manual FAR cost principle 31.205-18 and the DOD be made only for work that has
(CAM) gave wrong guidance in the DOD FAR Supplement 231.205-18 ad- a potential military relationship
form of incorrect calculations to its dress these costs. 4,5  (PMR).9,10,11
auditors in the December 1987 CAM Evaluation Procedures. Contractors
edition. The error was corrected in the Establishment and Structure meeting the requirements for a man-
July 1988 version. Of Current IR&D Program datory advance agreement must in-

I wrote this paper to aid the reader The DOD Instruction 3204.1, "in- itiate negotiations before the end of the
needing to be educated (quickly) on the dependent Research and Develop- fiscal year for which the agreement is
IR&D/B&P cost recovery process in ment," December 1983, established required. The agency designated
the defense industry. With the DCAA policies and responsibilities for responsibility for a specific contractor
and noted consultants providing and administering the program. The in- will furnish the contractors with
publishing erroneous examples in struction established the Technical guidance on technical and financial in-
manuals/textbooks, the complexity of Evaluation Group (TEG) and Tri- formation needed to support
the area and need for factual updated Service Negotiation Group (TSNG). IR&D/B&P proposals. Generally, the
material is evident. The TEG includes a technical manager agency providing the largest share of

representing each Service and a the contractor's government sales will
representative from the Under be the designated agency. The Army,Independent Research and Secretary of Defense (Acquisition). Navy, and Air Force negotiate the ma-

Development and Bid and Proposal Within each Service, responsibility for jority of required agreements. The
Costs technical evaluation process is DLA is assigned responsibility to

Why does the government pay for delegated based on the organization's negotiate advance agreements by
contractor IR&D programs? "The pro- area of expertise. That organization is mutual consent of the three military
gram is recognized by DOD as a cost responsible for coordinating the sub- services. A listing of contractors and
of doing business, necessary to retain mission of technical evaluations by organizations assigned responsibility is
a competitive source of technically DOD personnel, compiling an overall maintained by the DOD Indirect Cost
capable bidders responsive to DOD re- technical quality rating for the corn- Monitoring Office. The IR&D/B&P
quirements. The DOD reported in FYs pany based on evaluations submitted, negotiations, including any CAS 420
1984 and 1985 that 269 major com- and presenting a summary report to issues, are handled by the Tri-Service
panies/divisions incurred costs of the Service(s) technical manager(s). contracting officer (TSCO). The
$10.2 billion for program efforts and The Tri-Service negotiation group in- designated DLA administrating con-
$4.0 billion for bid and proposal ef- cludes senior negotiators representing racting officer handles DLA designated
forts. For program (I&D) ef- each Service and a representative from negotiations. Before start of the con-
forts.. .DOD paid $4.0 billion of the the Assistant Secretary of Defense tractor fiscal year, the contractor fur-
$10.2 billion." 2 In addition to pro- (Production and Logistics)." 6  nishes the IR&D manager of the lead
moting a strong defense base, under department for technical evaluation
the complex reimbursement formula Advance Agreements-Major brief descriptions of IR&D projects
DOD receives potential benefits Contractors planned for the year, including rele-
several times in excess of actual DOD Section 203 of Public Law 91-441 vant technical and financial informa-
expenditures. Support for the and FAR 31,205-18 require any corn- tion in accordance with guidance fur-
IR&D/B&P program is not pany receiving payments in excess of nished by the IR&D Technical Evalua-
unanimous. David Chu, DOD Direc- $4.4 million from DOD for tion Group for IR&D, and the cogni-
tor for Program Analysis and Evalua- IR&D/B&P in a fiscal year to negotiate zant Tri-Service Departmental Office
tion, proposed eliminating the an advance agreement establishing a for bid and proposal. Contractors not
IR&D/B&P program as too costly. ceiling for allowability of IR&D/B&P assigned for IR&D and B&P negotia-
The success of that proposal is costs for the following fiscal year. The tions on the master list of contractors
remote. 3  $4.4 million criteria includes only for negotiated indirect cost rates and
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advance agreements for IR&D and indirect costs determined on the same The Negotiation. The designated
B&P costs will be handled by the basis as if the projects are under con- TSCO (or DLA ACO) shall consider:
department having the preponderance tract (excluding G&A). The B&P costs -"Comparison with previous year's
of contracts and subcontracts include all costs incurred in preparing, program, including the level of govern-
performed.1 ,13,14  submitting, and supporting bids and ment participation

Additiona, Dispute De Factc Penal- proposals.2 4,25  
-"Changes in the company's cur-

ty for Continuing Protest. Contractors rent business activities and projected
continuing to dispute PMR findings, or The B&P project costs shall include future business activities, to the extent
any findings causing a problem in costs which, if incurred in like cir- these future activities can be deter-
negotiating an advance agreement, cumstances for a final cost objective, mined with reasonable certainty
face a significant penalty. The FAR would be treated as direct costs of that
31.205-18(c)(v) provides that if no ad- final cost objective. -"The results of the technical
vance agreement is reached, payment evaluation of IR&D
for IR&D/B&P costs shall be reduced The B&P costs include those for -"The extent to which the B&P
to an amount not to exceed 75 percent technical personnel engaged in the program is well planned and managed
of the amount that, in the opinion of preparation and publication of costs -"The determination concerning
the contracting officer, the contractor and other administrative data neces- the company's IR&D/B&P projects
would have been entitled to receive sary to support the contractor's bids and any agency rules on allow-
under an advance agreement. Negotia- and proposals. Cost of technical per- ability." 29

tions must be concluded before Lom- sonnel engag"d in the development and
pletion of the year under negotiation. preparation of the technical proposal Forward Pricing/Interim Billing.
The contractor may file an ad- document should be separately iden- The FAR provides that forward pric-
ministrative appeal to a board tified and classified as direct B&P cost ing and interim billing factors for
established by the lead negotiating subject to full burdening. IR&D/B&P will be developed by and
agency. 15.16,17,18 obtained from the cognizant central

Advance Agreement Negotiations As a general rule, IR&D/B&P costs office of the department responsible for

Not Initiated. No IR&D/B&P pay- will be allocated to contracts on the negotiating the advance agreement. 30

ments shall be allowable if a company same basis as the G&A expenses. The Monitoring IR&D/B&P Costs.
fails to initiate negotiation of a re- contracting officer may approve the Events occuring during or subsequent
quired advance agreement before the use of a special allocation method, to the rate negotiation may impact
end of the fiscal year for which the when allocation through the G&A allowable IR&D/B&P costs. The lead
agreement is required.' 9  base does not provide equitable negotiator should be informed if

allocation. 26  significant changes occur. The costSeparate Dollar CeilingsNegotiated monitor should be alert to the
for IR&D/B&P. Separate dollar ceil- Direct Charging IR&D/B&P. following.
ings shall be negotiated for both Although B&P is generally allocated to -Underrun of Planned Expen-
IR&D/B&P costs. For incurred cost contracts over the G&A base and is ditures. Expected IR&D/B&P will be
purposes, the ceilings are inter- therefore an indirect cost, Interpreta- lower than expected because of
changeable. 20

,
21  tion No. 1 to FAR 30-402 states that

Advance Agreement Not Applicable B&P will be a direct contract charge planned reductions.

to Foreign Military Sales. The when a contractual requirement re- -Changed IR&D/B&P Priorities.
negotiated ceilings apply to DOD con- quires the contractor to prepare, sub- Contractor's initiate new projects,
tracts for domestic requirements. Con- mit, and support a proposal for follow- delete planned projects. This may im-
tracts for foreign military sales are on effort, 27  pact PMR.
allocated a full (reasonable) share of -Potential for Labor Mischarging.
IR&D/B&P costs (but see next The Proposal. Contractor proposals The ceiling creates a form of firm-
paragraph). 22

,
2 3  for advance agreements should be fixed-priced contract (at the ceiling

reviewed to the same extent as any level). Charging IR&D/B&P in excessOver the Ceiling/Ceiling. To ensure other proposal. The results of the of the ceiling is equivalent to an over-

dary ceilings are sometimes imposed review should provide the latest run on a firm-fixed-price contract.
on FMS contractors. Secondary ceil- available cost (including reasonable Some contractors may be motivated to
ing limSiconrt ors. Sexpnditres ce estimates), data for the current fiscal charge labor to indirect cost accountsings limit IR&D/B&P expenditures to year, including comparison to (i.e., waiting for work, training) or to
an amount in excess of the ceiling used budgeted data; acceptability of the other contracts when an overrun ap-
for domestic contracts. This concept contractor's allocation procedure; the pears inevitable. Contractors may be
appears to be discretionary. 'xtent of contractor control over motivated to charge/transfer costs of

Accounting for IR&D and B&P. The IR&D/B&P costs through budgets; mediocre projects from IR&D to B&P
FAR requires that IR&D and B&P and changes in the contractor's to avoid low technical ratings. Mak-
costs include all direct and all allocable business base. 28  ing analysis more difficult are technical
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TABLE 1. VARIOUS LEVELS

Cost Incurred
Ceiling(I)

Assumptions Negotiated Relevant Non-Relevant Total

IR&D/B&P $15,000 $11,750 $3,750 $15,500

IR&D/B&P

DOD Participation(2) Allocable Amounts Allowable Amounts(3)

100% $15,500 $11,750 ($15,000)*
90% 13,950 11,750( 13,500)*
80% 12,400 11,750( 12,000)*
70% 10,850 10,500 ( 10,500)*
60% 9,300 9,000 ( 9,000)*
50% 7,750 7,500 ( 7,500)*
40% 6,200 6,000 ( 6,000)-
30% 4,650 4,500 ( 4,500)*
20% 3,100 3,000 ( 3,000)*
10% 1,550 1,500( 1,500)'

1. The ceiling is the maximum amount allowable for allocation to work covered by the advance agreement.
2. The level of DOD participation determines amounts allocable to DOD contracts. This amount may be greater than the
allowable amount.
3. The total allocated to DOD shall not exceed the total of expenditures for relevant projects. The allowable amount is
the lesser of the PMR amount, or the allocable amount based on the DOD participation level, after adjustment to the
negotiated ceiling (the product * of the negotiated ceiling times the DOD participation rate). For example, at an 80% DOD
participation rate, the product is $12,000, and the PMR amount is $11,750. Therefore, the allowable amount is $11,750
(see comment in reference table).31

judgment calls necessary in evaluating prescribes a formula for determining However, when the reimbursement
projects. The types of effort performed the maximum payable. This FAR cost under the ratio method (method one),
under a contractor's IR&D projects, its principle does not require PMR. The exceeds the ceiling or falls below the
R&D contracts, its CIP (government PMR requirement is a DFAR require- floor (method two), reimbursment is
funded programs to improve the con- ment and applies to contractors based on method two. One combined
tractor's processes), and manufactur- required to negotiate advance calculation for IR&D/B&P is made,
ing and production engineering costs agreements.
(FAR 31.205-25) may be so closely Table 2 illutrates the procedure.
related as to blur the distinction among Under the cost principle, a ceiling is Why Compute a Floor? The floor
types of effort. determined based on the contractor'sprio thee-earexpriece.Thetwo concept was established to make cer-

Analysis of Year End Data. At the prior three-year experience. The two tain that the contractor receiver suffi-
completion of the fiscal year, the ac- highest expenditure yesarare used in cient IR&D/B&P funding in difficult

ntual incurredcost should rbe summar- ti e aUnder the first calcula- economic times (when the contractor's
ized for comparison to the negotiated tion, the maximum amount payable is industry is in a slump, sales may be ab-
ceiling and to determine the final based on the ratio of historical normally low). Applying the historical
amount payable. Table 1, based on an ratio to the low sales base will resultillustration in the Defense Contract IR&D/B&P expenditures to sales. This .ai otelwslsbs ilrsl

rllustration in the Defense Cna theyein a low ceiling. Therefore, at precise-
Audit Manual, July 1988 (DCAAM ratio is ihen applied to the year being ly the time the contractor most needs
7640.1), illustrates the determination negotiated. The product is the max- to spend funds on IR&D/B&P, reim-
of IR&D/B&P cost allowability at Under the second calculation, the bursement is reduced. The floor calcu-
various levels of DOD participation. amount payable is based on the dollar lation allows the contractor additional

When an Advance Agreement Is average of the two highest years. Us- reimbursement in these situations. The

Not Required. When the threshhold ing this dollar average, both a ceiling contractor is reimbursed the greater of

for advance agreements is not reach- and floor are computed. Payment will the historical ratio or the floor.
ed, the FAR 31.205-18 cost principle be based on the ratio method.
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TABLE 2. AN ILLUSTRATION

IR&D/B&P Costs

Sales(l) Incurred(2) Ratio
$ $ %/

1975 $ 671,119 $ 38,551 * 5.74*
1976 1,158,114 31,981 2.76
1977 2,219,239 91,021 * 4.10"
1978 3,576,283 153,331

* Highest
Average Historical Ratio: 5.74% + 4.10% = 9.84%/2 = 4.92%.
Average Annual Cost: $ 38,551 + $ 91,021 = $129,572/2 = $ 64,786.

Product of historical ratio application:

4.92% * $3,576,283 $175,953

The maximum payable under the historical ratio is $175,953.

Dollar average method:

120% of average annual cost (ceiling) $ 77.743
80% of average annual cost (floor) 51,829

Comparison of method one to method two.

Method one reimbursement $ 175,953

Method two reimbursement $ 77,743

Amount payable $77,743. Reimbursement is thervtore limited to the lesser of the
historical ratio or the ceiling.

The ceiling concept is meant to prevent a contractor from usina a government
contract base to dramatically increase IR&D/B&P expenditures.

Assume estimated sales are ranted. The dollar ,mounts in the occasions in 1978, the Office of the
$500,000. Product of historical ratio above illustration are from that case. Under Secretary of Defense for
a pplication: The administrating contracting of- Research and Engineering instructed

4.92'; * S500,000-S24,600. ficer's failure to consider additional ACO,, to allow after-the-fact

The maximum payable under the reimbursement was considered an IR&D B&P costs for smaller contrac-

historical ratio is $24,600. however, abuse of discretion. 2  tors not required to negotiate ad-
The government vanced agreements. Local DOD repre-

the floor is $51,820. Must anz Ad a'ced Agreement Be sentatives are still grappling with this
pays $51 ,820. Made in Advince.7 This is a controver- issue. Field replies to HQ agencies still

Divcretiotz7 The contracting officer sial and sensitive question. The FAR request gu;dance in this area. Recom-
has discretion to establish a ceiling in 31.205-18(c (2))iv) reads ''at the discre- mendations from the field include re-
excess of fcrmula results. In an Armed tion of the contracting officer, an ad- quests to clarify the language in FAR.
Servioes Board of Contract Appeals vance agreement may be negotiated
case (ASBCA No. 23463, July 25, when the contractor can demonstrate Distu rbi, , Trends. Responses from
1980, [)ynatrend Incorporated), a con- that the formula would produce a the field indicate that some )O1) con-
tractor with an expajiding bu,,ine ,', clearly inequitable (ost recov :y. %v sultants are keying in on the confusion
base and a well managed I[,&D pro- research disclosed the contractors, Surrounding the requirement (or lac k
gram was denied reimbursement in ex- failure to request an advance agree- thereol) for obtaining an advance
cess of ,he formua ceiling, The court ment in advan(e of expenditure,, and agreement. VN'ith DOD) budget con-
ruled in favor of the contractor and even before expiration of the (ontra - ,,traint,,. and fewer contra(t awards
awarded 'all the reasonable, allowabie tor, fis(al year, doe,, not ne(essarilv small contractors are being .dvi-,ed to
and allowable B&[ (ost." The use of bar a (ontra(tor from re( overv in eX- in(reae B&P .- ,penditure, and not
disc retion is mandated, when r,,a c s of thk formula maximum. Or. ., v,.,- al.,,ut , 1, ,m;iia ceilin;g, and
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lack of an advanced agreement. It Endnotes 23. DFAR 225.7304(D)(iv)(3), "Pricing
should be noted that the area in ques- 1. DOD Working Group Item Acquisitions for Foreign Military Sales
tion is limited Lo situations where an -77-11, "Interim Guidance for thelrm- (FMS)," provides special DOD
advance agreement is not required plementation of CAS 410, Allocation guidance in the FMS area.
(FAR 31.205-18(c)(2)type costs). of Business Unit General and Ad- 24. FAR 31.205-18.

Current Status of IR&DIB&P. The ministrative Expenses to Final Cost 25. FAR 30.420 (CAS). "Accounting
FY 1988 IR&D/B&P ceiling was set at Objectives, W.G. 77-11, February 2, 5. IAR R0.ar0 nd
$5,634,013,000. This reflected an in- 1977. This W.G. item provides DOD for Independent Research and
crease of 3.5 percent above the 1977 guidance on G&A and IR&D/B&P. posal Cost," is the cost accounting
ceiling for inflation and 2.2 percent for 2. DOD IG Audit Report No. 88-025, standard on IR&D/B&P.
new companies meeting the threshold "DOD Administration of the Indepen-
requirements for advance agreements. dent Research and Development Pro- 26. Ibid.

The DOD Inspector General, in a gram," October 13, 1987. 27. FAR 30.402 (CAS), "Consistency
1987 report, said the DOD system is 3. The Government Contractor, in Allocating Costs Incurred for the

generally effective; however, the Ser- Federal Publications, June 1988. tains interpretation No. 1, which pro-

vices were criticized for not having 4 FAR 31.205-18, "Independent vides for direct charging of B&P in
uniform methods of computing the Research and Development and Bid specified situations.
prenegotiation cost objectives for and Proposal Costs," is the cost prin- 28. Defense Contract Audit Agency
negotiating program advance agree- ciple on IR&D/B&P. Mna DAM74.)Dcme

ments; not having effective procedures Manual (DCAAM 7640.1) December
for screening projects for PMR; and 5. 1988 Edition DFAR 231.205-18, 1987 and the July 1988 Revision. Sec-
not receiving full benefit of the data on "Independent Research and Develop- tion II, paragraph 16, is the corrected
file in the Defense Technical Informa- ment and Bid and Proposal Costs," is DCAAM illustration table. While
tion Center. The main thrust of the IG the DOD supplement to the FAR cost researching material for this paper, I
report was the need for improved principle, determined the actual table in the
reviews of PMR. In a significant corn- 6. DOD IG Audit Report 88-025. DCAAM 7640.1, December 1987 Revi-
ment, the IG said "since DOD reim- 7, 1988 DFAR 231.205-18. sion, was incorrectly calculated. I
burses a pro rata share (based on the discussed the error with DCAA HQ
ratio of DOD to commercial work) of 8. Contracting with the Federal personnel. The DCAA confirmed the
program cost up to the cost ceiling, Government, Price Waterhouse, 1984, error and said they would (and did)
DOD reimbursements will be inap- John Wiley and Sons Pub. correct the error in their July 1988 revi-
propriately increased if projects 9. 1988 Ed. DFAR 231.205-18. sion. This comment is made in an ef-
without military relevance are includ- fort to prevent confusion on the part
ed in the cost ceiling; therefore, we 10. Audit Rpt. 88-025. of those who reference the December
believe DOD should only participate 11, FAR 42.10, "Negotiating Advance 1987 DCAAM. I consider the
in a company's cost pool for military Agreements for Independent Research DCAAM an outstanding and highly
projects." 33  and Development Bid and Proposal reliable source of information.

Costs," provides guidance in 29. FAR 42.10.
Contractor personnel have waged a IR&D/B&P area.

lengthy battle to "enhance" the 12. Rpt. 88-025. 30. Ibid.
IR&D/B&P process. Contractor 31. DCAAM 7640.1, December 1987
estimates are that 5 percent of the total 13. FAR 42.10. and July 1988 Revision.
amount of funding spent on IR&D is 14. DFAR 242.10, "Negotiating Ad- 32. ASBCA Case No. 23463, July 25,
used to prepare task descriptions of vance Agreements for Independent 1980. Dynatrend Inc., provides insight
proposed projects. They claim federal Research and Develoment/Bid and into the use of contracting officer
budgetary limitations prevent any real Proposal Costs," is DOD supplement "discretion," in determining IR&D
increases in IR&D funding. Another to the FAR cost principle. B&P ceiling.
major contractor complaint is that the
process forces contractors to subsidize 15. FAR 31.205-18. 33. Accounting for Government Con-
the government !R&D effort. Their ra- 16. 1988 Ed., DFAR 231.205-18. tracts. Cost Accounting Standards,
tionale is that the combination of the 17. FAR 42.10. Lane Anderson 188, Matthew
ceiling limitation and PMR require- Bender, Pub.
ments prevent contractors from 18. DFAR 242.10.

recovering a fair share of IR&D expen- 19. FAR 31.205-18.
ditures. For 1984-85, 70 percent of total 20. FAR 42. 10. M r. strin is Assistant Pro'ssorof'quapi-
IR& D costs was allocated to I)O D and ntathi ,naa r'nnt, Ar F,' hoI stutc o'

54 percent of the allocated am ount w as 2 1. D FA R 242.10. "lhch ni l, . r nt' A -Jatter wn A i" qf,

paid by DOD. 22. Ibid. Bast'. (hw
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PRODUCTION COMPETITION
LESSONS-LEARNED: INCUM BENT
CONTRACTOR TORPEDOE S

Bill Drinnon
David Hodulich

h uring the past age the second source's
. several years, we competitiveness.

learned much about estab-
lishing competitive produc- Cost Effectiveness
tion sources for defense Arguments
systems. We had direct Incumbents will begin by
contact with some two
dozen programs as a result asserting that competition is
of our: in fact not cost effective.

-Support of Army. Navy, Economic models are easily

and Air Force program misused if the analyst applies

managers. incorrect, inaccurate, or

-Assistance to defense otherwise inappropriate
contractors in capturing ,estimates for critical input
second-source programs. tosparameters. Incumbents

second-source-programs.uunderstand this and have

-Work with DSMC in The Tomzahawk Cruise misile brraksjfim the uater after a sub-sizce access to the same model
developing their production launch. The lTmahauk production competitum has pnnoid'd ialuable used by the government and
competition handbook (Es- 7s.so-'anu'd and substantial s potential second sources.
tablishing Competitivc Production Sources) and a Thus, it is easy for incumbents to develop analyses that favor
production competition course, continued sole-source procurement.
-Association with the Navy Competition Advocate In bolstering their argument that competition is not cost
General in developing The Competition Handbook and effective, incumbents will assert that splitting production
several program histories. between two sources will require both contractors to

We gained passing knowledge of additional competitive produce below efficient production rates. This, sole-source
programs as a result of teaching the Production Competition contractors say, will result in increased prices and, in the
Course to more than 1,200 people involved with planning extreme, contractors leaving the market when forced to

and implementing competition in DOD programs. produce below their minimum sustaining rate.

We have put together a series of observations and lessons- If the government still believes that competition will be

learned gleaned from our experience. This first article cost effective and continues to move toward competition
leare gweatncufrmbentsexperience Thioir mnaere despite the above arguments, incumbent contractors will
moetocmpehte pevinumbnsly soleo programars. offer alternative (lower cost) sole-source acquisitionmove to compete previously sole-source programs. strategies. These strategies require the government to

Sole-source incumbents quite understandably do what abandon its competition plans and help the sole source
they can to sink government initiatives to compete their reduce its costs. These reduced costs would then be passed
programs. They employ cost etiectiveness and industrial along to the government in the form of reduced prices, which
base arguments to kill the competition outright and, failing would be lower than prices under competition, the incum-
in that effort, take actions to delay the competition and dam- bents claim. Specifically. the incumbent contractor will
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want the government to redirect its jL ncumbents The incumbent will assert there are
investment from the competition less dramatic (and more believable)
program to a more efficient sole-source long-term economic ccnscquences. For
alternative. For example, the may resort to example. if forced to lower price and

incumbent will propose that the share quantity with a competitor, it
government provide: what amounts to follows that the incumbent will have

fewer dollars to invest in personnel,
-A more efficient production facilities, and future government
schedule predator, pricing, research and development efforts.

-Multiyear contracts These arguments often find a
-Funds to establish increased sub-tier In such cases, the sympathetic ear within the

competition first source makes government.

-Funds for plant modernization Tactics to Delay Competition
programs. the government "an An incumbent faced with

If the government remains th goen etLaAn icm nt fed whu incthed thatrncnt ainse competition on a currently sole-sourceu n co n v in ced th a t co n tin u in g so le p o r m w l a e a v r e y o c i n
source with the incumbent contractor offer it cannot program will take a variety of actions
is in its best interest, incumbent to delay the first competitive buy. His
contractors will often offer to "buy" refuse" for 100 objectives are to:
the sole-source program. Here, in -Produce as many units sole source
exchange for the government dropping percent of the as possible
its second-sourcing plans, the -Put the second source at a
incumbent guarantees lower prices to competitive disadvantage
be achieved through: instant year s buy. -Keep alive tht. possibility of killing
-Reduced profit and overhead the competiticn initiative.
-Increased corporate investment in The incumbent can delay the first
cost-reducing capital equipment competitive buy in several ways. He
-Improved make-buy planning can delay responding to government
-Increased incumbent-financed sub- the contractor failed to meet specified RFPs for data or assistance to the
tier competition conditicons second source. The incumbent can

accelerate change proposals, which

Typically, as part of its offer to buy These options, incumbents assert, would force the government to revisit
the sole-source program, the provide the government with the competition decision, increase the
incumbent will guarantee reduced alternative threats of competition, in second source's production
prices for several years with firm fixed place of actual competitive forces that qualification problems, and confuse
price contract options. The would have been provided by an in- the situation in general. Incumbents
government understands, however, place competitive producer. can deliver incomplete, incorrect, or
that once the competition initiative is It should be noted that incumbents misleading design information for use
dead, design and quantity changes have attempted to "buy" sole-source by the second source. Incumbents can
may nullify these guarantees. deliver data and qualification kits late,Accrdigly toovecom goernent programs even after th governmentAccordingly, to overcome government haL eu t opeiinporm again delaying second-source

skepticism about the incumbent's has begun its competition program production qualification.Although potential second sources
willingness and ability to reduce prices view such strategy changes as unfair poctio qalaton.
in a non-competitive environment, and vesuhtregcansasnfi, Tactics to Damage the Secondto p teeth into envi rie the government, in the past, has Sourcet put teeth intombong-term price canceled competitions and accepted
guarantees, incumbents may propose incumbent's alternative sole-source It the competition initiative is not
two additional options. acquisition strategies. killed early on, the incumbent will take
-A firm fixed price option for a action to damage the competitiveness
production-quality, restriction-free Industrial Base Arguments of potential competitors. For example,
technical data package. This option As mentioned, the incumbent can be simply continuing the delaying tactics
would be exercised at goveiment expected to argue his minimum discussed can put the second source at
discretion if the incumbent failed to sustaining rate is greater than that a distinct disadvantage for the first
meet specified cost, schedule or available to him if competition is competitive buy.
technical requirements. established. Accordingly, the Another way to gain an advantage

A firm fixed price option for a incumbent will announce he will be over the new competitor is to force him
leader-follower program also would be forced to leave the market if to invest heavily. The incumbent can
exercised at government discretion if competition is established, do this bv obstructing common use ot
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Close-up 'iew of an AIM-9L Sidewinder missile mounted on witgnp of an F-16 F qbtin Fiko aircraft. The . deicww Lr has bern praduced

competit'elv Jr many Years.

special tooling and test equipment, is for the first source to convince the Conclusion
promoting an artifically long government of his very high These arguments and tactics are
technology transfer and production "minimum sustaining rate." The first always employed and are often

qualification process, and refusing to source can then negotiate quantity successful in killing or delaying

provide lower-tier source information, guarantees that leave only small cetitin The ormeand
quantities subject to annual competi- competition. The government and
quantities sujc toy anl competie tion.potential second sources must be ready

Incumbents will try to minimize tion. to counter these "torpedoes" with well-

production quantities available to the Incumbents may resort to what thounter these nd p l l-

second source. They will often amounts to predatory pricing. In such thought-out analyses and plans.

accomplish this by promoting cases, the first source makes the
schedules that spread small government "an offer it cannot refuse"
qualification and initial production for 100 percent of the instant year's Mr. Drinnon and Mr. Hodulich are
buys over several years (while the buy. If the offer is accepted (as has associated with LI), Incoipomated, a con-
incumbent is producing large happened), the second source may not sultii7f~inn spetializing in ieapon system
quantities sole source). Another way be able to compete for subsequent acquisition planning.
to minimize second-source quantities buys.
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In Memoriam

Dr. Fred E. Waelchli suffered a heart attack March 6,
1989, in his office at the Defense Systems Management Col-
lege and was taken to DeWitt Army Hospital, Fort Belvoir,
where he was pronounced dead. Several hundred people at-
tended a memorial service March 10 at the Fort Belvoir Post
Chapel. The eulogy was given by the DSMC Provost, Mr.
Gregory T. Wierzbicki. Scripture readings were given by
Dr. Benjamin Rush, Director, and Commander John
Hutchins, USN, both of the DSMC Business Management
Department, where Dr. Waelchli was a Professor of
Management. He also was a member of the DSMC Center
for Acquisition Policy, and a frequent contributor to Pro-
gram Manager.

Joined DSMC in 1979

locwr Wakhli Dr. Waelchli joined the DSMC faculty in July 1979 and
(19.34-1989) taught Federal Financial Management, Business Manage-

ment Department (BMD) through 1983. He then taught
Management Techniques and Acquisition Policy, Policy and
Organization Management Department, for 2-1/2 years. In
July 1986, Dr. Waelchli returned to BMD and, in October
1987, accepted an additional appointment as Associate in
the newly-formed DSMC Center for Acquisition Manage-
ment Policy.

Dr. Waelchli grew up and was educated through Junior
College in the Philadelphia suburbs. He was graduated from
Penn State with a B.S. degree in physics and became a
Federal Government Management Intern with the Navy
Department. During the next 15 years, Dr. Waelchli held
progressively more responsible Navy Department financial
management positions, primarily in research and develop-
ment. His postgraduate education includes an M.B.A. degree
in applied economics and a doctorate in management
science, both from The George Washington University. He
was a member of the Academy of Management, the Socie-
ty for General Systems Research, The American Society for
Cybernetics, and Mensa.

Dr. Waelchli was an Adjunct Professor in the University
of Maryland Graduate School; Research Associate, Center
for Interactive Management, George Mason University; and
Associate Professorial Lecturer in management science, The
George Washington University. He was a lecturer for the
University of Southern California (Systems Science In-
stitute), and since 1984 was a faculty member, Navy
Logistics Management School.

Dr. Waelchli is survived by his wife and two children.
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MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT:
A GUIDE FOR GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY

Professor David D. Acker Lieutenant Colonel Sammie G. Young, USA

A the Defense Sys- ' / Objectives
tems Management Relative to the Guide,

College (DSMC) we are con- / ,when DSMC published the
cerned about the role of,_ first two editions(then calleddefense manufacturi.ng frttoeiios(hncle
management and its impact a Handbook), it assumed

m e a s cresponsibility for publishing
on the quality and perfor- new editions whenever there
mance of defense systems. were sufficient changes in
Most readers of this Journal policies, procedures, and
will recognize that program practices to make it ap-
management-the focus of propriate. It has become ap-
educational endeavors at propriate to release a new
DSMC-is engaged in all -' Ndedition now.
facets of activity relative to
the design, manufacture, • Although the text has
test, and support of defense _ . been revised, the basic objec-
systems. Gceg.Ca, tive has remained un-

When does the concern of manufacturing managers on changed. The Defense Manufacturing Management (DMM)
a defense system program begin? Manufacturing personnel Guide is still one of a family of educational documents
should become active participants in initial stages of any published by the College and written from a Department
new program. Further, design of a new defense system of Defense (DOD) perspective. These documents are used
capable of production within a proposed cost and schedule primarily in courses presented at DSMC and, secondarily,
is of concern to government and industry program managers are desk references for program management personnel. We
in early phases of any program. Sometimes the period al- hope the new Guide will continue to serve their
lowed for manufacturing personnel to be involved may have functions.
to be shortened, even though complexity of the design and The April 1989 revision of the DMM Guide provides the
the reliability requirements for the system or equipment be- reader with an understanding of, and a basic working
ing designed does not appear to justify shortening the pro- familiarity with, effective manufacturing management

cess. In such cases, it is important that each organization methods used in defense systems acquisition programs. It

involved in the program know how such a change affects is intended for the Guide to be useful in preparing for, and

its role. i neddfrteGiet eueu npeaigfr n
executing, the production phase of a defense system pro-

In early stages of development, manufacturing raay be gram. The Guide includes a discussion of DOD policies,
able to suggest economical techniques to minimize costs. It directives, methodologies, and manufacturing practices,
is essential, therefore, that manufacturing personnel par- along with a list of acronyms and a glossary of terms, ap-
ticipate in trade-off discussions and design reviews, provide plicable to manufacturing management efforts of defense
manufacturing guidelines and sindards, and suggest contractors throughout all phases of a program.
automated design/manufacturing processes. The importance Basic activities associated with producing defense systems
of early participation by manufacturing personnel needs to and associated equipment, current critical issues affecting
be emphasized because, by the time the design has been corn- manufacturing management, common causes (and cures,
pleted, approximately 90 per cent of the manufacturing cost when known) of manufacturing problems, and lessons learned
has been "cast in concrete." on past programs have been placed in focus. Manufac-
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turing .management considerations Further, the directive established the Chapter IV. Manufacturing Strategy
during the development, and the pro- Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisi- describes development of a plan for
duction phase of a program, have been tion as the Defense Acquisition Ex- assuring timely and cost-effective pro-
addressed. The Guide has related the ecutive (DAE). The DAE is charged duction of an item which meets opera-
manufacturing function to the fielding with assuring that the manufacture of tional effectiveness and suitability re-
of defense systems and subsequent each defense system is performed in a quirements. A vignette from the text
logistics support activities, manner to ensure the production of the is shown.

Objectives Of And Approach To most efficient, cost-effective, and Chapter V Total Quality Manage-

DOD Manufacturing Management highest quality end-item possible. ment addresses TQM as it relates to the
manufacturing process.

Objectives of DOD manufacturing Chapter VI. Manufacturing Planning
management or. a program are: and Scheduling provides information
- To ensure that proper manufactur- on the identification of resources and
ing planning has been accomplished - their integration into a structure that
early so that the manufacturing effort j provides the capability to achieve
will be performed smoothly he Guide has manufacturing objectives.
- To ensure that the system design Chapter VII. Producibility provides in-
will lead to efficient and economical related the formation directed toward achieving a
quantity manufacture design compatible with realities of the
- To assess the program status at any manufacturing manufacturing capability of the
point during the production phase to defense industrial base.
determine if schedule, costs, and quali- Chapter VIII. Manufacturing Tech-
ty standards are being met fufnction to the nology identifies some mechanisms for
- To conduct assessments and describing and proofing manufacturing
reviews of the manufacturing effort re- fielding of defense processes. It describes integration of
quired to meet decision points at each advanced manufacturing technology
program phase. into the manufacturing program.

One of the basic thrusts within the yand Chapter IX. Manufacturing Cost
Estimating focuses on identificationment attention to manufacturing and subsequent logistics and characterization of manufacturing

total quality management during the costs as they are estimated and in-
early defense system program phases. support activities, curred by defense contractors.

There are significant costs associated Chapter X. Contracting Issues in

with the manufacturing effort and Manufacturing provides information

these costs, to a great degree, are in- on a number of manufacuring manage-
herent in the design. As a design ment issues from the perspective of the

evolves, some costs become almost contractual relationship.
fixed. Given the objetive of minimiz- Chapter XI. Transition from Develop-

ing cost and the existence of projec- ment to Production discusses some
tions that indicate limited dollars Principal Subjects Covered in Guide organizational and functional issues in-

available for future manufacturing ef- The comments which follow are volved in the transition from develop-
fort, it is necessary to identify costs at identified with the chapter to which ment to production and the process for
that it in the program where they they pertain in the new Guide. evaluation and management.tat pint fined. Ths programon wrode, Chapter XII. Manufacturing Surveys
are being fixed. This situation provides Chapter I. Overview. This chapter is and Reviews identifies various types of
the need for an early assessment, an overview of DOD manufacturing surveys, reviews, and audits con-

The Undersecretary of Defense for management. ducted by the government. Particular
Acquisition has the direct responsibili- Chapter II. Industrial Base provides the attention is paid to Production
ty for DOD manufacturing manage- program manager with information to Readiness Reviews.
ment policy and guidance in the ac- help in specifically accessing and Chapter XIII. Manufacturing Controls
quisition of defense systems. The head understanding the capability of the in- concentrates on manufacturing con-
of each DOD component (military dustrial base to support a given trols necessary to ensure problems
departments and defense agencies), in program. symptomatic of complex manufactur-
turn has responsibility for developing Chapter III. Product Development ing environments do not disrupt ac-
and implementing procedures within establishes a model of the process by quisition programs.
the components. The DOD Directive which products are developed and pro- Chapter XIV. Factory of the Future
5000.1, "Major and Non-Major De- duced for use. The generic develop- discusses how it will affect the way
fense Acquisition Programs," estab- ment process described is a basis for in- defense systems will be designed, pro-
lished the approval cycle and pro- tegrating the specific manufacturing duced, tested, and supported.
cedures for defense system acquisition. management activities discussf 1.
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A VIGNETTE FROM THE TEXT

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS/CONSTRAINTS

ENGINERING IN LOGISTIC

MANACIG/EMNT

FINANCIASOURCE
MAANAGEMENT

RSR,
BASE

//'0 1TIA L PREPARE N SS

The Systems Acquisition Environment
Strategy, a long-term issue, focuses on definition of program objectives and development of an integrated ap-
proach to achieve the objectives. Manufacturing strategy, for example, is a detailed plan for assuring timely and
cost-effective production of an item which meets operational effectiveness and suitability requirements. Measurable
goals and milestones are supported by action plans which include underlying assumptions, allocation of respon-
sibility, resource requirements, time and risks.

In addition to updating the chapters cient information to be responsive to
contained in the last edition, the third the needs of program management of- Profssor Acker is responsiblefir manufnc-
edition adds a chapter on Total Quali- fice personnel and students attending turing management research at l)SMC.
ty Management as it relates to courses at the College or one of its Lieutenant Colonel Young is a Profssor
manufacturing, and a new chapter on regional centers. of Engineering Management i theManufacturing Technology. o niern aaeeti h

Technical Management Department at

As a manufacturing management Copies of the Guide will be available DSMC.
problem or question ariscs, one should to students in many DSMC courses. In
be able to turn to an appropriate sec- addition, it may be obtained from the The authorssenvl as the Contracting Of-
tion of the Guide and find helpful and Government Printing Office (GPO) fecer's Representativs for the rmision to the

pertinent information. Although it was and the Defense Technical Information Guide.
not the intention of the Defense Center (DTIC), Alexandria, Va. As of
Systems Management College to pro- this writing, the cost of a copy sold by
vide an exhaustive treatment of any the GPO and the accession number
subject in the Guide, it provides suffi- assigned by DTIC are unknown.
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LIAO ICAF
(Continued fivrm pa.c 46) CONFERENCE

Finally, one must keep in mind that known alternative form is the Stanford About 250 senior executives from in-
steep slope does not reflect efficiency Research Institute investigation of 20 dustry, academia and government will
in learning. What it represents is the World War II aircraft. The study pro- meet in Washington with students of
opportunity fo, learning. Other things posed y = a/(x+b)'2 as a more the Industrial College of the Armed
being equal, a high first unit cost reliable expression of the relationship Forces May 31 and June 1 for the
always results in steeper learning rate. between man-hour cost and cumula- eighth annual Mobilization Con-
On the other hand, extensive prepro- tive output. ference. The College, part of the Na-
duction planning normally results in 3. R. D. Stewart and R. M. Wyskida, tional Defense University, provides a
low production cost for the first unit Cost Estimator's Reference Manual, yearly forum when mobilization issues
and low learning rate. John Wiley & Sons, 1987, p. 165. confronting the United States and its

John allies are addressed. Key speakers will
Endnotes 4. See Johnson, op cit., and, Shu S. include Lieutenant General Edward

1. Daniel L. Johnson, "The Learning Liao, "The Learning Curve: Wright's Honor, U.S. Army, Joint Chiefs of
Curve: Which One to Use?" Program Model vs. Crawford's Model," Issues Staff Director for Logistics.
Manager (January-February 1987), pp. in Accountinq Education (Fall 1988), For more information, write to:
7-10. pp. 302-315. Mobilization Conference, Industrial

2. It should be mentioned that this is 5. Note that the algebraic midpoint College of the Armed Forces, Fort
not the only possible formulation of formula was i.,correctly listed in McNair, Washington, D.C. 20319-
the learning curve. One of the best Johnson's article. 6000; or call Commercial (202)

475-1812/1772 or Autovon 335-1812,'
1772. A registration brochure is

SHELTER USERS available.

CONFERENCE ICE
IN JUNE CONFERENCE

IS PLANNFD
The Joint Technical Working Group to give potential shelter users the op-

(JTWG), Joint Committee on Tactical portunity to view the variety of The 13th lnter ,-vice Correspon-
Shelters (JOCOTAS), and co-host shelters and ancillary equipment dence Exchange (ICE) Conference is
Marine Corps Logistics Base, Albany, available. The conference is open to scheduled for October 17-19, 1989, at
Ga., are sponsoring a shelter users con- government and contractor personnel. Williamsburg, Va. The host unit is the
ference in the Civic Center, Albany, Army Training Support Center, Insti-
June 20-22, 1989. For more information, contact Jim tute for Professional Development

Tactical shelters and ancillary equip- Spires, program coordinator; (IDP), Fort Eustis, Va., which centrally
ment from the Army, Air Force, Navy Telephone (202) 695-3072/3006, or AV manages and administers the Army
and Marine Corps will be on display 225-3072/3006. Correspondence Course Program

(ACCP).
This year's theme is "Solutions,

Proven and Proposed, in Correspon-
dence Education." The conference in-

rhat'sgrattf heodache. ioc ButInedsoething cludes individual and concurrent
prothot put the color back at my cheeks' presentations by speakers ranked

1 "e among the best in their fields of educa-

tion and training. Representatives of
all branches of the military services
will participate in an open exchange of
ideas. Exhibitors and vendors will
display the latest in technological

innovation.j f Anyone interested in learning mor..
about the conference, as participant or
attendee, may write Commander, U.S.
Army Training Support Center,
ATTN: ATIC-li'C, Marianne Ray-
mond, Conference Coordinator, Fort
Eustis, VA 23604-5121; or call Com-
mercial (804) 878-4001, or Autovon
927-4001.
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CALL FOR PAPERS

1989 ACQUISITION
RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM

CO-SPONSORED BY THE
DEFENSE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT COLLEGE

AND THE
NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

WASHINGTON, DC CHAPTER

HYATT REGENCY-CAPITOL HILL
WASHINGTON, DC

17-19 OCTOBER 1989

Outstanding papers will be selected for presentation at the 4. Results of recent acquisition and acquisition management
symposium and/or printing in the symposium "proceed- research.
ings.

Papers must be received by 14 July 1989 Send to
Selection of papers will be based on their relevancy to DSMC-DRI-R(ARS)
current issues in acquisition management. Fort Belvoir VA 22060-5426

Significant issues in defense acquisition management
include, but are not necessarily limited to the following: FOR ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION CONTACT
1. Actions taken In response to recommendations from the

President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Man- Mr. David Acker or
agement (Packard Commission). Mr. Calvin Brown

at DSMC-DRI-R
2. Actions taken on TQM and the other nine initiatives of (703) 664-3385 or

Dr. Robert B. Costello, Under Secretary of Defense for Autovon 354-3385 .< . ,
Acquisition. or

Mr. Patrick D. Sullivan NCMA
3 Actions taken on the recommenoations from the "Acquisi- (NCMA) at

tion Leadership '88 Conference" on 14 July 1988, (202) 371-8522.

Program Manager 92 \Iay-lunc 1080


